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_WANTS._
Houses Wanted.
lots, and desires
Advertiser
to move on.
to purchase suitable buildings
can s md price and
such
property
Parties having
lias two vacant

THE

description to

B0X

■

151,{;_

_U1W

ap5

vance.

A

Is published every Thursday Morning at §2.50
advance, at §2.00 a year.

a

year, if paid in

young man
ence in a retail store. Satisfactory references given.
Address C., Press Office.mar31«lw

Kates of Advertising : One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week

Employment.
for the COM1,000 agents to
PLETE HERBALIST, and Tiik Growing
1WANT
World. 1 "ill give such terms and furnish such

Halt square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, §1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales,” §2.00 per square per week; three inseitious
r less §1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation iu every part
of the State) for §1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents |>er square lor each subsequent nsertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.

advertising facilities that no man need make less
than $200 per month and all expenses—no matter
whether he ever canvassed before or not. Address
I)R. O. PHELPS BROWN, No. 21 Grand street.,
Jersey City, N. J., aud full particulars will be sent
aprld&wlm
by return mail.

after; three insertions, or less. §1.00; continuing
every other day after tirst week, 50 cents.

canvass

Manure Wanted.
take it imediately from public or private
stables and pay cash.
WM, THOMPSON,
at office of Mattocks & Fox, 183 Middle St.

WILL

dtf

ma20

BUSINESS CARDS.

Bottles Wanted

Champagne, Pints. Quarts, and Brandy

W. C. CLAKK,

WATER

AND

PIPING.
an2l__fJ_

ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,
S.

C.

88 MIDDLE

or

rooms
erences

satisfactory. Address
niarimf

practice in Androscoggin

U F PI O LSTERER
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

unfurnished, to let with board at203 Cumberland St.,
corner Franklin, also single rooms to let at same

TWO

place.

Suits, Lounges, Spring
Bede, Mattresses,
McDonough Patent Mud Lounges, En- j
kinds of

Chaire, &c

repairing neatly

Furniture

done.

matted.oct5-*69T T&Sti

DU5CAJV, SHERMAN & C0~
BANKERS
9 & I* NASSAU ST., NEW l'OBK

Nob.

Issue CIRCULAR NOTES a:id LETTERS OF
CREDIT for TRAVELERS IN EUROPE AND THE
EAST, available in all the principal citiesalso for
TELEuse in tlie United Stales, West Indies, &c.
GRAPHIC TRANSFERS to LONDON, PARIS,
CALIFORNIA, HAVANA, MEXICO, CHINA, JAPAN, Ac. Accounts of Banks, Bankers and others
jaTeodly
received.

C. P. BABCOCK,

59 Market

To Lei with Board.
Front Room on lower floor at
43 PLEASANT STREET.

PLEASANT
ja4tf

Cumberland st.,

at

Charter*,
Petroleum, Cs-rniu
Fi eight Engagcmeut* made
for all parts of the world.
ITIarine Insurance effected in reliable
Office*.
nud other

Negotiated.

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

feh8_dly

Gentlemen

To Let.
STORY and Half House with all conveniences

Atlantic
A in of No. 3 Fore street, between
the Premises.
and St. Lawrance street.

Inquire

AGENTS

THE

INJECTOR

PORTLAND, MAINK.
FOR SALS—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse
power, built to order.

HPU__l
WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

PAIKiTER,

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
5

BLOCK.

DEEBIISO

T respectfully inform the public that I have taken
the business of Clias. J. Schumacher and will attend
1 shall enpromptly to all jobs entrusted to me.
de ivor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
haa held for so

To I2cnt.
suit of rooms over my store formerly occupied by D. H. Ingraham, Esq., suitable for lawyers, doctors, tailors or insurance. Can he used toM. G. PALMER,
gether or singly.
eodtf
mar 6

THE

To Lot.
First-class house, good location,
AyjSto'T'"! with all modern improvements.
Rent
$403. Apply to A. K. SHURTafjwij&rrW.
ifigj11 rq,,. ,dr LEFF, at National Traders’Bank.

apr3Ulw

and

no‘21tf

to isem.
rent on Munjoy Hill at SlOpermonth.
W. W. CARR.
Apply U)
197 Newbuiy St.
mar24dtf

PLEASANT
5
to

Jn

cars.

a

splendid

and

good neighborhood

LETJ

TO

Room til the Second

Story

of the

Primers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to IS. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
dtf

Sylvester,
Counsellors at Law,
81 MIDDLE STREET,
(2nd door below Cana Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

oc2<ltf

3 Floors fitted

All collections promptly attended to by E. A.
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

MIDDLE ST.

80
mv!)

up1*or a First-class

ABOUT

To Let
half of a double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Dantortb Street. No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROB1XSON, Real Estate Agent, 203 Middle street.
dtf
Portland. Sept.. 30, 1874

ONE

(Tioytl Bloclc,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.
for every dePlans, Details, Superintendence, etc.,
scription of building.

_aec-;l)tr
VV. W. Thomas, Jr.,
resumed tbe

practice

W.

inal7

Fairbanks’ Scales,
TIIE WOULD.

TIIE NTANDAKD OF

Uiglic*t

Puri* in 1S6?.
Vienna, Montrcnl, IMS.
Philadelphia, ISJt.

Pr'sec*

d.

THE

MONT ALELKATE,

TIIE

MOST DURABLE.
MOST

ap5d?t

of ilic P. F. D.

SIGNS OF

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,
and

adopted by

LNITED

the

STATES GOVERNMENT.
—

ALSO

—

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety Money
Drawer.
WAREHOUSES—a

60 COMMERCIAL ST.,

Milk

Street

Boston.
CO.

311 Broadway, IN.w Ifoik.

FAIRBANKS

&

CO.
UJm

FAST DAY, APRIL 8tla.

Grand

—

coaie

decllJ

GRASSSEEDS.
3000 Bogs Herd Grass Seed
Red Top Seed.
JOOO
«
Northern New York
OOO

TO EE

LOUISE

CARY,

BY

*V. II. BECKETT,
Baritone, (New York.)
WILL II. STOCKBKIDOE,
Tenor.

QUINTETTE CLUB,

CHMDLSR’S BAND

We

just

mean

Grand Concert

wliat

say and shall offer

prices that

“
•*

“

300
Also

cts. each.

“
“

Hungarian Gra«».

M

Kentucky Blue Cwrass Seed.

Orchard Grinw Seed.

large assortment Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

For sale at the lowest cash price.

Kendall & n nitney,
AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE
—AXD—

STORE,

SEED

POBTIiAWP, ME.dtt

feb25

fa Is Wore tie People
THAT

AT

40 Doz. Fine Linen Handkerchiefs
12 1-2 cts. each.

—

HALL,

R.

A.

Play,

a

and Tuesday Evenings, April
12th and 13th.

Tickets, including reserved seats, to be obtained at
aprGdlw
Stockbridge’s and at door, 35 cts.

HALL.

CITY

50 Doz. Linen Handkerchiefs at 8

Michigan Clover Seed.
Ohio Clover Seed.
Pen Vine Clover Seed.
A1 tike Clover Seed.
White Dutch Clover Seed.
Millelt.

“
<{

a.

each,

Clover

Operetta and
—

Monday

Meed.
400
300
300
35
400
400
400

consisting of an

them.

100 Doz. fine Liaen Cambric Hem-

’75.

OF

CLASS

April 13th, 14th, 15th and 16th,
will be presented by BOS WORTH POST,
NO. ‘J, O. A. R.« the thrilling Military
Drama and Allegory entitled the

Drummer

Fnll sized Hemmed Handkerchiefs

op the

—

Boy,

—

SPY of the SHENANDOAH

No. 2 Ribbons 3 cts.

a

yard.

No. i

“

6

“

“

No. 9

“

15

“

“

Stage and Scenery (by Richards), prepared
expressly for the piece.
A

new

100

Ladies and Gentlemen in the Cast.

Fine IttuHic, New Songs, and beautiful
Tableau.

Plaid Sasli Ribbon 25 cts.

a

yard.

6 inch all Silk Sash Ribbon 75 cts.

yard.

a

A few more of those White Bed

Spreads

75 cts.

We have

an

Orchestra by Chandler’s full Band.
Reserved seats 50 cents, for
sale at Stockbridge’s, 156 Exchange street, for floor,
and at J. K. Stnrges & Co.’s, junction Congress and
Free streets for gallery. Sale commences Saturday,
apr6dtd
April 10 at 0 a. m.
Admission 35 cents.

GOOD NEWS

Immense Stock
—

Best

4

well Picked

W. 0.

Successors to James H. Baker.

febl2_dtf

h mum,

&

THAT

QUALITY

SPERM, LARD,

BY

oc25
__

AND BEANS.

BUTTER,
VERMONT
HAND PICKED PEA BEANS,

switch at

one

half

huy
our

a

former

(

1

Proposal*

GAGE

&

CO.,

Commercial SI., (Thomas JB’Ik )
d3w

1

Out Sale!

try and taucy-work in wools, Ac., Ac.

for

dtt

Improvement of Advert* and
Harbor*.

PROPOSALS

yards of dredging.

MANUFACTURED BY

FOR

YORK.
SALE

BY

ap3

PORTLAND, ME.

<13m

second-hand YValer Carts tor

Capacity 300 gallons.

sale Cheap.
Address

W. H. HALL.
_deod&w4w

mar30

Choice

kelly’s Rock.

9. Hingham Harbor, Mars.—For about 14,000
ot dredging, and the removal of about
100 cubic yards of sunken ledge.
10. Plymouth Harbor, Mass.—For about 25,000
cubic yards of dredging.
Persons desiring to make proposals for any of the
above works are requested to apply to the undersigned at bis office, No 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress
street. Portland, Me., or No. 20 Pemberton Square,
Boston, Mass., for specifications and further information concerning the same.
Proposals must be made
for each work,
as required by the specifications, each proposal to he
on
in duplicate,
minted forms, which will be furnished on application at this offico, and to he accompanied by the requisite guarantee, and when transmitted, must be so endorsed as to indicate, befoie being opened, the particular work bid for.
The undersigned reserves the right to reject all bids
which, in his opinion, are not reasonable; also the
bid of any person, who, in his belief, will not faithfully and promptly perform the contract.
GEO. THOM, Lt. Col. of Engineers.
Bvt. Brig. General U. S. A.
apr5det

yards

85 TUBS

NOTICE.

Vermont

day appointed Messrs. Cbadbouin
& Kendall, Sole Agents for the tale ol all our
eading styles of

Hutter. WE

10 Brls. New Orleans molasses,
FOR SALE BY•“

D. B. RICKER & CO.,
dec8

to

be

at

seen

CAFT. SAWYERS

183 FOUR STREET.
dtf

have this

COLLARS AND CTTFW3,
for the City ot Portland. They will supply the trade
at our lowest prices.
EMERSON LELAND & CO.
ja7d3meod.
Boston, Jan. 1st, 1875.
r

Street.

Tills Barr is so constructed that it will never warp,
and hence its durability is unquestionable, and by
an arrangement lor introducing the air through the
Are to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

Per Cent of the Fuel,

contrived to clean yonr fires without opening the Furnace doors*
so

Please call at the above named Office and
see for j ourselves.

SARGENT,

Z.

Proprietor

and Manufacturer.
dtf

ft. m

Spring Hosiery.
Just received and now
open for examination a full
line of Plain and Fancy
Cotton Hosiery for Misses

Children
prices
cts.
to
75
10
from
per pair.
at

and

IV. B.-Wf cordially invite all to examine
above line of goods before purchasing elsewhere*

OWEN & MOORE,
CONGRESS ST. COR. BROWN.
dtf

ja14

Cheapest Book Store in the World,
119 EXCHANGE STREET.
100,000 Books without regard to cost.
Good Clock**, Watches and Jewelry cheap.
Bepairiug and Cleaning well done and
Warranted.

ALBERT COLBY’S SOWS,
Publishers and

Booksellers*

Pcttcngill & Littlejohn,
MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS
—

IN

—

PI KE WHITE WINE VIN1GAB.
I'lIKE EIDKK VINIUAK.
REFINED CIDEK.

All for sale at factory pricos.

market

Street,

PORTLAND, ME,

ma27<llm

GOOD
In

PRESSED
or

GEOItOE I).
ftblil

HAY

small quantities.
Foie 8 A LG BY

large

BECK,

Cumberland Home.

i)tt

that there are

|
The Political Issue.
Mr. Blaine’s remarkable gift of saying the
right thing at the right time in the right
did not desert him at New Haven the

place

night. Ho dropped his words as Oakes
dropped his dollars, where they would
do the most good. The people of the country at large have felt that the issues brought

other

Ames

forward in Connecticut are those upon
which the presidential campaign of 1870 will
be tought. Many Republicans, while proud
of the record ot their party, have not cared
to go into battle armed with antiquated
weapons drawn from abandoned arsenals.
While feeling a profound distrust of the Democratic party and its objects they cherish no
vindictive hatred toward the South, aud feel
no desire to enact and enforce cruel and oppressive measures. They teel that the South
has

They
restoration of prosperity

puuished sufficiently.

heeu

for the

ar-

to that unfortunate section of our country,
and instinctively shun the counsels of ex-

good Jeelmg to warn tne
stroug last fall that it caused
many men to step outside the party Hues
in order to administer a rebuke te the party
leaders who were thought to be carrying the
policy of caution and mistrust too far. But
This

tremists.

South

was so

change

a

passed

has

over

spirit

the

The old distrust of the South

Why is it?
Mr. Blaine has clearly and forcibly stated
the reasons for the change. The South entirely misunderstood the meaning of last
fall’s elections. It took them to be an endorsement of the heresies of the Democratic
party, an acknowledgment on the part of
failure, a
desertion of the negro and a willingness to
surrender the results ot the war. Hope, long
dead in the hearts of the Southern leaders,
These men were well nigh
came to life.
ready to accept the situation, to give up forthe North that reconstruction is a

all intention to return to the old order
to submit to the political equality
of the negro. But the autumn overturn banished from their minds all their good resolutions. The temptation of regaining power
through a united South and a divided North
was too great for these old leaders who had
governed the country so long by means of
this same policy. The North consideied the
war issues settled forever and had no desire
to revive them. The South is responsible
ever

for

things,

bringing

the old

to the front

question

Its revival has quickeued the
fear and distrust in the North, and has
straightened party lines once more.
The Northern people as ardently desire the
prosperity of the South as they did last fall.
once

more.

There has been no revulsion ot

regard.

feeling in that
give up

But the North will never

willing to send a messenger bearing words of
peace and good will to the South, it will never
send an angel to roll the stone away from the
the results of the war. While it is

1x1 wuicu tue

urn uruex

ui

ever

luinjjo

Until the South recognizes this,
until it becomes convinced that the purpose
of the North is unalterable the mission of the
Republican party is not finished. That party
has restored the Union. It has now to do
away with sectionalism. The spectacle of a
united South, intent on overturning the results achieved by tbe expenditure of thousands
of lives and millions ot treasure, is a standing
menace.
When the Southern people give up
the delusive hope that the North will recede
from its position, when the changes wrought
by the war are frankly accepted and cease to
be questioned, when the South becomes divided iike the North on questions of administrative policy, then all distrust will be done away
with forever. Until then the Noith cannot
be blamed for entertaining suspicions, for
bolding itself on the alert against the revival
of Southern policy.
It is manifestly unfair to charge the Republican party with an attempt to revive the
These issues have been revived
war issues.
by Southern leaders and their Northern
Demociatic allies. The Republican party is
thrown upon the defensive. It must either
surrender its convictions and go back upon
its record, or else go into the battle upon the
old question. The South apparently wishes
this. It at least has provoked it, and must
abide by tbe result. The only way to get the
Southern question out of politics is for tbe
North to proclaim its unalterable determination to abide by the results of the war so
emphatically that a doubt will never be raised

those who may desire that

Gov. Dingley should retire for those reasons
suggested by the Standard and other personal considerations; but it well understands
that there are Dot enough of that class to
make up the “inner” or outer circle of Republicans who desire this course, to effect any-

thing of the kind.
It may be proper to add that

we

have

seen

large number of letters from leading Republicans in all parts of the state and have
heard the expression of others—Republicans
a

who represent the best sentiment of the state
and who are not actuated by personal considerations and jealousies—all of whom ex-

pre^ the opinion that Gov. Dingley should
be the party candidate. We think we
express the sentimeut of three-fourths of the
Republicans of the state when we say that
they desire that Gov. Dingley should again be
the candidate.

again

Evidences of
overturn the

plying, and
of

even

a deep-laid conspiracy to
English language are multi-

must soon

attract the attention

the most thoughtless.

It is

already

taking
place
as an object of dread in the miuds of the people. There can be no doubt that the unsuccessful competitors at the spelling-matches,
maddened and humiliated by defeat, are
struggling to overthrow the established orthe

of the third-term excitement

mograpuy.

r roman

parrs

ui

rue

couuiry

significant reports, substantiating
this view. For example there has lately appeared on the gate of the burying ground
at Galesburg, Illinois, a sign bearing this
legend “Hope Semetary.” In New Orleans
the Bev. Bishop Wilmer announces that “the
right pf confirmation will be administered.”
Placards have been posted on fences all over
the country with the inscription “This
plase for sail.” Benn Pitman, who is known
as an inveterate foe of the English language,
attempts to confuse the people by the statement that the word “bleytne” can be justifiably spelled 43,680 ways. We might multi"
ply instances but we need not go out of our
own city to find evidences of this conspiracy.
A desk in the Municipal Court room has blazoned upon it ia all the glory of red and black
paint the word o/fficer.” A prominent fruit
dealer on one of the most frequented streets
of the city has a sign on bis counter which
reads “Sickle pears.” Now as this is not the
season for pears the only motive for displaying this sign must be a desire to debauch the
come

very

language._

everybody

which

admires in

theory,

he

has

aroused a little outcry from the few citizens
whose thriving at the public expense is curtailed.

entombed.

“b,uu'_
The advocates of hard money who were
inclined to question the necessity of a freebanking law at present because the business
of the country docs not demand an increase
of bank note currency and because In the
present condition of the finances capitalists
will not invest in national bank circulation,

opinions justified by experience. The Boston Advertiser points out that
more Southern and Western capital has been
withdrawn from investments in circulating
have had their

notes than has been invested in them.
the 20th of

June, 1874,

Since

says the

Advertiser,
legal tenders have been deposited to redeem
circulation surrendered in the following
amounts from

the several sections:

New

England, $507,000; Middle States, $5,570,000;
the South, $4,703,000; the West, $0,315,000;
Pacific states and the Western territories,
§270,000; total, $17,296,000. New banks bad
been authorized up to the middle of March in
the following sections and amounts of cur-

(ninety

per cent.

of

paid-up capital):

The Plymouth Pastor and CongregationBeecher

on

the Stand—An

Expected

mpb.

New Yoke, April 5, 1873.
The absorbing topic of conversation is the
appearance of Mr. Beecher on the witness
stand. Accustomed as he has been for fort;
years to address great audiences and to evoke
their smiles or tears at his pleasure, be never

spoke to such numbers, nor with such matchless eloquence before. The little court room
packet to its utmost capacity will scarcely hold
eight hundred people, but what was uttered iu
tbeir hearing has been read since by millions.
Autobiography is almost always interesting
no life so uueventful that the record
of it, cleverly rendered, will prove wholly unattractive. But it is captivating to follow the
career of one of the greatest of living meD, as
recited by himself, from childhood to old age,
to trace his progress step by step, to watch his
growth, to tbiuk of him as a ruddy schoolboy,
There is

brimful of mischief and fun—a callow freshman, falling desperately in love before bis
beard had begun to sprout—a young preacher
with a small congregation and an infinitesimal
salary—to mark the beginning of bis ascent to
the temple of fame in the “call" to Indianapolis and eight hundred a year—bis subsequent
trausler to Brooklyn, where ior nearly twentyeight years he has been steadily rising in celebrity and favor, it being universally conceded
(bat be is without a peer in bis profession.
The work he has done in that time has been
prodigious. Besides his incessaut pulpit ministrations he has been occupied as author, editor, contributor, lecturer, political orator and
farmer. He is as remarkable for his versatility
He nev
as for bis brilliancy or bis originality.
er repeats himself, never makes a failure, nevThe people who have at
er tires an audience.
tended bis church tbe longest are among the
Like most
most intent listeners to bis words.
1_nn.aL:n I., Hl.rrvwv.lll-> ol.nrok

tc

ov-m

n.

sive. Ah eligible seat costs for each service
about three dollars independently of the collections which are very large. But there never
is so much as a slip uulet, the demand being
always greatly in excess of tho supply. I have

neighbor whose dwelling is fully fonr miles
from the church, but b« never fails to be there
of a Sunday morning, without regard to the
weather. The congregation is a highly intelligent one. Many of the ablest merchants of
New York belong to it It embraces leading
a

gentlemen of the learned professions, and the
impression we get by a survey of it is that it
is mainly composed of thrifty, sensible, practical and well to do people, without a bit of
A contrary idea X know
nonsense about them.
has gained ground, based upon some of the literature of tho scandal which was decidedly
in its flabby sentimentalism, but it is
altogether a mistake. It would not be an easy
thing to find iu any body of equal numbers more solid, substantial matter-of-fact

New England, $162,000; Middle States, $1,144,000; the South, $1,773,000; the West, $1„
370,000; the territories and Pacific states-

sickly

February applications were
capital or for more circulation on capital already paid in, to the amount
if $2,555,000 Irom New England, $460,000
'rom the middle states, and $391,000 from all

people with a hearty appreciation of the
value of a good bauk account and a shrewd faculty for getting and keeping their share of thi3
world’s goods. They are not so completely engrossed in preparations for a future state that

In March the eastern and mid-

they neglect any opportunity to improve their
No spirit of asceticism
present condition.
hinders them from participating actively in tho

§108,000. Up

to

new

jther states.

applied for $819,000 new circulation
or bauk already organized, the Western
it ates for $90,000. Applications were receiv:d from Eastern and middle states for $1,460,)00 new circulation for new baks; from the
south for $60,000; from the West for $250,XX). The result seems to have been roughly
ibout as follows, the transactions duriug the
nouth of February being absent from the aclie states

The eastern and middle states had
ast June $235,000,000 bank currency. They
rave surrendered about six million, aud
they
lave taken $6,6000,000 new currency.
The
:est of the country, the states and territories
which were destitute of currency, had §118,X)0,000 circulation last June, and have surrendered $11, 288,000 of this amount, only
§4,g42,000 has been takeu again. Whilo
therefore, the aggregate note circulation of
the country has been diminishen since last
June by more than six millions, the whole
reduction is due to the stales where the deBciency wrs alleged to he greatest, and while
the clamor olree banking was loudest.

pursuits
sphere.

and

eDjovmeutg of
majority of them

this

In

It is bestowed
on a mao whose
power to charm is simply irresistible in whom there are
combined such
qualities of wit, humor, pathos, kindliness,
grace of manner, wealth of imagery, sweetness
of speech, aod humility of
bearing, that it is
not only impossible to avoid
being captivated
by him, but It is equally out of the question to
believe for a moment that he could do
any
thing seriously wrong. And that is why Mr.
Beecher’s parishioners are extremely
impatient
at any intimation of a doubt of his innocence.
have
and
none
attribute
the sceptiThey
they
cism of others to weakness of mind or depravi-

ty of tieart. Th;yare jubilant over the proceedings of the last two days of the trial. They
certainly have a right to be. A more superb
witness never appeared in any court. To begin
with one cannot look into Mr. Beecher’s face
without getting impressed with the conviction
that he is telling the truth. There is a frankness and ingenuousness about
him, quite inconsistent with the theory that he is utteriog
a falsehood.
And then he has such a happy
knack of putting things, that every sentence is
epigrammatical. The alternations from grave
to gay, are frequent and sudden, but always
natural aud apposite. The story itself is*sufficiently startling to enlist the most wrapt attention, bat told by such a master of language
and discretion it Daturally enough held the
auditors spell bound. Many of the points made

effective.
wonderfully
Perhaps
was
most intensely
scene
dramatic
that in which he described Moulton’s jotting
down of a few detached sentences from a
soliloquy which lasted an hour, aDd persuading
Mr. Beecher to sign it as a measure tending to
peace and reconciliation. That fatal paper it
will bo iemembered proved the key note to the
were

the

conspiracy.

The possession of it enabled Tiltm

to hint and threaten by turns for the four succeeding years. It was used as an opening to
the negotiation which Carpenter initiated for
the establishment of a newspaper of which he
should be manager and Tilton foreign correspondent, hut which came to grief on the allegation of one of the parties approached that it was
It is the most damagwitness that has yet appeared. It would
be no bard matter to break dowD the testimony
of Tilton and the Moultons—people who do
the things they admit having done are not ena

piece of black-mail.

ing

uieu to oe

oenevea

wuea

eoncrauioiea.

out

this voiceless testifier has been represented as
emanating from a source which is unassailable
in point of veracity, and therefore something
that it is essential to explain away. Mr. Beecher
was very felicitous in his description of the circumstances under which it was written, and
threw a new light upon the scene. Moulton
was there representing how cruelly Tilton had
been wrouged—to what desperation driven by
deprivation of position and income. The pioture he drew worked upon Beecher’s sensibilities which are always acute and he began to
pour out a dirge of self reproaches and regrets.
Occasionally when he would give utterance to
some strong expression of lamentation, Moulton would make a note of it, and in that way

disjointed sentences were inscribed on
three sheets of paper in scrawling letters some
a
very large and others comparatively small,
full and a part faint, and in the twiligh*

tkose

part

while tea was waiting, Beecher hastily signed
the document noting that it was “given in confidence’’ to the mutual friend, who at once
turned it over to his confederate to be hawked
about for his pecuniary
pose of revenge.

profit

or

for the pur-

to have shared or at least t*
to the popular impatience that Mr,
Beecher should be called. They did not exhaust their other witnesses and those who were
examined on the first three days of the week,
seem

have

yielded

were

despatched somewhat rapidly,

I

expected

one

piece

of evidence from Hor-

B. Claflin which was entirely omitted.
Some time ago, Mr. Bowen informed Mr
Claflin that Mrs. Woodbull possessed proof of
Mr. Beecher’s immorality. He urged him to
go and see her aod ascertain for himself that
ace

it was so. Mr. Clafiin consented and accompanied Mr. Bowen to Mrs. WoodhuU’a house,
whom they found in consultation with her
lawyers, a stenographer being present. Mr.
i/iauuj Biaieu

Triu

unreasoning

to mis.

wuuuuuu

vuat

nc

u»u

there by appointment with Mr. Bowen
to discover whether the was in possession of
any information affecting the character of
Henry Ward Beecher. Mrs. Woodhull directed her sister to go np stairs and get some
letters, which she did. She took two out of
oome

Our Sew York Letter.

Air.

IN ADVANCE.

adulation.

Counsel

P. (which is postmaster) says iu the Advertiser of last evening that he does not think
that Gov. Dingley should be a candidate for
re-election. It is very certain that a large
msyority of Republicans in Maine will fail to
see why a gentleman who has served the state
so faithfully and ably as Gov. Dingley, shoul
be refused the usages of the party, fixed by
precedent, merely because, in a direct and
practical attempt to effect the retrenchment

w

:ouut:

CKUDK. CIDEK (SWEET).
OLD CIDEK.
FINE FICKI.ES.
MEDIUM FICKUFS.
UOAKSE FICKI.ES.
MIXED PICKLE*.

8

ac-

the Governor.
Geobge G. Stacy, Sec’y of State.

received for

ag5ti

in

By

rency

separately

SPSS INKLING TUBS.
5

3. Camden Harbor. Me.—For about 30,000 cubic
yards ot dredging.
4 Kennebec River, Me.—For the removal of
1775 cubic yards of ledge in “the Narrows.”
5. Richmond’s Island, Me.—For
furnishing
about 10,000 tons of rubble stone for the breakwater.
6. Cocheco River, N. H.—For about 4*4 cubic
yards of ledge excavation, and about 9000 cubic yards
of dredging.
7. Meruimac River, Mass.—For about 6530 cubic yards of dredging.
8. Boston Harbor, Mass.—For 90,000 cubic
yards of dredging, and for aom pieting the removal of

cubic

Whipple & Co.,

W. W.

—

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
PERSONS
“Home” of W. 0. A., No. 1G Si ring St., plain
aud family sewing, dre--m iking, copying, embroid-

now

aud

U. S. Engineer's Office,
Portland, Me April 3,1875.
will be received at this offico until 10
o’clock A. M., on WEDNESDAY, the 5th day
of May next, for improving the following named rivers and harbors, viz:
1. Machias River, Me.—For about 18,000 cubic
yards of dredging.
2. Penobscot River, Me.—For about 20,000 cubic

NEW

to

Cram’s Improved Crate Barr,

Twenty-five

prices.

apr3__*

For sale by
92

now

OILS. COGIAHASSAN

GUARANTEED.

HOWE & GOOD WIN,
Wholesale Agenls, Boston.

"RUTTER

can

BURNING, AND WOOL

<13w

—

public

AND

BECKETT, Merchant Tailor, JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

—

the rest, and you

VARNISHES Now is the Time

the

VERMONT COPPERAS.
BEST

which must he sold with

Manufacturer of

—

PORTLAND, MAINE.

The subscriber would call the attention of tho

Office 133 Commercial

Baker & Johnson’s,

137 OLD, 237 NEW NUMBER,
MIDDLE STREET.
mal7

REAL HAIR

Screened,

COAL CONSUMERS.

—

OF THE

Quality,
and

OF

custom, and
on

thousand

one

stipuicure

12 1-2 cts. each.

venerated

eight hundred and seventyfive, and of the Independence of the United
States the ninety-ninth.
NELSON DINGLEY, Jb.

of

Entertainment given by

at

yard.

a

Hall

City

at

High School.

Portland

Original

10 cts.

—

nnd Brilliaut Uniform.
Tickets 50 cents each. For sale at Hawes’ and
Stockbridge’s Music Stores and at the door. Concert
to commence at 8 o’clock.
ap5dl w

we

goods

must sell

WILL GIVE A

a

has revived.

Tickets, including reserved seats 75 cents, for
sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store, 156 Exchange St.
dtd
apr2

of his efforts “to do away with some abuses”
and “to economize public expenditures” etc.
Now the Standard knows that this statement
is all bosh.
It Is well understood that early
last fall Gov. Dingley indicated his desire to
retire from the gubernatorial chair at the eud
of the second term for which he had just been
elected for reasons entirely personal and that
he has repeatedly since expressed his wislie8
in the same direction. It is quite possible

the Divine fa
vor, I do hereby, with the advice ot tho Executive
Council, appoint Thursday, the eighth day of April
next, to be observed as a day of Public Humiliation,
Fasting and Prayer.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, this
twenty-third day of March, In the year ot our

of these men.

On Saturday Evening, April 10th,
on which occasion they will appear in their New

Advertising Dodge.

accordance wltli

recently

H. KOTZSCVIOTAR,
Accompauist.

THIS IS NO

In

knowledgment of our dependence

dently wish

ASSISTED

—

stitch Handkerchiefs at 25 cts,

when you

spreading out to entice his customers and
public. Please come and see for yourselves.

apr5

Concert,
BY

New Custom House 3000
0pp.
rr
yards Woolen Dress Goods
_tt_

Nearly

NEW GOODS

SMITH,

FAIRBANKS. BROWN &

fell

Randal! & McAllister

SPRING.

Spring has

You may know that
see the

is

HALL.

CITY

ANNIE

CLOSED OUT !

attention to the preparation of our
soil at the lowest cash prices.

EVENING, April 7tli, at 8 o’clock, to choose sixteen
trustees for the ensuing year.
Also to act upon a
proposed amendment to Article‘2d of the by laws,
and to transact any other legal business.
mar30td
SPENCER ROGERS, Secretary.

CONVENIENT.

—

lor

Coals,

aud will

on

ALWAYS EOI1 SALK

In every reppect worthy of ihe most implicit confidence
ALSO

commence

MCHUFFEE.Cor. Middl

—

give special

at

p^^.TnE

Designed

We

W. C. BECKETT
11

A

EVENING.
at 10J a. m and 2J and 7£ p.
interesting speakers are engaged from home and
abroad. Come every body. Admission to Evening
Festival 10 cents, to help the Sunday School.
ap5d4t

J. A. MERRILL Ac CO., 139 Middle St.
;
A* KEITH.
J. A. MKKRIL
j

H. HOBBS, Bee. Sec’y.

Portland, April 5,1875.

of his profession at

»8 Exchange Slrcct,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

ALSO

—

SABBATH SCHOOL FESTIVAL IN THE

Streets.__
Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

machinery,

Young

THE

COUNSELLOR AT-LAW
lias

St., in Oeleno’s Mill.
HOOPER, Cor. Work & Maple

And Dealer in

Men’s Christian
Annual meeting of tlie
Association for the election of officers, will be
held at the rooms, WEDNESDAY, April 7th, 1875,
at 7£ o’clock P. M.

dt(

STREET,

NEVER FAILS TO SUIT.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

<

3IIDDEE

L.

To get Bargains at the

CHARLES II. KIMBALL,
annual inerting of the Belief Association of
be held at
THEthe Portland Fire Department will
architect,
WEDNESDAY
the office of the
liief Engineer
1-2

«.

cor.

may always be found at

February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf

K. A.

180

__

our

Harleigh Lehigh Coal

—

Y. M. C- A-

Law.

at

Allen Mission, Forenoon & Afternoon.

J. N. McCOY Ac CO., 38 Spring Street.

B. F.
C!ro*m

—

m.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange
Street.

at

—

Services

Real Estate Agents.

We will warrant them to give satisfaction: they are
durable and free from slates. For parlor Stoves and
Furnaces, the

HHEPRERV A CO.,

OVER

BROWN,

Connsellor

mined for Winter use.

are

For Cooking Stoves and Ranges, try

Jobbing Honse,

__

EDGAR S.

MILLER,No.OI Federal Street.

se-

VERY REST COALS

LET.

TO

To Let.

&

JAMES

HOUSE

Below the Post-Office.

_tf

of care and expense,
hand a large stock ot the

great deal

To Let

Inquire of SHEPHERD &CO., LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or II. E. THOMPSON, Ixiwell,
ja20tf
Mass,, Box 117

O’Donnell

a

on

No. 142 Pine Street. Key at No. 144 Pine
Street. This rent has been recently repaired.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
83 Middle St.
feb!3dtf

NO. 16 MARKET STREET,

JylT

Temperance Bally

ROR

FRESCO PAINTER,

Portland Me.

GRAS® FA&T BAY

ocl2

Wholesale Fancy Goods,
SOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

Residence Cor. Market & Congress St

We have with

lected and have

Na-

T. II. MANSFIELD,
at Woodford’s Corner.

tion, Inquire ot
ma4tt

KEELER,

L.

Plumbers.

MAINE.

OF

PROCLAMATION.

A

Week.apr3dtt

(Boston.)

To Kent.
NEW house rents at Woodford’s Corner, 5, to
Handy
9, loouis, will be ready last of March.

gCuxjBAACHER,
eatial^orhy.
Ecclesiastical Decorator.

w.

to let for 6
G. PALMER,

rooms,

M.

230 Middle St.

I take

b!y, tastily

New Star* every

BEETHOVEN

500

For Bent
tenement in House No. 8 Orange Street.
Very desirable. Apply to
A. C. BARKER,
131 Commercial St.
mar30tt

SCHUMACHER.

A CARD.
great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm,
Schumacher as one of the best bouse decorators ever
Wm. Schun Portland, and have no doubt that Mr.
macher will execute all work entrusted to him dura-

A. 8. DAVIS Ac CO., No. SO Middle Street.
JT. II. L AMSON, 153 Middle St., cor. Cross.

a political topic.
gravely announces that reports from the “inner circle” of controlling
Republican leaders “say that Governor Dingley is not to be allowed to run again,” because

BY THE GOVERNOR,

cts

Boxes.$2 an §
Doors open at 7; commence at 8.
Maimer**
WcdneMdayit amt Satarrinya at 2} P. M. Admission 25 cts. to all parts of the house. Children 15
cts. Box office open daily from 9.30 A. M. to 4 P. M.

Our Whole Stock

RYAN & KELSEY,
No. 101 Commei cial St.

malldeodtt

LOWER

215 COMMERCUL STREET,

FRESCO

d‘f

To Let.
Office over onr Store recently occupied by
John Winslow Jones. Apply to

Patent Boiler.
RUE’S

on

apr5

Boiler

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Alcoit’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators. Derricks. Hoisting
engines, and Blanchard’s

J.
BARBOUR, 350Fore Street, Cor. of
Croen, Portland._
I.

rear

MACHINE WORKS Aapr3dlw

FOR

mvtsdtf

TO LET.

months.

MASUBACTUREBS OB

Pattern and Model Maker.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

corner

Gentleman and his Wife can
class Board and

or a

To Let.
VERY desirable rent of six

Makers and Blacksmiths.

Street.i_ma30d3m«

era I

STATE

Orchestra Chairs.50 cts.
Parquette.35 cts

John’s and Hickory Coals!

TWOhe accommodated with first
Booms at No. 20 Brown Street.

PORTLAND
Engineers, Iron Founders,

SULLIVAN Ac St YOUNG,
Expericuced Horse Shoers, at 70 Fril-

TIMOTHY

for facts whenever it touches

|

ANNUM,

Bat there is
nothing blind or
all their homage and

of those Demo-

In its last issue it

Lord

Gallery.....25

one

cratic sheets which is accustomed to substitute a vivid and very unreliable imagination

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 6,1875

PRICES OF ADMISSION.

—

BROKERS.

Commission & Forwarding Merchants

_

Horse Shoeing.

J. W. Ac H. II.
& V1 nion Nth*.

oc5tf

Board.

II. L. GREGG & CO.,
SHIP

d3w

ma24

that

2231
Boarding
Wilmot. Also table board.

O. F. BABCOCK.

d&wly

JOSEPH CRAIG.
CHARLES JACKSON.

Boarding:.

PORTLAND, ME.
mrl9

__

Board.

Exchange,

Street. Printers

done to order#

or

OF

Watch and Chronometer Makers* Tool*,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,

GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange rtt. Upholstering of all bind*

Stair Builder.
LIBBY, Lo. 333 Fore Street,

and side
ST,

__

EVERY EVENING,

First-Class Combination of Artists.

18 Free Street.

Dissolution.

three boarders can he accommodated with
board in a private family. Booms newly furnished. Inquire at 44 St. Lawrence street.
*lwtf
jal3

TWO

OPEN

75 FltEE

room

JOBBER,

MODEL MAKER &
MAN UFACTUBER

Booms To Let.
unfurnished front room

with board at
PLEASANT
marlOdtl

J. D. WARD. Manager.
WALTER C. KELLEY.Stage Manager.

WITH A

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.

ma2ti

,

Parlor

B3jT"All

Portland, April 1, 1875.aprldlw

or

Ward’s Opera House.

_

Roofers.

THE

To Let with Board.
good rooms, connected, furnished

MANUFACTURER OF

oxed and

JAMES E CARTER.
MOSES B. CLEMENTS.

firm of Craig, Jackson & Brackett, Plasterers
and Stucco workers, was devolved on the 16th.
inst.. by limitation. The business will be continued
by the undersigned at the old stand No. 6 South
Street, under the firm name of Craig & Jackson.

BOARD.

feb22dtl

day._

—

THE

Maine.

continued until further notice. IV. B.—ExHIuline** on Fast Bay at i.30 o'clock.
Matinees every Wednesday and Saturday at 2.30.
G^Io active preparation *‘<>«riflith Gaunt,”
or
Jealousy.” Prices as usual. See bills < f tne

The Maine Standard is

PEESS.

Ira

Photographers.

late firm of E. CHURCHILL & CO., having
been dissolved by the death of the senior partner on the I!)»li, ult., the undersigned have formed
will hereafter carry on a
a copartnership, and
general Commission business under the firm name of
E. Churchill & Co., at No. 4 Portland Pier, Portland,

_X,

J. R. HOOPER,

ameled

R., Press Office.

L.

fl{coins Wanted.
three good rooms, well located, unfurnished. Reference exchanged. Address
BOX 1557.
marlDtf

Oxford CountdeOeodtf

and

Ref-

west.

or

MAINE.

p

JEFFERSON COOLIDGE.
HENRY F. COOLIDGE.
MERKIT B. COOLIDGE.
JOSEPH COOLIDGE.

will be

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

THE

Partnership Notice.

or

(in Canal Bank Building,)

PORTLAND.

firm of JEFFERSON COOLIDGE & CO.,
is this day dissolved by mutual consent. Either
member is authorized to sign in liquidation. Having
Disposed of their stock of Goods to Messrs Harris A;
Littlefield, 143 Commercial Street, with whom Mr.
Mcrrit B.<.’oolidge, associates himself, they take pleasure in recommending their former patronage to them.
All persons having demands against the firm are
requested to presenr, them, and those indebted to call
and make immediate settlement at the old stand,
No. 88 Com mercial street.

dtf

unfurnished.
furnished
BY rooms,
must he large an<l facing south

Carpenters and Builders.

apr5dlw
Dissolution of Copartnership.

203 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

X'eiiement Wanted.
from 3 to G
gentleman and wife a tenement of Two
of the

J. PERKINS manufacturer ofplain
and fancy Candies, 387 Congress St,
Portland Me.

L.

Mr. T. V. Delano, having bought the interest of
Capt. J. II. B Morrill, will be pleased to see all his
iriends and former patrons. He has secured the services of Mr. A. H. Moore, a first-eiass workman in
his bathing
every respect. He also intends to keep
Give him a call.
rooms a place of luxury for all.

—

roal9

Confectionery.

Bathing Booms,

Portland, March 31,1875.aprldlw&w3w

TWO

STREET,

_

W. S. MAINS,

5 Doors East of Temple SI.,

GAS

BY

—

Street.

JVO. lOO EACH1NOE ST.
DISSOLUTION OF COPARTNERSHIP.

Bottles

FEDERAL STREET,

103

Imediately.

&

Hair-Dressing

nALL.

CITY

TUP

UNCLE TOM’S CABIN.

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Boom II, Printer’.
Exchange* IVo* ill Exchange
SMALL Ac SMACHFOBI>,N..35 Plain

COPARTNERSHIP.

in a wliolesale grocery store by a
who has bad several years’ experi-

SITUATION

OPPOSITE

St._

Family School
Topsbam, Me,
Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar L.
Billings, B A. Rector. Send for circular. oclOtf
Frnnklia

Removed to

THE

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

nOYT.A FOGG ,No.9l Middle Street.
X. P. McGOWAN, 354 Congrew

Wanted.
THE MAINE STATE PRESS

Will

Booksellers and Stationers.

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

TERMS $8.00 PER

1875.

6,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

EDUCATIONAL.

APRIL

PRESS.

mundane
natives of

A
are
New Eaglaud, aud inherit that disposition to
blend meutal culture with physical activity
which is pre-emiuently characteristic of the
Yankees. But they do not gush, aud are not
transceudental aud they express their views in

plain English aud very intelligently.
That they are capable of inteuse feeling has
been shown by the depth ef their sympathy
with their pastor in the chastening sorrow
Tho reverence,
which has clouded his life.
trustfulness, tenderness they feel towards hima
The othare manifested in a variety of ways.
er day when a3 many of them as could gain iuin tho court room listening
press, were sitting
to his recital of his personal history, and when
in answer to the momentous question about his
relations with the plaintiff’s wife he rang out
the words “never, no, never!” their pent up
emotions found vent iu a tremoudous rouud of
applause. They couldn't repress it. It was an
iuvolnntary outburst typical alike of their faith
iu and love for their spiritual guide.

the paroel and showed Mr. Claflin the signature of Mr. Beecher. "That is his handwriting,” said Mr. Claflin, “but it is not the signature that I care for, bnt what is over it.” Mrs.
Woodhull declined to show him the contents,
but she said that Mr. Beecher was intimate
with her and had spent several days and nights
Mr. Claflin answered with strong
"Madam, I am glad there are witI shall give you a chance to
nesses present.
prove that allegation in a court of justice as
soon as I can bring the case there.” At that
Mrs. Woodhull jumped up in a good deal of
excitement, and exclaimed "I was not In earnest in that statement. I.said it in a passion.
I have never had any intimacy with Mr.
Beecher. But I am ready to go into court towith her.

feeling

morrow

and swear that Theodore Tilton has
me for three

pent his days and nights with

months together.” Mr. Claflin rebuked b«r
for slandering Mr. Beecher in such a wanton
The two notes of Mr. Beechway and left her.
er’s which she had on exhibition were brief
answers to invitations to preside at her lectures and informed her that he respectfully
declined. But that she had made them the
objects of exhibition was evident enough from
the fact that Mr. Bowen knew of her having
them and urged Mr. Claflin to go and see
them with his own eyes. Probably if Mr.
Claflin had not given Mrs. Woodhull a very
earnest notification of his purpose to arraign
her at the bar of justice, she would have adhered to her original slander about her intimacy with him. That slander was uttered in tb®
presence of at least four persona, via: tha lawyer, stenographer, and Messrs. Claflin and
Bowen: and there may have been others in
the room. It indicates the recklessness and
with which Mr9. Woodhull
shamelessness
assailed persons whom Bhe had no acquainHer only excuse for this shocking
tance with.
imputation upon Mr. Beecher was her anger
at his refusal to introduce her at some lecture
she delivered. It also goes to show that Mr.
Bowen was ready and willing to hunt up any
floating tittle tattle about Mr. Beecher and
Yarmouth.
promote its circulation.

Sews and Other Items.
The famous Orange county, N. Y., mare,
Miller’s Damsel, died last week at the age of
22 years.
Brown, the famous sexton of Grace Church,
New York, began life as a carpenter. He now
has a country seat and is rated at a quarter of
a

million.
There was

dinner given in New York
board the French line steamOne of the local papers says:—
er
“It is difficult to believe in the hardships of a
sea-faring life when on board such a vessel- aa
the Amerique." This suggests the idea that
the sailors abaudoned her,for it was the Amerthat was left at sea, because life ou board
a

day,
Amerique.

the other

grand
on

ique

too easy.
The Franklin fund of Boston is estimated by
betweou §190,000
the treasurer to amount to
and §200,500, and at the centennial anniversary
of Franklin’s death, fifteen years hence, when,
was

in accordance with the provisions of the original bequest, it is to be used for public improvements, it will probably amount to double the
present sum. The fuud in Philadelphia, originally the same as that of Boston, amounts to

only §46,835. The difference is due to the superior financial management of the Boston
fund.
The Glasgow News says:
“The change of
the Evening Star, and the issue of the paper from the office of the Glasgow
News were announced by 1,025,000 little bandbills,which were printed in the incredibly small
space of half an hour. Such a feat of rapid
printing, we believe, has never before been performed, and it would have been impossible to
The properform it hut for the Waller press.
The small handbill,
cess was interesting.

proprietorship of

measuring three inches by two, was reproduced
by stereotyping tolhe extent of 336 times, and
by -1000 revolutions of the Waller press the
million bills were printed.
It occupied ten
hours to cut them up with a steam guilotiue
machine, and they were distributed throughout
the town from the windows of two carriages.

est mercantile vessel afloat, measuring 520 feet
in length over all. In addition to tho regular
decks there is an upper one, used exclusively as
There is
passengers.
a promenade for cabin
where
also on the main deck a ladies’ saloon
the ladies can enjoy the air without exposure
in stormy weather. Her construction is of tho
most substantial kind-, every appliance that
science could suggest having been employed to
make her staunch in every part—especial attention being given to strengthening the hull.
iron bulkheads, running from keel to
main deck, divide the vessel into nine watertight compartments, each of which can be isolated from all the others, thus reducing the

Eight

danger by fire or collision to a minimum.
The City of Berlin promises as great speed

as

celebrated steamers of the Inmau
Line, having on ber trial trip, maife 16 knots,
The appointments for
or 181* miles per hour.
the comfort and convenience of passengers are
the other

of the most luxurious description.
The elegantly furnished saloon, placed amidships, occupies tho whole width of the steamer, is 44 feet long, and will seat comfortably 200
are propersons. The staterooms, adjoining,
vided with water ready laid on, and electric
bells connecting with the steward’s room.
Sueh are the vast dimensions of this vessel

that crowding is entirely avoided, saloon,smoking room, bath rooms, ladies’ boudoirs, barber’s
shop and staterooms being alike spacious and
well ventilated, thereby rendering sea-sickness
almost an

impossibility.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
[Special to tho
■

njared by

Press.]
n

Fall.

8,
two ribs.
[To the Associated Press.]
Merlons Act Ideal
Gardiner, Anril 5.—S. P. Dean, a youDg
this afterman from Farmingdale, was injured
on the mixed
noon while riding from Augusta

cracking

down train. As the traiu neared Hallowell flag
station Mr. Dean put his head out of the pasbe hit by an
senger car door just in season to
He was
iron arm attached to the station.
knocked back into the car with one ear hanging, and in falling cut a deep gash iu his forehead. It is thought he is not dangerously iniured.

THE CARSON MURDER TRIAL,
to

the

Jury.

Bangor, Aprd 5.—Ia the Carson trial to-day
Attorney General Plaisted made the closing
argument to the jury for the government, commencing at 9 o’clock this morning. He occupied the forenoon, finishing at 4 30 this afternoon,having caretully reviewed the mass of tes.
timony, and in an able and comprehensive
The
manner presenting the prominent parts.
charge of Judge Cutting to the jury occupied
less than hour, and the case waifsubmitted at a
quarter before six o’clock. The jury having
faded to reach a verdict at 9 o’clock to night

adjourned till 9 o’clock to-morrow
The impression is prevalent that a
verdict of "Not guilty” will be rendered unless
there shoald be a disagreement.
Arrest of n Forger.
A man giving his name as Charles J. Brown,
the couit

morning.

and claiming Wenham, Mass., as his residence,
was arrested to-day for attempting to pass a
orged note of 8200 at the First National Bank.
In default of 8400 bail he was committed to
jail to await the action of the grand jury in

August

next.
_

THE FLOODS.
Maine Rivers Affected by the Late
Storm.

CONSIDERABLE RISE

OF

WATER,

BUT LITTLE DAMAGE.
[Special to Press.]
Bar Mills,April 5.—The Saco river is rising
quite fast here. No danger is anticipated unless from the ice, which has not gone out yet,
and the water will have to rise two feet probably before it will go. The river has been very
low all winter and spring, and it in just a good
working pitch now.
Feyebubg, April 5.—The Saco river has not
The
risen to any considerable degree as yet.
rain of yesterday was too cold to produce much
effect at this point. No danger is apprehended
F.
unless the weather suddenly moderates.
Mechanic Falls, April 5.—The Little Androscoggin has risen about two feet in the past
two days, and finds a free vent over the dams
at this place without damage, and no danger
is anticipated from the storm just ended.
E.
SaccaeAppa, April 5.—The Presumpscot
river has risen greatly within the last two days
but there is no danger apprehended to bridges
The paper mills at Cumberor other property.
land Mills have not been running to day on account of back water. In all probability the
river will be no higher, but will fall considerW.
able before morning
Skowhegan, April 5.—Considerable rain has
fallen in this section, but no prospect of a
freshet. The river has risen but very little.
The weather is clear and pleasant now.
West Baldwin, April 5.—The rise of water
in the Saco river is three feet. The ice still remains. The shrinkage of the snow is two feet.
B.
[To Associated Press.]
Lewiston, April 5.—A severe storm set in
Saturday nightand continued till this morning.
Three inches of rain has fallen, raising the
river about two feet. The trestle work was removed from the Maine Central bridge before the
rise and trains run over the new iron spanThe railroad bridge at Lisboa Falls started last
It is
night, and trains do not pass to-day.
kept from going out by cars loaded with railroad iron. About 100 feet of track on the
is underMaine Central at New Gloucester,
mined, The trains did not pass this mornin?.
Sandy river is reported bank full.
Bangor, April 5.—Owing to the recent rain
the river is high,and to-day a portion of the ice
in tbe Kendaskeag stream forced its way to
the Penobscot, where it has blocked up, but no
serious difficulty is apprehended. The weather
is clear and cooler than for several days past.
Gardiner, Aprd 5.—The water rose about
two feet at this place last night, and still rises
slowly. Bain has ceased falling and the wind
The ice is
and clouds indicate fair weather.
two feet thick and only an immense pressure
from above cau break it. No immediate danger is apprehended.
Biddeford, April 5.—The Saco river has
risen about three feet since Saturday morning,
and is still slowly rising. The immense amount
of snow in the back country causes grave fears
of a heavy freshet.
Augusta, April 5.—The water has risen
about five feet at this point since Saturday aud
is slowly rising. The ice is broken up at the
shores, but there are as yet uo signs of a for
ward movement. The storm continues, but
with diminished violence.
Springfield, Mass.. April 5.—One span of
the railroad bridge at Bardweirs terry, on tbe
Troy & Greenfield railroad, has been swept
and ihe
away by tbe flood in Deerfield river,
regular running of trains on the Hoosac tunnel
line, which began to day, is therefore vetoed
until the bridge can be rebuilt.
Nashua, N. H., April 5.—The gorge from
Steep bank bus just struck Nashua bridge,scatThe excitetering the spectators in a hurry.
ment was intense for a few minutes, but the
bridge bravely stood tbe shock, aud it gradually worked through. All is safe now unless
jams come down from this side of tbe Mine
Falls. The ice above the falls will be too badly
broken iu its passage to do any damage.
The
Merrimac at this hour is rising very rapidly.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Ibe Gloacciter Finking Fled.
Gloucester, April 5 —The schooner H. B.
Stan wood of this port, has low been absent
nearly six weeks on a trip fo the Georges, and
lost in the storm of March
no doubtshe w’as
4th. She wasowDed by Pettengill & Cuuning
ham, and valued at $4!X)0. She had a crew of
twelve men,
The ti hmg seasou ha9 opened
with quite disastrous results; sixty-five lives
and six vessels have been lost in the fishery up
to this time, three being employed by tbe Grand
Bank and three in the Georges fishery, quite an
increase over last year’s disaster roll tor the
same
period, when there were eighteen lives
an:l four vessels lost, two iu the Newfoundland
and two iu the Grand Bruks fishery. Crews of
three of the vessels were saved, making an iuervase up to this time of 47 lives.
Losw

n

of

AND CONVERSATIONS DETAILED.

INTERVIEWS

Explanation

of a Letter to Mrs.
Tilton.

Fullerton Pointedly

Judge

Objects

to

Applause.
Brooklyn', April 6,—Nothing like the crowding,crushing and excitement around the Brooklyn court this morning has been seen since the
Beecher trial began. Long lines of ticket holders stretched away along the corridors from

both doors of the court house for more than
an hour before Judge Neilsoli arrived, and
there they remained with wonderful patience,
12 o’clock, in the rain, in
many of them until
the hope of gaining admission. At 10 o’clock
word was passed to the officers outside that
all the chairs allotted to the public were
taken. Then the officers drew a barrier
across side door leading from the chambers
to the court room and though hundreds of respectable gentlemen lmd to be admitted
through the outer door, they were respectfully
but firmly refused passage beyond the barrier
and went away disappointed.
After the opening of the court Mr. Beechet
again took the stand, and in reply to Mr.
Evarts, said:
When Moulton called at my house and
made statements as to Tilton’s innocence of
the charges made against him, I earnestly
and over-gladly believed his statement was
The
I believed in Tilton’s innocence.
true.
paper in my hand [the memorandum made
by Moulton,usually called the “letter of apology”] is in no sense whatever a composition,
In no sense
or copy or dictation from me.
word
I
of
the
did
dictate

[Question and answer objected to, on the
ground that this was matter for the jury to
decide; objection overruled]. “I ask, through

it.

you,

Augusta, April 5.—Mrs. John S. Minot of
Belgrade, aged about 60 years, fell from a scaffold in the barn breaking her collar bone and

The Cnee Given

Mr. Beecher’s Third Day.
MOKE

Theodore

Tilton’s

humble myself before him

and
forgivene^
I do before

as

my
dictated by me, but I said
for
it
before
God
myself
Ti ton.
was willing to humble myself before
in
the
words
I did
the
express
a
been
"He
would
have
clause,
better man
in
my
place,” in the
sense that I at first flush took sides against
him when in trouble, whereas when I was in
trouble he with a generous spontaneity took
sides with me, and this was in my mind, and
I shall not soon forget it. The clause “I can

God,”

was

not

I had humbled

^and

usk.

uuuuog uui luab nt: wui a-mcmuci on tue
other hearts would ache,” was not expressed
by me, but,did repel the idea that I was acting
selfishly, and I called up the idea several
times. The clause “I will not plead for myself ; I even wish that I was dead, but others
live and must suffer,” is not my phraseology.
It is a weak and poor interpretation of the
I was not in a logical mood.
sorrow I felt.
Sometimes it was what I had done in Tilton’s
household; sometimes it was indignation at
Elizabeth j sometimes it was an exculpatory
mood. The clause “I shall die before any
one but myself
shall be inculpated,” is not
mine. I did not say that I cannot recall the
expression definitely. I said I would rather
die than cause such trouble—a strong expression of regret and remorse at the
the mischief committed by me; but it was
not a practical expression, though I can see
the source from whence it came. “All my
thoughts arc running to the poor child there,
with folded hands,” was very likely mine,
though a poor and meagre representation of
what I said. I felt like a father standing
over the dead body of his child, and I shook
It
from
the intensity of my distress.
was the night before this, when I refused to
give up the retraction, that Moulton reasoned
with me that selfish considerations would be
mean.
“She is guiltless, sinned against, bearing the transgressions of another,” was very
likely uttered by me. I had been in their
household for years, and if I had alienated
her affections and paralyzed her moral reason,
if I had wrought that mischief, I took blame
to myself.
[Here the witness voice trembled].
How could a man see such mischief and not
take blame to himself.
Mr. lleach—One moment, sir.
Witness,—I took it myself till 1874. The
expression “Her forgiveness I have; I humbly pray God to put it into the heart of her
husband to forgive me,” is not mine. Moulton
spoke of reconciliation all around on that
occasion, and it was in connection with Elizabeth Tilton I said I had no doubt of her
forgiveness, but of Tilton’s I very much
doubted because Moulton said Tilton looked
upon me as a natural enemy.
In my letter of June 1, 1873, is the phrase,
“agreement was made after my letter through
In that expression
you” was written.
“through yon” I suppose I had reference to
this same memorandum. I never had it my
hand, and never saw it until I saw it here.
The first time I heard of it was in December,
1872, when Tracey, Claflin and my brother
rsawara

spoxe

to

me

oi

me

reuer

r.

nau

written, but the document had passed out of
my mind. In my interview with Tilton, December 7tb, Tilton did not in any form
Most
accuse me of adultery with his wife.

certainly he did not say his wife had ever
accused me to him of adultery. During that
conversation there was not raised on his part
or mine any allusion to
adultery,—no such
topic whatever, nothing of any imputations
but the
memorandum that his wife had
There
accused me of improper solicitations.
was no reference to or recital of arguments by
which I had overcome her virtue.
January 2d was observed as customary.
My house was open from 10 to 7 to receive
calls. I cannot recall that specific day, but I
recall the custom. I have looked for a memorandum of the day, and according to my
knowledge and belief I saw about 800 callers
that day, nominally from 10 to 7, but really
from 11 to 7. I have only the most shallow
impression that Meulton called that day, but
there could have been no conference with
him, and there was none. I did not go from
the parlor to the study with Moulton that
day; no, sir, I did not. There was no such
conversation with him as asking him whether
it would be safe for a sale of pews to take
place; that would be absurd. It belongs to
the trustees, and was to take place the next
day. and I presume it did after the usual two
weeks' notice in advance. There was no discussion between us about any letter Tilton
was to write to Bowen.
On the following day, on January 3d or
thereabouts, within a few days, but I think
with Moulton
on the 3d, I had an interview
at Moulton’s house, I cannot tell whether by
appointment or not. He was in bed ill, but
not so ill as to preclude him from seeing
visitors. While I was there Tilton came in.
I am sure I had not seen him since December
3d. As he came he saluted me and Moulton
began by referring to the conversation between him and me, when I struck in myself.
I had been speaking to Moulton before Tilton
have suffered.
came in of what Tilton must
I thought his self-restraint remarkable under
the circumstances, as then revealed to me.
When Tilton came in Moulton said and had
been saying kind things of him (Tilton).
Tilton was distant and gloomy. I turned to
him and spoke of my profound regret at being vile party te strike a blow at him by
Bowen, and that I had the most profound
had taken, and the
sorrow for the steps I
lUlHUUci

niuu^ut

lu

ilia

lauiii^

utat x

lan

had been in the wrong, and asked his forgiveness for it and anything that lay in my power
consistent with truth and honor, I would be
Moulton said, “Theomore than glad to do.
dore, that is an apology which any gentleman
ought to accept.” Tilton was reluctant, but
Moulton, almost with severity, said “What
That is as much
more can you expect?

could
gentleman
any
express
Finally Tilregret for the past.”
I
do
the
not
ton did
apology.
accept
recollect any charges by Mr. Tilton. I think
we did not go into
particulars, but the conversation was general and much that was
said in the previous interview was repeated.
I remember- no such expression during that
“He has done
interview by Mr. Moulton,
everything short of making a public statement of facts.”
Nothing was said on making a public statement; on the contrary the
talk -was that the difficulties in that family
to be concealed. Tilton did not
ought
say to Moulton, “How can you expect me
to
a
man
who
speak to
ruined
my wife, and took advantage of my permission to sec her to get her to write down a
lie?” not a word of it. Moulton did not say,
“But remember, Theodore, Beecher has sent
you a letter humbling himself before you as
before God,”—no such thing. I did not say,
“I do not put in any plea for mischief but
only for her and if you put in your demand
of Christmas Hay that I should retire from
my pulpit. The imputation of any such
words to me is pure fiction. I did not say, “I
will retire from public life,” or “give me notice in advance, if you feel it necessary to make
that
go out of life by
this
as

public,

I'may

or retire from my friends by a voyage
distant lands.” Nothing was said at all on
the subject of publicity being desired by Tilton.
I did not say, “Do me this favor, whois informed of
ever else in the wide world
this, that my wife shall never be informed,
for she is your enemy and may become mine.”
I did not say, “If you can spare her the pang
of having this communicated to her, I will consider it an additional obligation of gratitude,”
something like “I do not beg for myself at
but Elizabeth;
all,
sacred office
my
and years ought to have made me her guarwas
said.
I
said
dian,”
my age and experience ought to have prevented what was reported to me as having taken place. I did not
say our early years were marked by sexual
intimacy. No, sir; no sir. It is wholly

suicide

to

her letter, ds hallucinations. He said they
1 tVrote an an wer to her letter
were not true.
answer such questions.
I did not say our
—wroth it in bis presence. This 1 judge to be a
later years were not marked by such intima8Ketch of the letter which I drew up in ids
cy ; before Almighty God, no sUch statement
presence, aud which he approved, and which I
was made.
I did not say I sought her for
afterwards wrote out when I weut home.
no vulgar
was
but
that our intimacy
Tiltoti was present at otie of the interviews
end,
marked
when this letter was the subject of conversato
love.
I
am
by
obliged
whether it was theu or at a
hear
such
in
bttiirt, tion. I don’t know
questions
At no oue of these interviews
one.
but
no
such
said; subsequent was tlmre
was
thing
in January
anything said about Tilno such
thing WftS possible. I did not say I ton having told twelve persons, more .,r less, of
had taken
or
companionship in her mind;
criminal relations with Mrs. Tilton. No
that she was my critic. I do not remember my
such conversation took place all that January,
“Tell
me
before
aud no implication was u.tadh of anything df
saying,
you go away, can you
ever re instate Elizabeth in
l>y Moultou or Tilton, aud no such
yoUr respect and thn kind “crime”
was used by either.
wold as
Nothing
love?” but very likely I did. I do not rewas said about “criminal relations.” It is not
member Using the figure ahd
speaking of ft true that Tilton was asked whether he told
man sitting on the brink of hell, and do not
twelve persons of “criminal relations” betWceu
remember burying my face in hands. It is
The names of Oliver
me and Airs. 1 ilton.
The
of
statement
of
the
garbled.
JohuSdn or Martha Bradshaw were not introearly part
the interview, that I regarded her interference
duced as petsons to whom the scandal was reremember them. Nothing was
ns more mischievous thau
mine, 1 may have lated. I don’t tbe.-e
conversations in Januaiy
said at auy of
said I had Written a letter to Bowen, and
said I preached to forty
having
about Tilton
taken back some of the unkind expressions
mistresses. It was after January I went to
against Tilton but I had done so the day be- Moulton and told him 1 had been informed by
fore.
Creditable authority that Tilton had said so.
From the 3d to the 14th I saw Moulton He denied it on the part of Tilton, ami afteralmost daily. Sometimes the interviews were wards informed me Tilton lnid rectified the
short, sometimes long and serious, but this matter in thb quarter where it would be likely
1 was not informed at any of
to hurt me.
was the last time reference was made to my
that Mrs. T. had
relations to Tilton’s disaster, until February, these meetings relations. I don’tinformed herI
recall it.
mother of our
when we spoke of repairing Tilton’s disaster
don’t remember any conversation with Tilton
atld restoring him to position. "To rebuild in which he said Airs. Tilton’s brothel Billiard
the household,” were almost the catchwords. ! was asked by Airs Alorse whether he noticed
I had several interviews with Moulton. DurBeecher’s visits to Elizabeth, and that lie rethey were not of a
ing one on January 10th, Bowen was referred plied he *as convinced
to.
I think Moulton, Tilton and myself were
pastoral character. 1 don’t remember Tilton
in
that
conversation
me
that Airs.
in
Moulton's parlor, and the telling
present
was saying he (Tilton) was propagating
Bowen’s Morse
on
turned
conversation
the stories in a fatal way by telling her frien Is
and towards
towards Titlon
treachery
he (Tilton) had made such aud such charges
Moulton had secured a possible peace
me.
ageinst Elizabeth. Neither Tilton nor Moultun
between Tilton and me, and we were joining
said to me that Airs. A orso was circulating
that I had crimiual intercourse with her
forces to secure the reinstating of Tilton.
I
daughter, uor-anything of that kind.
The matter was earnestly desired by me.
I had an interview with Aloultou at hisliousa
forget how the matter came up. The subject February Tth. I am aware there are
three
of my previous relations with Bowen was inletters of that date. I don’t recall it being
troduced by Moulton. He wanted me to give
said at that interview that Bowen would reinhim an account. He wanted to explore where
state Tilton. My impression is that nothing
Bowen stood and where I stood, and I gave
was said about
their relations. The Golden
and
of
our
a
him
succinct account
Age was undei discussion. Tilton was going
intimacy,
to have a paper of his own.
The bulk of the
of what took place at our interview in Jantalk was that Tilton must nave an organ of his
uary, 1870, how Bowen wonld be likely to
own.
He was to he voiceless, aud with my infeel, and how accessible in bringing him to fluence aod that of my
lriemls such a
I understood Tilton could be established. He also said that paper
do justice to Tilton.
one
exhibit
which
a
was preparing
documentary
great hindrance to Tilton’s happiness was that
to
Tilton.
do
his
Bowen
to
would bring
Elizabeth did not do her part at home, but was
duty
It was rather a diseussion between them than discontented and sullen, aud it was impossible
for
a man of genius—aud he spoke of Tilton
not
see
and
I
did
to
addressed
me,
anything
after a hard
as a man of genius—to return
I did
any doenment or letter at the time.
day’s work and fiud his wife weeping. Ho
not see the letter afterwards encluded in the
said Elizabeth must do her part, anil that I
tripartite agreemeet. I never saw any man- should assist, and write a letter to Tilton.
uscript of that letter, but I heard a business expressing my cordiality with him, aud another
letter was piepaimgy auu
to Mrs. Tilton, with whom he saio I had such
The
about.
it
conversed
into
influence, that Elizabeth could do anything
ng
with Tilton, and that with my concurrence and
read
in
lH'Aer
was
my
paper
the family reconciled, Tilton would have such
that
contents
the
though
presence,
a jouruat as would be spoken of all over
the
■were
to
be discussed in my presence,
laud. 1 thought it a good suggestiou, and I
there was
Moulton asked me whether
wrote the letters and handed them to Moulton.
any truth in the stories which Bowen
He told me be had suggested to Bowen to retold Tilton, and whether I was afraid place Tilton on the Independent, aud that be
did not reject the suggestion. There is a letter
of Bowen, and I said No; I defied him beot Tilion to Moultou of the same date. (Letter
fore the whole world, and was not afraid of
saw it immediately
identified.) 1 can’t say
him in the slightest degree. After our conafter that. My two letters were writteu iudeversation, Moulton exhausted language in the
peudently of it.
intensity of his condemnation of Bowen’s
Mr Evarts hete read Beecher’s letter to Mrs.
course j talked of him as dishonest, cruel,
T. ot February 7tb, commencing: “The last
treacherous and every way mean. His words
time I saw you 1 did not expect to see you
had adjectives before them (laughter).
again, or to be alive many days, but God was
kinder to me.”
I gave Moulton a full account of my inter
Witness,—This was when I saw her Decemview with Bowen at Freeland’s, and he was
ber 30tb. 1 referred to the shortness ot both
horror struck. I gave him a graphic account
our lives.
She looked like one dying and did
of the reconciliation, at the close of the Friday
night prayer meeting, between Bowen and my- not expect to live long. I wrote at the conself. In what Moulton told me of the coutents
clusion, “This is sent with Theodore’s consent;
he has not read it; return it by his hand, as
of Tiltou’s letter to Bowen, which he was preparing, the particulars and instances of Bow- such a letter should not undergo any chauoe of
eu’s charges against me were not, as I rememmiscarriage.” That was a suggestion of
His idea was that if Mrs. T.
Moulton’s.
ber, distinctly mentioned as given in the paper,
but his charges were mentioned and discussed,
thought Tilton and I got up this letter together,
I wrote
it would nave no influence with her
but they were not mentioned as they afterwards
api>earrd in the paper. It was said in one of the fact that Tilton had not seen it, and it was
that Bowen
our interviews about this time
through Moultou I received the intimation that
charged I had confessed adultery to him. I Tilton consented to tho letter which Moultou
I
to
confess adultery
advised. I did not request Moulton to get
think I laughed. When
Tilton’s permission ta write that letter. MoulBowen it is sure to impress itself upon me.
tou was the engineer of the whole proceedings.
(Laughter.) He never madelauy statement to
me which implicated my moral character, aud
(Laughter.) No arrangements arose that I was
I
matbusiuess
on
to have no correspondence with Mrs. Tilton.
our difficulties were purely
ters.
(Here the witness brought his right palm
always suggested that it was an improper
energetically down on the left ) Moulton thing for me to interfere. Moullou suggested
spoke with enthusiasm of seeing justice done using my influence to restore harmonious relaI admitted his fidelity
tions with the family, but I objected that it
to Tilton by Bowen.
would be improper if it was true as Moultou
and bad confidence in his ability. He did not
informed me that she had undue affection for
say he had rather pay Tilton himself than rip
up my relations with Tilton’s family. During
me, aud that even if I succeeded in restoring
this conversation I told Moulton I had a memoharmony, a proud man would accept such a
I was not under any
source with a bad grace.
randum at home of the points discussed beIt is true that I
restriction as to writing.
tween Bowen and me at our last interview. He
health w th
I
huntElizabeth’s
and
soon
after
after
asked me for them,
always asked
very
ed up the paper and gave it to Moulton. It was
affectionate respect. 1 asked whether she was
about this time I began to put all my doculikely to run down, whether the illness was
That paper was
ments into Moulton’s hands.
likely to terminate in consumption. I never
here
stated
remember
to have asked Moulton whether she
in Bowen’s handwriting. (Evarts
was
that the paper in question, after passing berising in self-respect. Nothing passed
tween counsel from oue to the other, was not
about Moulton’s not frowning upon her because
she had forfeited her honor. The statement is
to be fouud, but they had a printed copy.)
was
the
memorandum
of
untrue.
The printed copy
said
in'‘To
retract
F’rorn and after February 7th, the relations
everything
including
read,
between Tilton aud me were better than they
jurious to me and mine.”
one
of had been. There was a memorable interview
Witness.—I told Moulton what each
the topics discussed between Bowen and mo
in the early part of this same February, 1871,
I do not recall anything being said on
was.
in Tilton’s house. I don’t know how 1 was inthat occasion by me of my feelings for having
duced to go there, whether at his or Moulton’s
and
for
taken sides with Bowen against Tilton,
suggestion. I went there at breakfast time.
Tilton repaired to his study. He met me as if
injuries done Tilton. There was talk of my
standing hand in hand with Tilton. Moulton he had expected me, and without being able to
talked with the utmost confidence of compelling
give the conversation he stated we were to act
I understood from him
Bowen to disgorge
harmoniously aud for that purpose we should
that Bowed wanted to arbitrate, but that Tilton
have a conversation. He referred to Bowen’s
did not. I recollect smiling at a good mauy of
conduct, to bim and Bowen’s slanderiug me,
Moulton’s expressions. I think it was at this and said he bad experienced similar treatment
interview he said he would bring Bowen to his
irom isowen, ana reiaiea 10 me oi ivir.oawtt:; »
The poiut they were aiming at,
marrow bones.
He said that Bowen’s
stories about him.
as I understood it, was to bring Bowen to such
story that he made improper advances to a lady
Tiltou
of
would
do
to
he
a position that
in the Uuion office was a falsehood and that
justice
himself without arbitration, or re-ort to legal
the WioBted story was false and that be only acproceedings. I don’t remember Aloultou say- counted for it by the fact that another Tiltou,
ing in regard to the letter of Tiltou to Bowen with nearly the same initials, a dissolute and
that Tilton wanted to publish it, but would
drunken man, had gone around the country,
leave out all reference to his family. That was
and the stories were related of him by people
not said. No letter was shown me.
January
who did not know him personally. It was
I
Aloultou
in
his
house.
12th or 13th I saw
more an interview clearing himself than anydon’t recollect whether he sent for me. He
thing else. He denied one by one the stories of
had already told me Bowen had been invited to
his misconduct in the West, aud said his wife
and Mrs. Morse were not blameless in circulatcome, and on that night he told me Bowen had
been there, and they bad a full coi^ersation,
ing stories about him. He said he had been
aud he described it minutely and dramatically,
faithful to his marriage vow, and from his
and showed me where Bowen sat, aDd toid me
youth up was immaculate. He related au inhow be looked. He told me what he said to
terview between him aud his godly patriarchal
Bowen of his conduct in getting Tilton io write
lather, as he represented him, in which ho was
the letter to me, and promising to back him
warned against dangers from the opposite sex.
and failing to do it. He went into this with
He spoke of his career of usefulness aud his
to
Bowen
of
life as likely to come to a prematu-e close. I
relish, and told me bow he spoke
about
me
behind
told
stories
my back,
having
gave him words of encouragement. I believed
and never dared to speak of them to my face,
all he said and felt worse than ever I did before
and that he said, “At your last discussion with
for having raised my hand against such a man.
of
God
had
to
the
house
Beecher (and he
gone
He also begged me to visit Mrs. Tiltou as beand rehearsed to the people bis reconciliation
fore. I don’t know how it was, but I found
with you, and you shook hands with him) yet
myself in the back room with Mr. and Mrs. T.
in forty-eight hours you told the man who was
He said he had a long, kindly, and satisfactory
his friend, that you had that which would
interview with me. He spoke regretfully of
drive Beecher from Brooklyn in twenty-four
the loss of his posit'oo, aud said to Elizabeth
hours.” He also said that be shook that docuthat I had all through acted the part of a man
in
Bowen’s
ment (Tilton’s letter to Beecher)
of honor towards her, and to me he said,
face and he turned as pale as a ghost, and,
Elizabeth also acted in the same way,” and
looking up at my portrait, said, “Why, I shall
said all through if there was any blame it was
never be able to be reconciled to that man
his. He hoped ;better things for the future.
again.”
He said he was youug and wonld try over
At this point the court took a recess.
agaiu. After that we all kissed (laughter).
The witness delivered the last part of his
After that I was at tbeir house about the midtestimony with grrat animation, shaking his dle of May. There was, I don’t know what, a
memorandum book in imitatiou of Aloulton's
little difficulty took place, I can’t recall it.
gestures. His face flushed aud his voice was When 1 went iu Tilton received me moodily,
tremulous, though he spoke no louder than but after a while became gracious and fell into
ordinary tones, and his eyes seemed on the an unbusiness like chat in an old fashioned
and
poiut of filling with tears.
way and 1 went up and sat on h’S knee
Dr. Edward Beecher went out of court barewhen Mrs. Tiltou came in she burst out laughheaded during the recess and purchased from a
ing. That is a skeleton of the interview. I
was
little girl a pile of crullers and app'es for his
try to remember but it wou’t come. It
friends. Still more ladies crowded in during
about something in which I was supposed not
I understood that all
the recess, aud four entire rows of chairs were
to have done my duty.
occupied by them. Deacon Caldwell was busi- difficulties were removed, he exonerating her
ly engaged in keeping the chairs in their places from blame and I upholding him by my influand seating visitors. Airs. Tiltou has not been
ence, as far as I could.
in court for some days, but her friend, Airs.
Question—Ou that occasion in February,
when you visited Tiltou and fouud him at
Field, and other ladies of Plymouth church
were in the front row of seats allotted to ladies.
breakfast, did he ask you for a correct date of
so as to
Assistant pastor Halliday was also in his usual
your crimiual intercourse with Mrs T.,
place, the first time since bis examination. remove the shadow from the name of little
Air. Beecher’s daughter came into the court
Paul, and did you say, as before God, that Mrs.
room
during the recess and sat near Airs. Tilton had given him the correct date?
A.—Cau’t you revise that question?
Beecher, Airs. Perkins, Alias C. Beecher aud
Beecher's daughter-in law.
Mr. Evarts—How?
During the ten
minutes before two Air. Beecher, who had come
Mr. Beecher—Can’t you revise that question
and ask me whether the father asked the seback earlier than usual, conversed with his
Air. Tilton, as usual,
wife and Gen. Tracy.
ducer of his wile the date of tbeir criminal
looked neither to the right or the left as he
connection.
came in, but quickly stepped to his table and
Mr. Beach—One moment—
Ho wore a Dine spotted
commenced writing.
Mr. Evarts—Please answer tbe question.
necktie aua large gold studs.
A.—Never, sir. No such conversation ever
Mr. Fullerton brought his son to Court with
took place, and it is a monstrous falsehood.
ITon. C. J. Falger, E. A
him after the recess
(Loud applause.)
Here Mr. Fullerton arose indignantly and
Brion, Clerk of the Court of Appeals, and
other prominent gentlemen came in after the
said: Your Honor, a few words can be said
recess.
appropriately atitbis juncture on these unseemExamination resumed by Mr. Evarts.
ly manifestations. Your Honor’s admonitious
In answer to my inquiry why he did not get
and the defendant’s
are entirely disregarded
friends seem determined to emphasise this dramoney from Mr. Bowen when I found him in
Moulton
said
the
time
was
not
matic part of the scene with feet and hands.
that mood,
1 did not understand him and was perI suppose it affords them greatj pleasure that
come.
plexed by the answer. He spoke of reinstating Mr. Beecher is enabled to deny these allegaTilton on the Union, and Isaiil what a grand
tions, and they were taken bv surprise at ins
thing it would be if Tilton and I could join
ability to do so. However appropriate this may
forces on the Christian Union. I said that was
be in the church where they belong, these habimpossible. Such an association could not take its ought not to be brought into the temple of
he
went
south
place. 1 think it was'before
justice. It is wrong in every respect and an
that Moulton wa9 ill. I called on him |at that
outrage. It goes forth published to the world
time in January or February, and Tilton came
by tbe press that there is great applause wheu
the defendant makes denials. They seem dethere. I bad seen Mr. Moulton. He was sufof
the
chest
and
rheumatism
was
termined to persist and have this published,
fering from
apprehensive he might go off in one of these that by its reflex action it may come back and
influence the jury, but that cannot be done.
attacks,
Question—Tilton spoke of that as an occa- Decency ought to be preserved in a court of
kissed
h'tn?
sion on which you
justice whatever may take place in the churches
iu the city of Brooklyn.
Answer—He is right by about four inches.
Mr. Evarts said these were involuntary man(Laughter.)
I weut down to the parlor, saw Tilton, and
ifestations, aud very good order had been preabout
Moulton.
as a geueral thing.
of
served
told him
my apprehension
Mr. Beach suggested a few arrests, and the
No such occurrence took place as Tilton being
Judge said ho would have additional officers topresent when his letter to Bowen was shown
His Honor also suggested to the
morrow.
me.
No conversation took place about that
had
no
I
idea
of
the
ladies now in court not to come to morrow, but
unt'l
letter
1872,but
spring
of such a letter or of any reference in it to my
give a chance to other ladies of getting admission.
affairs, though I knew a letter was in progress
with a view of restraining Tilton.
Adjourued for the day.
At no interview with Moulton did he tell me
Tilton thought Bessie Turner a dangerous woFOREIGN.
man, a prattler, aud that she had knowledge of
my relation with Mrs. Tilton. Nothing of the
Bessie
aud
kind occurred.
During January
her stories were talked of, but nothing was
Terrible €n«c of Fnnnficisni.
said about her necessary removal on account of
Havana, April 5 —A terrible case of fan at isuch knowledge, lie did not say he thought
cisui, superiuduccd by spirit rappings, Is now
her better out of the way, and 1 did not say I
undergoing investigation in Pinar Dei Rio. A
thought so too, and he did not say Mrs. Tilton
mother, believing she was acting by orders of
out
thought the best place for her was at school
spirits, tore out tbo eyes of her son and afterwest, aud I did not say I would do auything-to
wards attempted to tear out her own.
This
keep down the scandal. I knew nothing of her
she did openly as a solemn sacrifice in tbo
goiug to school. Tho first I knew of it was
presence of other women in the family who
when I was called upon to pay the first installprayed in a load voice while it was going on.
ment.
All the parties have been arrested and are now
I remember towards the end of January rean trial.
ceiving a letter from Mrs. Morse and showing
Foreign Notes
it to Moulton. (Letter banded to witness.) On
Secessions from the Catholic to the Orthodox
receiving it I gave it to Moulton, and be read
3reek oliurch continue on a large scale in Rusit in my presence and kept it. I asked how it
sian Poland.
had better be treated, and he said mildly and
was
It is feared that the impending disposition of
Morse
half
Mrs.
crazy,
kindly, that
may occasion dellimagined a great many things, hated Tilton, ■tie Archbishop of Breslau
state complications iu the relatmus of Austria
and was in thehabitot magnifying and imaginto
in
tnd
owing
the
restraint by
fact that a portion ]
Prussia,
ing things, aud was ouly kept
>f the arch Episcopal diocese lies in Austrian I
her love for her daughter. It was assumed be.erritory.
tween us that her stories were to be treated like

false.

THE SCANDAL.

The Citv of Berlin.—Tlie- magnificent addition to the Inman fleet is expected to arrive
on her iuilial
trip,
at New York early in May,
on 15th of
same month.
to
Liverpool
returning
She is—excepting the Great Eastern—the larg-
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is

horrible
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to
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have

carry

democrats

the

J. S. Middleton’s bouso in Lawrence was
burned .yesterday.
The ice is now breaking up in the north side
harbors and bays of Long Island, and navigation will soon be free again.
Huntington harbor is already clear, and a large number of
schooners and sloops which have been frozen
in there during the winter are now free. The

state.

^General Hawley Defeated.
Ilepnbicaia Cains

in

the

Legis-

Hartford, Aprils,—Hartford county, with
Hartford. Rocky Hill, Granby, and Southington to hear from, gives Hawley (rep.) 62G6;
But little id yet heard

from Tolland county. Hawley is probably defeated in this district by 200 to 400.
Forty
towns in the state gave Ingersoll (dem.) 11,158;
Last
Greene (rep ) 8808; Smith (proh) 792,
year these towns gave Ingersoll (dem.) 9808;
Harrison (rep ) 7828; Smith (proh.) 941. IngerThe
soll is probably elected by the people.

Legislature
same as

as far
last year.

as

heard from is about

(proh.) 1306. The same towns gave last year
Ingersoll (dem,) 17,520; Harrison (rep.) 15,433;
Smith (proli.) 2035. Hawley (rep.) is defealed

Charles M;
by about 200 in the 1st district.
Fond (dem.) is elected senator in the 1st dismake
some
trict. The Republicans
gains in
the Legislature, hut probably not tnougli to
overcome the Democratic majority of last year.
Norwich, April.").—Windham county, Greene
Republican
2601; Ingersoll 2077; Smith 162
to hear from
gain of 24#, with four towns
Greene
London
New
county,
5052; Ingersoll
5529; Smith 341. Republican gaia of 271, with
Lyme to hear front.
Hartford, April 5.—Litchfield county all
but Washington, gives Greene (rep.) 3790; IuLast
174
gersoll (dem.) 5499; Smith (proh.)
year the vote of the county was Harrison (rep.)
3880; Ingersoll (dem.) 5078; Smith (proh.) 238.
For Congress. Litchfield couuty gives for Barnum (dem.) 5272: Hubbard (rep.) 3911; tein-

perauce85. In the 1st Congressional District
Gen. Hawley rims ahead of the- Republican
ticket ill Hartford largely, aud Mr. Linders
ruus behind the Democratic ticket in his own
The city government of
town—New Britain.
Hartford is Democratic. The Democrats elect
sheriffs in Hartford and Litchfield counties and
the Republicans the sheriff in Jollaml county.
New Haven, April 5,—Thirty-three out of
forty towns of this Congressional District gives
S \V. Kellogg, republican,
12,849, James
l’belps, democratic, 14,158. The latter is uu
elected.
Twenty-two of the twentydoubtedly
five towns of New Haven County, give Greeue,

Portland

Monday, April

Foreign Exports.
ST. JOHN, NB. Schr Sarah P—39,543 ft lumber.
MATANZAS. Bark Daring—4000 box shooks, 1424
shooks and heads, 140 kits mackerel, 39,775 hoops.
Schr Alzeno—2000 shooks and heads, 29^5 box
shooks, 398 prs heads, 12,000 hoops,
Foreign I in porta.
ST PIERRE. Brig Ernest—482 hhds sugar 47 bbls
do, 104 kegs tamrinds to Phinncy & Jackson.
Daily

By

True

water

& Co.

New York Block and

deposit $43,953,000 ;coin, $8 4.203,-507.90,including
outstanding legal
tenders, $379,220,900.
Various Natters.

Internal revenue receipts to-day $304 573.
Information roceived at the Treasury Departmeut is to the effect that the prospects for negotiating the new United States bonds in the
hands of the syndicate have considerably im-

proved.
Three Officials Confess to Tampering
Blits for Null Contracts.

with

New York, April 5.—A Washington desto the Sun states that three officials at
have confessed
tbe Postoffice Department
themselves guilty of tampering with bids for
mail
southwestern
contracts, so that contho
tractors in whose pay they were obtained favorable contracts. In ouo caso seventy-nine
bids were altered.

patch

nUTEOKOl.UGICAL

pROBABIIdTlES for the next twenty-four
HOURS.

War Dkc’t, Office Chief Sional 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
April 6, |1 A. M.) J
For New Euglaml,
tbe Middle and South Atlantic states generally
clear weather will prevail, with northerly winds
No decided
sliilting easterly or southerly.
change iu the temperature aud rising barometer
coast.
on the
_

MINOR TEC EC- BAN M
The President has signed the commission of
Mr. New to succeed Gen. Spinner.
Spanish aud Cuban cigar makers of New
York struck yesterday.
Six convicts escaped from tho New Jersoy
State Prison yesterday.
The Great Falls strikers are returning to

work.
Steamer Dominion from Yarmouth, N. S
while entering Boston harbor yesterday ran
ashore on Galloupes Island yesterday, but was
got off without damage.

Mj|,L,

u

on

Dozen.

100 Doz. Combination Shirt Fronts
Manufacturer’. Price.—C'heape.t and

at

Beat Brout

hare

we

ever .ceu.

All our White Goods at about one-half
their value.
One Case more Arlington Poplins,
31
All the IVew Shade., Brice only

cent.

All of Our Dress Goods Marked Down.
and Embroidered Table
Covers

One Case Piau
nt

RMtoninhinglr Low Price*.

$2.94

170 Dozcu Towels only

per Dozen,

«

ulp-mi

$.‘1.4 J.

worth

E. T. ELDEN & CO.
STREET, PORTLAND,

5 FREE

sntf

ja28

of bonds.

were

strong State bonds dull.
and higher. There were

some

customs

were
were firm

THE NATURAL MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
He Bhall lay hands on them and tncy shall be
healed
11 &1'1 SH’EST DhOCK.

BOO.HS
mat

sn3m*

C. R. GRANT
Will receive a limited number of pupils in Oil Paintng, Charcoal Drawing, &c., from lifo and objects
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bank Building, 91
sctlsueodtf
Middle Street.

FOR SALE.

a

April 5.—Sugar—nominal.

Wabash.15$
Chicago <& Northwestern. 44jJ
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 57$
Chicago & Rock Island. 102$
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.99}
Union Pacific.
.98}
Union Pacific land grants, ex-int. 96$

Sinking Funds.92

Chicago Cattle market*
Chicago, April 5.—Cattle dull and unsettled for
good, others fairly active; receipts of 3500 head Stockers 3 25 @ 4 75 ;butchers 3 00 @ 5 00: common to extra
steers 5 00 @ 6 00; good steers 5 30 @ 7 55; shipments

Market*.

The Great

Loring, Exchange and Federal St.; C. L.Holt, 653
Dr
Congress St.; C. B. Woodman, Saccarappa;
Keen, Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryeburg. J
oclOeodtf
W. Perkins «& Co., General Agents,

Tribunal.

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, will be continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand.

leading invigorant and alterative of the age. and
truthfulness of that decision is constantly receiving fresh corroboration in the shape of results,
the most complete and satisfactory, accomplished in
the

115 EXCHANGE STREET.

the

very miJst.

our

as

a

TICKETS TO OR FROM BOSTON

for indigestion, constipation, nervous
sleeplessness, general debility, rheumatism and kidney disorders pour in lrom every quarter; physicians
emphatically commend it as a remedy for most inorganic maladies, and the press indorses the dictum of
the profession. Thus the popularity of the reigning
tonic-stimulant, of America is constantly widening,
despire the iuvectives fulminated against spirituous
preparations by the vendors of mock temperance bitters, which the public some time since discovered to
be fermented rubbish, and the sales of which are rapidly on the wane.
THIS

CUT

It

May Save

12.50
Yia Boston & Maine

Eastern Railroad.

WM. ALLEN. JR.,
NO.

11

STREET.
sntf

EXCHANGE

Ja26

Having decided

Life.

to make
we

change

a

in

oar

every article of goods in our line of trade. The stock
consists of
Dry and Fancy (»«ori«nn<l €?r*ceric»»Hnt*
t'apM, ItoolM, Miocs and Kubbeia, i'arprt
iug«, Pavfr Hanging*, i'ruckrry, Glam
uud Hardware, l Uur, Cora ▼leal, etc.
Now is the time to purchase cheap, for we mean
business and must close out the entire st«*ck as soon
Wc will sell the stock and store fixtures
as possible.
to any who wish to take hold of a good trade in a
•
first-class store.

TERMS CASH.

R.

NOTICES.

&

YORK

R.

CO.

Yarmouth Falls, March 24, 1875.

sulm

THOMAS FILLEBBOWX, D. M.D.

Flease tell the people that you saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,

SUCCESSOR

TO

DRS. HEALD <& DORR.

DEXTAL ROOMS, XO. 203 MIDDLE ST.
sndlm*

iual6

S. P. C. A.

Society.

$500.00

Tho annual meeting of the S. P. C A. Society will
held at the Mayor’s office on WEDNESDAY
EVENING, April 7, at 7J o’clock.
PER ORDER.
apr«12t
lie

M.

FIRE

offers a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
detection, conviction and punishment of the pai
ty
parties charged with the crime •'f arson, in
firing the premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Portland. Me., lie in g the frame dwelling of Geo. I).
-lost, on November 10th,and again on Dec. 9th. 1874 ;
said reward will be paid only on due proof being
furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment of said criminals, and expires
by limitation in one• year from this date unless other-

Hereby

the

or

Sec’y.

Rec.

notice.
1

OF

UNDERWRITERS

L. A.

GRAVES,

BOARD

NATIONAL

annual meeting of the Mercantile Library Association will he held at tlieir rooms on TUESDAY
EVENING, April I3th, President's Report at 7.30.
Polls opened at 8 o’clock.
SAM’L B.

REWARD.

THE

The

aprGdsntd

baslness,

shall sell out at

COST, OR LESS.

There is no person living but what suffers more or
less with Lung Disease, Coughs, Colds or Consumption, yet some would die ratber than pay 75 cenls for
Dr. A.
a bottle of medicine that would cure them.
Boschee’s German Syrup has lately teen introduced
in this country from Germany, and its wondrous
If you doubt
cures astonishe every one that try it.
what we say in print, cut this out and take it to your
Druggist, and gee a sample bottle for 10 cents and try
t, or a regular size for 75 cents. Sold by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents.
se25
TT&S&weowly

SPECIAL

or

For sale by

OCT,

Your

personal or by mail, will receive
Jy24dtisn

orders, eithe
prompt attention
All

remedy
complaints,

Tributes to its efficacy

HOUSE

PRINTING

TUCKER’S

Public opinion is the great tribunal by which the
Its favorable vervalue of all discoveries is judged.
dict long ago stamped Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters as

wise ordered.
By order of the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
dec23*ntf
New York. Dee. 17th, 1874.

The member of the Portland Homoeopathies Dispensary are requested to meet in Reception Hall
City Building, WEDNESDAY, April 7th, at 4 P. M
A full attcudauce is desired as business of importance will comebtfoie them.
S. E. SYLVESTER, M. D., Sec y.
d2t
ftps

LYKENS VALLEY

FRANKLIN

COAL.

Just arrived by brig “Etta M. Tucker,”

3 91

TONS

of the

READ, BUY AMD TRY.

celebrated

LYKENS VALLEY FRANKLIN COAL
lor sale iu lots to suit purchasers at
GO COMMERCIAL STREET.

April 2, 1875.
Messrs. C. Way & Co.
I have given your Oomponnd Srrup of
Ijiiu&Ewort, to my children for Colds and Coughs
during the past winter, and lean say 1 never saw
any Medicine that workel as well as that does.
In myopi.iion there is not a better Cougli

mar29

RANDALL & Nc

ILLIMTEK.

sntf

ITIediciue made.

NATHANIEL L. SHAW,
South Windham.
WAY A’ CO., Apothecaries corner
ma?2sn3m*
ITlyrtle and Cumberland «t».
C.

OUR TERMS HENCEFORTH

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails
Covers, Canvass Letterings,

will

be strictly

CASH,

Decorations, &c„

—AND

49 1-2

EXCHANGE

LEAVITT.

A.

stood

mc3

(fOlVELL

the most Prolific

Costiveness

LOWEST.
ft GBEEKOUGII.

Now invite nil their old

Source of ill Health.
r» IJ.

TIIE—

STREET.,
VERY

F.

JinrudN,

Nrw York, April 5—Evening.—Cotton market
is quiet and steady; sales 2205 bales; Middling uplands at 16}c; forward deliveries opened at 1 l-10c
advance but was afterwards lost. Flour—receipts of
9055 bbls; the market is quiet and generally without
decided change; sales 11,500 bbls; Superline Western
and State at 4 40 (aj 4 70; extra Western and State at
4 85 @ 5 10; choice Western and State at 5 15 @ 5 45;
White Wheat Western extra at at 5 50 (a) 6 00; extra
Ohio at 4 95 @ (5 65; St Louis at 5 00 @ 8 00; including
3600 bbls of shipping grades at 5 15 @5 25; market
closing quiet; Southern flour at 4 95 (gj 8 00; Kye flour
Irm at 4 00 @ 5 10.
Corn meal quiet and steady at
1 00 @ 4 80.
Wheat—receipts 73,400 bush; the market
is } @ lc better with a moderate inquiry, chiefly for
home use; also some little speaulative inquiry; sales
116,000 bush; No 3 Spring at 1 14 @ 116; 1 18 @ 1 20
1 20 @ 1 22 for
for No 2 Chicago and Northwestern;
No 2 Milwaukee; 1 24 @ 1 28 for No 1 Spring; t 14 @
126 tor ungraded Iowa and Minnesota Spring: 125
g 1 29 for Winter Red Western; 1 29 @ 1 31} for Amber Western; 1 30 @ 1 41 for White Western. Rye is
piiet at 90c (gl 1 00. Barley is dull and unchanged;
Canada East to arrive 1 30. Barley Malt unchanged,
dorn—receipts 13,300bush; the market is 1 and 12c
better with rather more inquiry, both for export and
borne use; also some speculative demand; sales 148,)00 bush at 88 @ 89c for Western Mixed; 89 (ffi 93c
for high Mixed and Yellow Western; 87} @88c for
Western Mixed in store; 89c do for White in store,
bats—receipts G600 bush; the market is quiet and
lira ; sales 24,000 bush at 72 rg 73c for Mixed Wesern; 73 @ 75c for W bite do; stock of grain in storo
\pril 3d- Wheat 1,071,209 bush; Corn 2,394,967 bash;
Jats 786,260 bush; Kye 27,531 bush; Barley 101,961
msh; do Malt 194,771 bush. Coffee firm; 1000 bags
Ltio at 17|e in gold for fair to good.
Sugar quiet and
iteady at 7$ @ 84c tor fair to good refining; 8}c for
firm and
refined
>rime; 170 hhda Muscovado at 8c;
Molasses
lull at 10} @ 10} (jg I0}c for hard grades.
s firm, li eo steady.
Petroleum about steady; crude
it 7c; refined at 14} @ 14}c; 5000 bbls for prompt duivery at I4}c. Tallow is steady at 8 1-16 (® 8-Jc. Naral Stores—Rosin firm at 2 10 @2 15 for strained,
turpentine is firm at 36 (a> 36}e for Spirits. Pork is
■xcited ; sales 300 bbls new mess Job lots, at 22 50; 250
ibis seller June at 23 00; seller May and June nomnally at 22 50. Beef is quiet. Lard is very much
msettled at 15g@> 15} tor prime steam; 250 tes seller
Vprii at 15gc; 2500 tes seller May 15|@15};|750 do
eller tor June at 15} (ti} 15g. But ter is heavy at 12 (a)
1c for Western; 16 igj 2Gc for State; new Western at
3 <g) 25c; do State 25 @ 32c.
Whiskey is steady at
13.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is heavy; Cotton
>er steam at 7-32d; Corn per steam at 6}d; Wheat i»er
team at 7d.
Chicago, April 5.—Flour is firm and in fair de4 75; White Winter at
iiand; extra Spring at 4 60
Wheat is excited and higher; No 1 Spring at
75.
No
2
at
fresh
Spring
99e; regular at 97}e bid oil
02};
pot or seller April; 101} for seller May; 1 02} for
eller June; No 3 Spring 93}c; rejected at 85 @ 86c.
lorn excited and higher; No 2 Mixed regular at 69}c
resli; 71} (<£> 72c on spot; 77}e bid seller May; 77} bid
eller June; 7K
68}c seller July; rejected 70 n 72c.
lats active and higher; No 2 regular at 58} on the
pot; 625(0 bid bid seller May; 02|e seller for June;
«
Sc. Rye in light demand and holdeis firm; No 2 at
Seeds are quiet and
l 08 oil spot; 1 05} seller April.
rcak; Timothy, fair to prime at 2 20 (g 2 25; prune

of

HAltKISO N*S

new one* to

DRY

look

nt

friend* nud lot
their *tock of

GOODS.
Usntf

apr2

PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES.
Indorsed toy all tlie INXeclical .Tom’rials as the most .Agreeable,
Convenient, XlDFective and
Sure Kemedy for

tYilbor'*

Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly,
require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and f r elderly persons, females and children, are
just the tiling. Two taken at night move the bowels
Warranted in all cases ot
once the next morning.
the Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Stomach,
Oppression After Eating, Sour
Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue,Hilliousness,Livf.r Coep aint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
and

all

Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faint-

Travellers find the Lozenges just what they need,
they are so compact and inodorous that they may
be carried in the oect pocket, and us an aperient or
laxative these Lozenges hare no equal.
r. large
Koxen OOr. went
Trinl Hoxw
by mail free of |»o«*laRp lo any nililrr**.
For sale by E. S. Harrison «V Co., No. 1 Treiuont
seDsneodly
Temple, Boston, aud by all Druggists.

as

C HANDLER’S
—

AND

BAND

—

ORCHESTRA.
D.

II.

CHANDLER, LEADER.

Office 27 Market. Square.
D. H. Chandler, C. NT. Richardson, F. W. Buxton
Prompters.
eneodCmMWF.
w29
I!

LARKEhT

KK.tlKBIf.—'This

EEUOPEAN
well-known

remedy

EOT
is

GII

still tile

remedy known for the cure of obstinate and long
[landing coughs, and Pulmonary diseases In general
VTany persons, who for months had been emaciated
and raising of blood, have
>y coughing, night sweats
>een speedily cured by the European Cough Remedy
■’or sale by druggists generally; Si.on per bottle, six
del-’idoodi&weowijgtfcu
.r ?3.00.
best

Elver

The advantage of this compound over the plain Oithat the
nauseating tasto of the Oil is entirely reaud the whole rendered entirely palatable.
I he offensive taste of the <>il lias long acted as a
>rominent objection to its use; out in this form tho
A host of certificates
rouble is entiroly obviated.
Mini
night be given here to testify to the excellence
W ilbor’s Cod Liver Oil and Line '* But
metres* of
lie tact that it is regularly prescribed by the medical
For sale by A. B. WiLBOB,
acuity is sufficient.
Chemist, Boston, aud by all druggists,
eodlw
aprl
s

itoved,

never

NESS &C.

Compound of Pure Cod
Oil and Einae.

COST/YENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,

■

J

STEP
sale low

tending to consumption. No other medicine acts so
promptly and well in Croup and Whooping
G.
Cough. Sold by A. S. Hinds, Preble House; T.

Liverpool, April 5—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
active nnd firm; Middling uplands at8@8§d; do
Orleans 84 @8*d; sales 20,000 bales, iucJuuiug 4UU0
tor speculation and export.

2500 head.
Live hogs active at full prices—receipts 6.000 head;
tc choice light at7 25.@7 63; ordinary to
choice heavy 7 50 @ 8 65; shipments of 3500 head.
Sheep dull and firmer aud unchanged; inferior icceipts 1000 head.

J

lor

Cuugh Worn Victim*
Whose lungs are racked and torn with paroxysms
which threaten to choke them, find sure and speedy
relief in the use of Dr. Morris’Syrup of Tar, Wild
Cherry and Horeliouud. It is a certain cure for
coughs, colds, hoarseness, asthma, and all diseases

common

j

and

RYAN & KELSEY
No. 161Commerelal Street

mv28

91.

Rail-

The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.763
Pacific Mail.38}
N 1’ Central and Hudson R. consolidated.100|
Erie.
29$
Erie preferred.
43
75
Michigan Central....
Union Pacific stock.
71 f
Lake Shore. 73}
Illinois Central, ex-div.101

liomcNtic

FLOORING

PINE

BOARDS in loi to suit purchasers,
SOUTHERN
to close
consignment

London, April 5—>2.30 P. M.—American securiErie Railway at
ties—United States new 5s. 1032.
26* @ 26*; do preferred at 40; New York Central at

money market.

receipts to-day

The

ROBERT THAYER WILDE,

_

fore the first call: subsemientlv 714 was reached, followed still later by a slight advance; Pacific Man declined from 45$ @ 44}, recovered to 44}. touching 43$:
St Paul advauced from 38$ @ 39$ for common and
from 57$ @ 57} for preferred on increased business;
Erie advanced from 29} @ 30$, and later fell to 29;
Western Union ranged from 77 @ 77$; Ohio from 28}
@ 29$, aud Wabash irom 15$ @ 15}. The masket
was firm during the last hour of business with the
principal activity in Union Pacific, Pacific Mail, Western Union, Northwestern and Erie; Union Pacific
recovered from 70} to 713 or within $ per ceut. of the
highest price ever reached; Pactic Maill from 43} to
433; Erie rose to 2'.'}, bur. left off at 29$; Northwestern
sold at 44$ @ 45, and Western Union at 76$ @ 77. In
the closing dealing Rock Islaud sold at 19}(taxdiv).
The increase in the receipts of the Union Pacific road
is not from the advanced rates but from increased
tonnage which represents the natural increase of tho
company’s business. The month of April will give
the first proof of what the receipts ot the comprny
will be under tue new rates.
The total transactions
at the Stock Exhange aggregated 247,000 shares, including New York 400 shares, Erie 27,000 shares,Lake
Shore 5500 shares, Northwestern 6oo0 shares', Rock
Island 4500 shares, Pacific Mail 93,000 shares, Milwaukee & St Paul 41 shares, do preferred 200 shares,
Ohio *& Mississippi 7000 shares, Western Union 28,Wabash 2600 shares, Union Pa400 shares, Toledo
cific 58,200 shares. The following are the highest
and lowest prices:
New York Central lul @ 100$;
Lake Shore 73$ @ 73$; Rock Island 106$ @ 106;Wauash 15} @ 15$; Western Union 77} @76$; Chiicago
& North Western 45$ @ 41|;do preferred 58; St Paul
39$ @ 38}; do preferred 58 @ 58; Pacific Mail 45$ @
43}; Erie 30} @29; Ohio & Mississippi 29$ @28};
Pacific Mail 71 $@ 69.
The following were the elosmg quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881. 121}
United States 5-20’s, 1862.117$
United States 5-20’s 1864.118$
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.120}
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, ex-div..1193
United States 5 20’s, 1S67, ex-div.120$
Uuited States 5-20’s, 1868, ex-div.120$
United States new 5’s.115
United States 10-40 coupon.115$
Currency 6’s ex in.119}

nf

coin certificates, $24,304,500;

TRICES.

s

European

large transactions in Union Pacific firsts and sinking
funds, the former selling at 98g g 984, and the latter
at 92. There was an active demand for Union Pacific
firsts to-day for Europe, and one banking firm took
15U,000 for shipments. Stocks opened firm, the most
important change being in Union Pacific, which
showed an advance of | per cent, as compared with
Saturday’s quotation. The first sales were at 69J g
70, and prices declined to 69 and advanced to 70$ be-

Hitt View* on the Mexican Outrage—Rumored Removal of Trmsnry Official*.
Washington, April 5—President Grant said
to-day that the statements of what he would do
iu relation to recent outrages by armed bauds
of Mexicans invading tbe Texas frontiers were
all inventions,as he had not expressed his views
to auy person, not even the Secretary ot Sia e,
who, like himself, had been absent Irom the
city.
It was already known to the public that
orders had been issued 10 the military for the
protection of our citizens ou the frontier, but
The
iu addition to this nothing was done.
Government was not fully advised of the extent of the outrages, although it has been
officially iu formed of the arrest of a mad carrier and the burning of a postoffice. The Government had repeatedly been reminded of the
outrages heretofore committed by Mexicans |on
citizens of the United State?, both iu Mexico
aud in the United States, and would hear from
this government iu a short time concerning
those, recently committed through the de
partment of State. There would he a consultation with the Secretary of State on this matter aud probably it will be brought to the attention of the Cabinet. Meantime all newspaper statements as to the action of the gov“We
ernment would be mere speculations.
must,” remarked the President, “determine
hereafter what is proper to be done in the
premises.” He could see no apprehension of
war between the two countries, but of course no
one could tell what might take place iu tbe
future. Nothing would be doue by the Government to provoke such a result.
The President on being asked whether there
was any truth iu the rumor about the resignation or removal of Commissioner Douglass,
said he had no such knowledge aud therefore
the rumor was uutrue. The President was also questioned in regard to the rumored removal
when he said Mr. Johnson,the Commissioner of
Customs, would be retained, so with the first
Comptroller Taylor, of whose honesty and uprightness he was fully assured, aud also of
second Comptroller Broadhead, The President
sa<d there was a vacancy in the office of Minis-

to-dayCurrency, $4,705,2(17.1)7special deposit

W

$3,9u2,564; *old exchanges $11,172,219; gold balances
$1,365,094. The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day
$14,000 on ccouut of interest and $15,300 in redemp-

An Interview with the President.

of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of

cornmeal to G

The money market was easy a greater part of the
4 per cent, on call, but just previous to
the close there was a slight spasm of activity, during
which 7 per cent, was paid by some brokers. This
brought out more capital and the closing business at
5 @ G per eent. Tbe banks are very easy in money
and are buying commercial paper freely at 5 g 6 per
cent. Exchange was strong at 485 g 489 for bankers
long and short sterling; commercial bills brought 483
up lo 484$ for dowmentary to very clinic names.
Gold opened at 114$, advanced to 114$ and closed at
1148 5 tli© carrying rates were 1, 2.1$, 3, ‘2$ g 4 per
cent.; gold loans o time $ g $ pel cent, for use for
30 flays; $ @ § per cent, for 60 days ;| g $ for 90 days;
$ @ 1 per cent, for four months; $ g 1 per cent, for
six months and 1$ g 1| per cent, for all th« year.—
The following are the operations at the Gold Exchange Bank-were—gold balances $2,073 950; currency balances §2,317,603; gross clearances $41,459,000. The following is the Clearing House statement:
curreucy exchanges $94,663,751; currency Balances

WASHINGTON.

Treasury
Tho following are the Treasury balances for

Wll.l.

for ; O eeut«

@219; American gold at 221 @
Spanish gold
222; Exchange quiet; on United States 60 days cur88
89
@
prem; do short sight at 92 @ 93 prem;
rency
60 days gold at 113 @ 1 15 prem; short sight at 1 17 @
118 prem; on Londou 110 @ 142 prm; on Paris at
115 @117 prem.

day at 3$ g

Reported.

Balances.

abort lint at

218

Kcceipta.

conveyance—1000 bush

Governments

rA.si mini,inn

Domestic

fioaton Block Lint.

_

tfiA

a

at

1000 Doz. Clark’s 0. N. T. Thread,
White Spools, best 'reread made,

Havana Market.

iSalts at the Brokers’ Board. April 5.
Union Pacific Sinking Funds 8s.914
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.105$

Detroit, Mich., April 5.—Eetnrns from all
parts show general Kepublican gains. G»u.
It. Graves is re elected Justice of tlie Supreme
Court ou both tickets. Sluston, who heals the
Eenublieau ticket, from appearances has 15,000
majority at least for Justice ot the Supreme
Court, and tbe rest of the Eepublican ticket is
but little behind. In this couuty C. J. Eilley
(Dem,) is elected Circuit Judge. In this city
Geo. S. Swift is re-elecied Eecorder without

nn.pntinned hv
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New Orleans, April 5.—Cotton quiet aud Arm;
Middling uplands at 16c.
New York, April 5.—Cotton is fquiet and steady;
Middling uplands 16gc.
Savannah, April 5.—Cotton is Arm; Middling

Havana.

Election of Judges of llic State

*..»

limit.>r

—

retail

Oats
is Arm and in lair demau d; No 1 Mixed at 75c.
in good demand and Arm; White 65. Clover Seed at
6 30.
Receipts—1000 bids Aour, 6,000 bush wheat, 1,0C0
bush com, 0000 bush oats.
Shipments—1000 bids Aour, 0,000 bush wheat, 1000
bush corn, 0000 do oats.
Charleston, April5.—Cotton is Arm; Middling
uplands lGc.
Mobile, April 5.—Cotton is Arm; Middling uplands 152c.

markets.
market is very fltj-m

Wholemk
5.—Tbe flour

an

$505,000.

Mr. Francis Thomas of Maryland, but he had
not yet selected his successor.
Yellow Fever at Key West.
The following telegram was received to day
at tbe Navy Department:
Key West, Aprils.—Surgeon General Joseph
Beale: The weather has changed aud it is much
cooler. There are no new cases of fever. Tbe
present indications are encouraging.
K. J. Perky, Surgeon.

nw/.lln/l nn.l

nil

Hal

•

at 15; 16c for ketfle. Bulk Meats are in fair demand
ami higher; shoulders at 8 @ 8J; clear rib sides at 1 lj{
@ 11* op spot; 12 buyer June; 12* buyer July; char
sides"at 12. Bacon Arm; shoulders at 9§c; clear rib
sides at I2*c; clear sides at 13c.
Whiskey is steady.
Live Hogs are dull aud declining; common at 6 50 @
6 91; fair to medium 7 75; good to choice at 8 00 @
8 50; receipts 1900 head; shipments 1100 head.
Flour quiet and unchanged.
Detroit. April 5
Wheat in fair demand; extra 1 20*; Amber l 13. Corn

advance in prices is probable. Wheat has advanced several cents per bush within the last few
days in the West. The grain market is very steady
and the supply is rather limited. Pork and lanl is
very active. Potatoes shows no change in prices.
and

road bonds

ter

.....1
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—

PRICES

—

MICHIGAN.

opposition.

"I? ATi 1)0 Art

lo
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decided

have
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t.ooil.

STOCK,

SPRING

OPEN

No 2 Mixed at 73 ® 75c.
May.
higher; No 2 at 05 @ «Sc cash; 60* 1®23.06.c
By® s
Bat ley held higher; No 1 Spring
is active
Bork
I
12.
st 1 02 @ I 05.
Whiskey Ann at
seller Apn l and
and
at 22 @ 22 25 c isli; 22 00
sal
the latter at Quincy; 22 25 seller July-Ory
May
”
t1'
cd Meats higher; shoulders 8c; clear f
ltr
seller
1-c
clear sides at llj, and 12* for clear rib;
and a inne
strong
is
Bacon
seller
June.
May; 12*c
Lar
firmer with only a limited jobbing demand.
active and higher at 14* @ lljc cash.
Live Hogs are in good demand and stroDg, yorKer.
at
at 6 25 (u> 1 00; bacon at 7 00 (jg 7 5U; good to extra
native
7 75 <jg 8 25.
Cattle are active and firm; good
steers at 5 95 (a) 6 Ou; fair 5 50 @ 6 00; niixe-1 stock at
4 00 @ 5 15 pair to good Texas 3 75 (u> 4 50.
Receipts—5UOO bbls flour, 45,000 wheat, 23,000 bush
bush corn. 24,000 bush oats, |3«*00 bush barley, l,tuu
do rye, 0000 hogs 0,000 head cattle.
Milwaukee, April 5.—Flour is in good demand
and firm. Wheat is firm; No 1 Milwaukee at 105;
No 2 Milwaukee at 97*c; 1 Ql* for May; 102* seller
June. Oats are excited and higher; No 2 fresh at 56*
iu store. Com is buoyant and higher; No 2 Mixed
75 (h* 76c; seller May 77c.
Rye is scarce and nominal ; No 1 in store l 07. Barley firm and unchanged;
Provisions
No 2 Spring fresh at 1 08; No 3 do 95c.
nominal. Fork—Mess at 22 00 for cash; 22 25 for
seller May. Sweet pickled bams at II @ 12c; dry
salted meats advanced—shoulders 8*c for loose; middles 11 @ 12c for prime loose.
Lard—iteam rendered at 15; kettle at 15*.
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour. 12,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—6.500 bbls Hour,27,000 bush wheat.
Toledo. April 5.—Flour is steady aud unchanged.
Wheat is steady; No 2 White Wabash 1 20|; No 3 do
1 13*; No 1 White Michigan 1 17; extra White Michigan 1 20*; Amber Michigan 1 13*; for seller May at
l 16*; No 2 Red l 13*; No 3 do 1 09; No 2 Amber Illinois 1 14*: seller May 1 17j. Corn firm and in fair
demand; high Mixed at 73* (a> 74c; seller May at 76c;
low mixed 73 @ 73*c; seller May 75 (eg 75*c; Yellow
74*c; no grade 72*c. Oats are firm and higher; No 2
at 65c seller May. Clover Seed— Mam mouth 7 35,
Receipts—24,000 bush Wheat, 8,0U0 bush Corn, 0,000 bush Oats.
Shiftments—0,000 bbls flour,8,000 bush Wheat,42,COO
buih Corn, 10,000 bush Oats.
Cincinnati, April 5.—Provisions—Pork Is firm
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Gains

NEW

Wheat
higberforAoWand medium grades.
^ixcdteu;
1 X'ylMhi
N52 Bed Winter at 1 21 @ J 21* .ash;
«
00
® **■
seller May; No 2 Spring at 1
Oats are m uve a d

:

WANT.

WE

TUAN
lu order lo

&5?

The cy lender of the large engine at the
China mills, Suncook, N, H„ broke yesterday.
Loss $6000;_

republican, 18,967, Ingersoll, democratic, 12,-

Republican

the afternoon- Wheat
Heller

in

EXTRA
no

Mav;
unchanged
Corn higher nt7M(fly«8Jic
lor April; 63c
77.1 a ill seller June. Oats 58| (&5'ic
Lard
at
15 47*
June.
Heller
65
for
Fork at 22
seller for May.
demand
and
St Lonis \ttril5.—Flour is ill good

yesitjruay.

Thirteen towns
336 Smith, prohibition,3,512
out of twenty-thiee in Fairfield County gives
Greene 2,569, Ingersoll 3,543, Smith 355. Middlesex County eutire gives Greene 2,952, Ingcrsoll 3,297, Smith 355.
Hartford, April 5.—The following Senators
Pond,
are elected—First District, Charles M.
dem.; Second District, Chester Johnson, dem.;
Third District, Timothy C. Coogau, dem.;
Fifteenth District, H. B. Stee'e, dem.; Sixteenth District, Samuel L. Bliss, dem.; Seventeenth District. Daniel Brewster, dem.; Twentieth District, Wm. W. Corbin, rep.; TwentyFirst District, Cbauucy Howard.
Hartford County complete gives Greene, rep,
19,704; Ingersoll, dem. 11,987; Smith, prohib.
477. Last year the vote of the county was
Harrisoo, rep. 18,367; Ingersoll, dem. 10,714;
Smi h, pro. 1,038. Holland County complete
gives Greene 2078, Ingersoll 2,165, Smith 184.
Last year the vote was Harrison 1848, Iugersoll
2,009, Smith 368.
Geueral Hawley is defeated by 488 plurality
in the First District.)
New Haven, April 5.—The latest returns
from this the 2d Congressional District gives
James Phelps a majority over S. W. Kellogg of
1195, with four towns to hear from, which two
years ago gave a Democratic majority of 149.
George M. Landers (dem.) in the 1st District,
defeats J. R. Hawley by a plurality of 488. W.
II. Barnura (dem.) in the 4th District, is reelected by probably 1000 majority.
Returns from the third district are meagre,
bat probably Starkweather is re-elected. The
Democratic.
P. T.
is
state undoubtedly
Barmim (Rep.) is elected Mayor of Bridgeport.
The Senate is Democratic by a large majority,
fhe relurns having already elected 13 Democrats out of 21. There are large Republican
gains on the representatives, aud tho House
will probably be close.
New Haven, April 5.—Middlesex county entire aud Fairtie'd aud New Haven couuties
with seveu towns to hear from give Greeu 18,129; Ingersoll 23,837; the seven towns last year
gave Ingersoll 300 majority.
Norwich, Ct., April 5.—Starkweather is reelected to Congress by about 1000 majority.

General

'"on the cail of the Board

VAB1ATION

Wc linve «hi» day flui-bul
if our .locli and find we liuvc
lllU 1«HM i?luu<7

15,000

000 bush com,

NO
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PRICE
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NOTICE

flour, 09,000 bush wheat 23,blSbiPlums—*10,000 bids
busu oats, 6,00 bush rye, 10,000

The sale of the Macon and Brunswick railroad will take place the first Tuesday in June.
The Uulversity Normal College in South San
Fraucisco was purued Sunday night.
J. B. Blackstone was elected Presidedt of the
Chicago and Alton railroad yesterday.
Steamship Faraday sailed from Sravesend
yesterday to complete the laying of the cable.
Ship Dicia of New York has been wrecked
Crew
on the Isle of Wight and is a total loss.
saved.
A lad named John Erwin of Fishkill, N Y.,
committed suicide Sunday, having been dis
covered pilfering lrom his employer. Auer
his death it was ascertained that he has been
Tor some time the victim of a blackmailer in
Lowell, Mass., who took either money or dry
goods as husb money for something unknown
to his friends.
The memorial to the New York board of education against Catholic amalgamation of
schools is being signed by nearly all the educated people in New York.
Iu the case of John M. Bailey, late collector
of internal revenue plaintiff in error against the
New York Central & Hudson river railroad the
Supreme Court has reversed the judgmeut of
the Circuit Court aud has remanded the cause
with directions to award a veniregacias de novo.
The mule spiuners at Warreo, It. I., have
strnck, owiDg to the manufacturers declining
to give back the 10 per cent.
Jeremiah Murpliy was arraigned in the police
court at Concord, N. H., yesterday, for an assault with intent to commit a rape, and bound
over in the si m of §1000.
The passengerdepot of the Boston & Albany
road at West Newton, was destroyed by tire

Hartford, April 5.—Hartford county, all
but Hartford, Grauby aud Southington gives
GreeDe (rep.)5939; Ingersoll (nem.l 0910; Sm tli
(proh.) 312. For Cougress, Lauders (dem.)
0079; Hawley (rep.) 0380; Lyon (proh.) 101.
Eighty one towns in the state give Ingersoll
(dem.) 19,804; Greene (rep ) 17,940; Smith

1

push corn, 13,000

900

morrow.

the

SPECIAL NOTICES.

flonr, 70,000 bush wheat, 15.atReceipts—7,000 Bblsbnsh
oats, 0,000 bush lye, 3.000

season is later thau has been known before for
many years.
Americau Consul Hall states that there are
only thirty cases of yellow fever in the hospitals of Havana. It is apprehended, however,
that ueW'y a-riving Spanish troops will be victims of the fever as soon as they arrive.
A slide on the Nashua, Acton and Boston
railroad in Dunstable, has blocked the road,
and travel will hardly ba resumed before to-

lature.

Lauders (dem.)0590.

clover Seed 6 40 73 6 45. Provision, rork excited and
higher; sales at 22 (JO «; 22 13 on spot; 22 25 seller for
Mav; 22 50 for seller Jane. Burdin active and verv
aetive at 15 37* 00 spot; 15 40 seller M.ij : 15 50®
Bulk Meats are aetive and
15 57* lor seller -Ione.
rib middies at
13}; short
higher; shoulders 8*e; short
loose ou spot. Whiskey nominal
clear middles 12—all

Schr. H. B. HoWard of Gloucester has no
loubt been lost ou thy Georges with her crew
df 12 men.

CONNECTICUT ELECTION.

to

To Be Let.
and after Jan. 1,1875, the chamber in second
now
occupied by F. M. Kalcr & Co., cn tbe
lory
( orner of Cross aud Middle Sts.
Apply to
HENKY DEERING.
de28sntf
No. 65 Exchange St.
On

t

TEN PER CENT. INTEREST.
$13,000. COOK COUNTY ILLINOIS. 10 per
:ent. School District Bonds. Coupons payable .Jan.l
n New York, or at our pfllce 9300 each; also other
icveu, eight and ten per cent, municipal securities,
rhese represent tile lirstclaiin on the entire propelt v
pul the combined wealth of Cities, Tow us, Counties
tit.I School 11 is!i i la, well selected; no loss; security
ilisolutc. Bought and sold In GEORGE WM. BAle
JJU, Banker, 72 Devonshire'Street, Boston. Write
or particulars.
alUeodSm
—

rjERNtllVAI. NOT11C •<.—Atl miners, sailors
I,
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured or injured in
lie late Kebelliou, however slightly, can obtain a
by addressing Dr. E. B. JACKSON Late
i ‘eosior,
urgeonin United Slates Navy, No. 4 New (.'trainers St.. New York City.
Communications prompt.
j r answered.

oc29suly

j iehletterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.
A safe and sure remedy for rem
.ving Tan.Pimples,
J
Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions from the
& Kiu, rendering it sott and Iresh and
imparting to it
MARBLE PURITY.

bjtli,

1»KICE FIFTY CENTS A HOTTER.
Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK &
q O., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress street,
o to door above
ma27sndtf
Brown, Portland, Me.
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The L’e-t Yet-Latner’a.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Music Books for the People.
>*t.w_A. M. McKeimey.
A gesso re* Notice—Cape Elizabeth.
Wanted—Situation*
Wanted— Agents.
Legal Notices -1,
Notice of Petition for Pardon.
Opening—Turner Bros.
William A. Pearce—Plumber.
A Valuable Fare in Gorham for Sale.

vs.

John

property,
assessment be passed, which

equity to compel conveyance of land alhave been conveyed by a bankrupt to reBjtondent in fraud of the bankrupt act. The respondent had had a mortgage on the land for §700 about
three years prior to the conveyance. As the bankrupt owed him about §300 more he asked for an absolute conveyance and obtained it within four
months of the decree in bankruptcy, discharging at
the same time his former mortgage and giving up
the notes. The respondent contended that the assignee, before he could require a conveyance, must
was repay him the §700. Decision on this point
served. The other questions wero decided in lavor
of the complainant.
Reed for complainant.
Drummond for respondent*
Williamson, a»signee, vs. Irwin CaldcrBill in

w is done.
The order laying out Coshman street with
the assessment of damages, was referred to the
Committee on New Streets.

to

The assessment for sewer oil Washington
street, amounting to 5181, was reported by the

City Engineer.
The Committee on Licenses reported an order
fixing the license on the Museum at 5125, to be
paid quarterly in advance, and to he in force
until otherwise ordered, which was passed.
Aid. Gerrish from the Committee on Salaries,
reported an order paying the salaries as follows:

wood.

5550. respectively; Auditor, 51000; Messenger,
5800; Solicitor, 51000, and expenses when called out of the city; Asse-sors, 51000 each; Assistant Assessors53 per day when employed;
Marshal. Sl(i50: Deputy Marshals, 5000; Poact.
licemen, $800; Chief Engineer J«ire uepartin
the
the
court
Under the instructions given by
ment, $550; Assistant Engineers Fire Department, $90 each; City Physician, $500; Clerk of
former case the respondent submitted to a decree for
Council, $200; {Superintendentof Buna's, $i50;
complainant.
Harbor Master. $500; Ringer of City Bells,
Drummond.
Re«l.
$200; Truant Officer, $750; Engineers Steam
I Fire
Engines, $900; Liquor Agent, $1000;
municipal Court.
Street Commissioner, $1400; City Judge, $1000;
JUDGE KNIGIIT PRESIDING.
City Civil Engineer, $2500; 1st As-istant, 1200;
Monday.—Michael J udgc vs. Michael II. Reddy. 2d Assistant, $900; 3d Assistant, $300; Keeper
of
Action on account annexed for use of sewing ma> \ of Powder Magazine, $225; Superintendent
City Clocks, $150.
chine and irons and ironing boards—510; also count
Aid. Fox presented an order fixing the salary
Defence—A for- ;
for money had and received—$10.
mer settlement of all accounts.
Judgment for tho of the Mayor at $2500. Aid. Gage moved to
» Bill In equity to declare a mortgage of personal
property void and to obtain a decree that respondent
should pay over certain sums collected by him under
an assigument alleged to bo in fraud ot the bankrupt

--—--

(

amend by substituting $1500 »u place of $2500.
Aid. Perry said he was opposed to increasing
the salary two years since, but as he was beaten
lie thought it should not now be changed. The
motiou of Aid. Gage was lest, 2 to 5, and the

Plaintifl appealed.

defendant.

Reddy, pro

Winsliip.

se.

\

Samuel L. Carleton vs. Henry Gall'sou. Action on
annexed for rent one month—$13.75. Defence—House not in repair as agreed. Judgincut roserved.
Bradburys.
Carleton, prose.
George Wyer vs. John Ryan. Action on account
annexed for feed—$12.45. Judgment for plaintiff for
account

$11.01. Appealed.
Geo. W. Verrill.

passed.
Petitions presented

order

Law Court.
The

following

decisions have been

rendered by the

Court:

Law

Knowdes vs. School
fendants defaulted.

Cbestcrville.

Diet. 10 in

De-

DeHolmes vs. Holmes. Exceptions overruled.
of divorce set aside and annulled.
Smith vs. Harlow et al.
Judgment for defendants.

cree

Penny vs*. Walker. Exceptions overruled.
Ilebron vs. County Commissioners of Oxford county. Writ denied. Petition dismissed with costs for

respondents.
Cape Elizabeth

vs. County Commissioners of Cumcounty. Writ granted as prayed ior.
State vs Nowlan, Exceptions overruled. Judg-

berland

ment for State.
State
trial.

vs.

Skofield, appellant.

Case to stand for

Kidder vs. Sawyer. Exeeptions overru’ed.
Smith vs. Folsom. Exceptions overruled.
Clark vs. Lebanon. Exceptions overruled. Judgment on verdict.
Thompson et al. vs. Goding. Exceptions overruled. Judgment ou verdict.
Hager vs. New England M. M. Insurance Company. Motion and exceptions overruled.
Carter in Equity vs. Bailey et als.
Brief Jolting*.
It is said that the City Council will not appoint an offeer iu the place of Mr. Frye, who
resigued a short time since.
The bar of iron stolen from Mr. Lawlin on
Commercial street has been found in a junk

The th:eves have gone to Boston.
Only one session of school yesterday.
This eveuing the W* P. C. Club will give a

store.

at

private assembly

Reception Hall, City

Building.
Offirora

nnJ Sterling

arrested Eupfine

Leonard for an assault on one Chaffin a week
ago, and a lad named Donahue for inciting a

dog fight, yesterday.
There will be a meeting of the directors of
the S. P. C. A. Society at the Mayor’s office on
Wednesday evening, at 7J o’clock.
The Grand Army will give one of their enjoyable sociables at their hall on the evening of
Past Day.
The water

L. Rounds, Charles Townsend, C. M. Bean, R.
P. McGrath, J. B. Pinkham, Eben S. Emery,
Lafayette Wyman, Thomas S. Steele, W. D.

Doughty.
the salary order came back from
the Council, and the question was on receding
and concurring in the vote of that body fixing
the salary of the Auditor at $1500. Aid. GerThe vote
rish moved to recede and concur.

Subsequently

being taken three members voted on each side,
and the Mayor gave the casting vote by saying:
“The motion is lost.** Mr. Gage said that ho
forgot to vole at the proper time. The Mayor
again pjit the motion to recede and concur,
which Was carried, Messrs, Gerrish, Littlefield,
Gage and Perry voting yes, and Messrs. Brunei,
Fox and Waterhouse no.
All the papers from the lower
disposed of in concurrence.

on

Exchange street, just be-

All of the Board were present except Mr.
Shaw of Ward 1.
Mr. Small of Ward 7 presented the petition
of Freedom Nash and als., for sidewalks on
Pine street. Referred to the Committee on
Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges,and scut up.
Mr. McMahon of Ward 2, offered an order
for the alteration and improvement of the

severely.
Two lodgers at the station got into a fight
last night, and were arrested and put into cells.
The Montgomery Guards held a meeting last
evening to make arrangements for a calico ball

City Hall,

Passed and
cloak room in the City Building.
sent up.
The salary bill was taken up. Mr. Russell
of Ward.4, moved to amend the section fixing
the salary of Auditor, by striking out $1000
end inserting $1500. Carried, 12 to 6.
Mr. McMahon moved to stiike out $3 and in-

the 21st inst.

The Steamer Dallas.—U. S. E. Steamer
“Dallas,” Captain Charles T. Chase, on Wednesday, the 31st ult., finished “Winter Cruising,” on the coast, for assistance of vessels in

distress. During that time “from Dec. ISt ’74,
to April 1st, ’75,” the “Dallas” has steamed
3055 miles, boarded 195 vessels, assistel 5, and
reported for violation of the revenue laws 1.

sert $2 as per diem of tho assistant assessors.
He thought that $2 was enough for the work
He could fiud men who
as it was now done.
would be glad to do the work better for $2 per
day. The motion was lost, G to 13. The same
gentleman moved to make the pay of the City
Mr. Small
Physician $300 instead of $500.
said that last year the City Physician made 320

The cruising has extended east to Eockiand
and south to Cape Ant). The Dallas has been
twice to Easiport on business connected with
the Life Saving Stations. Was frozen in at
Moose a-bec Beach for seven days, and with

visits to the alms house with an average of 20
patients to attend to at each visit, requiring
In addition to this he
two hours each day.
made 530 visits to the city poor outside of the
alms house. The motion was lost. The salary

the greatest difficulty released. The navigation has been very difficult and dangerous on
account of the ice in some places to the east
ward, extending as far as fifteen miles from
land.

She will now resume her regular duty.

bill as amended was passed.
When the order fixing the salary of the
Mayor was taken up, Mr. McMahon moved to
strike out $2500 and insert §1500. Lost.
Mr. Russel moved to make the salary of the
Mr. Small
21 assistant civil engineer $800.
said that Mr. Pingree was a very reliable officer
and earned more pay. Mr. Cunningham concurred in this opinion, whereupon Mr. Russell

Accidents.—A sailor named Peter Hutchins
attempted to go on board a vessel in the harbor
The
yesterday morning while intoxicated.
boat upset and the man was nearly drowned.
Mrs. Patrick O’Brien living on Carey’s Lane,

fell and broke her wrist yesterday morning.
William Gillis, living on Danfort'u street, bad
his hand caught in a cog-wheel at the Portland

Company’s

Works and lost four

fingers,

withdrew bis motion.
Mr. Cunningham moved that the vote reducing the salary of Auditor be re considered,
presuming that tho upper Board insist upon

yes-

terday afternooD.
A man uauieu rov

uiunc um

He was taken to
the Maine General Hospital yesterday when it
arm
was discovered by the physicians that the
was
although the man did not know it.

liDg Mills about

a

week ago.

its previous vote. Lost.
The order as amended was sent up.
All the other papers from tho upper Board
were dispo;ed of in concurrence.

broken,

IN

Personal.
H. Benham, of the firm of H. Clarkson &
Co., of London, Eng ship brokers, successors
of Messrs. George Croshaw, & Co., is in town,
on business with our ship brokers.
Lieut. Com. Folger, U. S. N., has returned
from Europe and is stopping at the Falmouth.
Dr. King has beeu appointed Instructor of

his trip to Florida.
Messrs. Brown & Perkins, of the Brown
Lumber Company of Whitefield, N. If., were in
town yesterday looking after their lumber in-

as.

Parish Meetings.
The parish meetings held last evening re
suited as follows:
Plymouth Chuecii.—Moderator, E, Trowbridge; Treasurer and Collector, N. G. Cummings; l’aiish Committee, F. A. Waldron,
R. D. Bean, W. C. How, C. S. D. Griffin and
It. F. Whitney. It was voted to raise 34,207 to
defray the parish expenses, $2000 for the
pastor’s salary, and $025 for music.

A Valuable Gift.—About the time Judge
Morris was elected Judge of the Municipal
Court he begau to make a collection of the
portraits of the members of the Cumberland
Bar. At the time of his retiring from office
has
the collection numbered 81. The Judge
President
sent a letter to Judge Howard,

just

State Street

the Cumberland Bar, in which he donates
the whole collection to the Association. The
will be still
gift is a very valuable one now, but
more so a few years hence.
of

against the

on

to

J. W.

vacation.
Park Street Church.—The meeting of
this parish was adjourned for one week.
safe to say that Miss
Chippendale’s“Topsey” is the hit of the seaPeople are not satisfied
son at the Museum.
The
to see it once, but go again and again.
play will run this week only, and those who
wish to see the girl that ’specs” she “grow’d
The Museum.—It is

An Arrest.—Last summer Messrs. Carter
& Co. of this city employed a young man
named George B. Si mor tis as a traveling salesman.
In July he sold a hill of goods to a firm
in Chelsea, Mass. It is claimed that he collected the money and decamped. Last Satuiday he appeared in Charlestown and wa3 arrested. Word was sent to this city, and a
of the firm has gone

CnuRcn.—Moderator,

Muuger; Clerk, A. F. Gerrish; Treasurer,
Charles Paysou; Parish Committee, W. F.
Milliken, Eben Corey and B. M. Richardson;
Music Committee, C. It. Milliken, I. T. Dana
and Joseph E. Blabon. The pastor’s salary
was placed at $0,500; $2000 was voted for
music, and the pastor was given four weeks’

Spelling Match.—One of tlieso interesting
modern entertainments came off at the vestry
of the New Jerusalem church last evening.
So much
There was a lively and good time.
interest was manifes'ed that it was decided to
hold ano.her next Monday night at the same
fee
place, open to the public with an admission
of ten cents. Ipecacuanha proved too much
for several of the best spellers.

have

no

time to loose. There

are

many features

play besides Miss Chippendals’s capita;
amusement
impersonation, that furnish great

in the

to an audience.

__

Select Reading.—The reading at Reception
as it
Hall last evening was not as well attended
should have been. The readers are well known
and it is only necessary to say that they read
The selections
manner.
in their usual

appear

man.

Weather Report —Fiom tho report of the
pleasing
Signal Officer, Mr. Tliornett, we learn that the
highest baiomelar lor March was 30.G4; lowest of Consul Murray were rather humorous, while
29 45; highest thermometer 50 degrees; lowest I Mrs. Hull’s were of a more subdued character.
The audience were highly pleased with the enI decree; maximum temperature 36 2; minitertainment and showed their appreciation by
mum 22.4; total rain-fall 3.63 inches; prevailing
frequent applause.
wind north-east; rainy and snowy days 17.

|

by

president,

the

Noyes, Secretary

were

read by Mr. E.

and Treasurer.

of the Portland Institute and Public Library:
Gentlemen,—I submit herewith the usual
detailed statements of library work. By
To the President and Directors

them it will appear that we have issued 31,092
volumes to subscribers the past year, against
31,091 for the previous year. We had 322 subscribers at $2, and 26 at $1; total 348 exclusive of life members, teachers and others on
the free list. 429 volumes have been purchased. 202 volumes of periodicals collected
and bound, and 121 volumes presented; a
total of 752 volumes and 87 pamphlets.
number of books purchased seems
small, but thev are generally valuable books,
in art or
many of them'devoted to specialties
The

science. 272 volumes of the above were other
than works of fiction.
Encouragement has been given to the students of drawing and painting by the purchase of several costly works, and one of
them has been in almost constant use at the
rooms since its purchase.
We have now over 16,000 volumes in the
durlibrary. Careful attention has been given of
ing the past year to preparing some plan
and especially
an arrangement of the rooms,
no
to the shelving in the rooms, so that
even
changes need be made for some years, that
such
supposing the increase should be
of
in five years we should have a library
30000 volumes. Such a plan has been parmake it
tially matured, at least sufficiently to volumes
evident that a library of 40,000
could be accommmodated provided we had a

well lighted reading room.

this connection the most important
of the
thing to be considered is the subject exclufree admission of the public or their
is
sion from the shelves. Much complaint
made that books are misplaced, and we know
that books are stolen by dishonest persons
under the
system of free access to

present

tne sneives.

/vii uus

ouujj.m*—

and failure. Under
the care of your assistant librarian, Mr.
in
Watson, an improvement has been sought
the neatness and order of the rooms as well
on
the
keeping the books in their places
Bhelves. Efforts have also been made to
complete sets of periodicals and newspapers,
and the recent gift of the files of the Argus
not included in our enumeration the present
1860 our files of
year, will nearly complete to
Portland papers. An effort has been made to
all calls for the purchase of new
with

edy

varying

success

supply

books.
The time seems near at hand when by a
united effort to raise a not very considerable
founders of
sum of money the designs of the
the library may be realized in a library free
An amount equal to the
to all our citizens.
fairs
amounts realized from one of the great
held in the city the past 15 years would renfar
der it practicable. May that day not be
distant.
for
The following is the Treasurer’s report

the year ending April 1, 1875:
Receipts.
Balance on hand April 1, 1874,
From City of Portland,

^lonn'Jn0
1-JJ

From trustees Portland Academy,
From life memberships,
From subscriptions,
From lines,

^7'
«o*V5J
bb,lu

$2,SG2.77

Payments.
For
For
For
For
For
For

books,

isi'an
SrS

periodicals,
transportation and incidental,

furniture and fixtures,
prin ting and binding,
salaries,
Balance on hand,

""-*2
<au-ou

$2,S62.77

elected diThe following gentlemen
rectors for three years : H. II. Brown, L. I).
M. Sweat, J. II. Drummond, W. L. Putnam
and J. II. McMullin.
At the close of the reading of the reports
were

die old board of directors were re elected, and
Ibe board organized by the choice of tho same
officers. It was voted to request the city to
ohoose two directors, and to make the annual

appropriation for the Library.
The Storm.—The severe storm which visited
this vicinity Saturday and Sunday, has done
bnt little damage. The road bed and the
roads
bridges of the Rochester and Ogdensburg
have not suffered, and on the Grand Trunk
there was but littlo rain; beyond Gorham, N.
At Saccarappa the
rain fell at all.
water rose many feet Sunday, but ceased to
rise before midnight. A hurdle on one of the
was carried away and other slight dam-

H.,

bridges

age done.
Abont 40 feet of the middle of the dam bewas
longing to the paper mill at Yarmouth,
washed away. A small part of the trestle
work used in erecting the Grand Trunk bridge
No further
pond.
was washed into the mill

lamage i3 reported at this place.
The shipping in the harbor was very fortuAbout
nate and but little damage was done.
laylight yesterday morning the brig Earnest
hoisted a signal of distress, having anchored
just outside of Portland Light. The tugs \V.

H. Scott and Chas. A. Warren went to her assistance and succeeded in getting her into the
harbor. She was within a few feet of the
breakers and would soon have gone to pieces
had not the tugs arrived.
The tug Scott then went to House Island
and got the schooner Siak off. She had drifted
on the sand and was in a very perilous position
when the tug arrived.
The steamer Express, Capt. Oliver, hauled

the schooner Isabella off of House Island,
where she drifted during the storm.
The water in the harbor was very high yesterday, aud vessels which arrived reported it
very rough outside.
Freshet.
Except in the small streams, the expected
freshet has not arrived at the dangerous stage
which has so long been feared. The ice in the
The

large rivers still remains firm and is still reported strong. No trouble is anticipated on
the Presumpscot. The Saco has not yet reached its climax. The Androscoggin is reported
The Kennebec has
to have risen several feet.
also risen considerably, but the ice is reported
thick and strong. None of the railroads have
except the Maine Central. On
been

.injured

the line of that road about 100 feet of track wa3
undermined a mile below Chandler's Station.
The morning freight passed, but the passenger
train from Lewiston could not pass, and tbo
afternoon train was an hour late. There was
also a wash-out a mile below Skowhegan, at
the same place where several such breaks have
been

experienced.

It was

repaired during

Oliver

yesterday afternoon at 5 o’clock,
Gerrish, President, in toe chair.
show
The report of the attending physicians
that 180 patients have been adniitted during
the past year. About 150 patients have been
ing,

A large amount of
at their homes.
were
medicine has been furnished to those who
unable to purchase it. Owing to the severity
of the weather the past winter a large number
who usually buy their medicines wero obliged
The following gentleto get it of the society.
the
men were elected Board of Managers
T. McCobb,
J.
Oliver
Gerrish,
ensuing year:
H. M.
A. Spring, T. C. Hersey, W. S. Dana,
and
Payson, J. W. Waterhouse, M. P. Emery
of the
John Yeaton. At a subsequent meeting
Dr.
Board Oliver Gerrish waschoseu President,
SecretaWebster, Treasurer, and Dr. Hersom,
visited

for^

ry.
atDrs. Ring, Brooks and Bray were chosen
surgeon
Dr.
and
Spaulding
tending physicians
A vote
to attend cases of eye and ear disease.
of thanks

Gorham.
Saturday the annual meeting of the Gorham
RodSavings Bank was held, at which Joseph
ion was re-elected President, and Judge WaterThe deposits
man Treasurer and
Secretary.
instituhave reached nearly $100,000, and the
tion is in a very prosperous condition.
The annual meeting of the Narragausett
Satur
Manufacturing Company was held on
company
the
dull
the
season,
Despite
day.
but it
was in a condition to declare a dividend,
net
not to do so, thus keeping the
is putting
profits as a surplus. The company
up some very desirable carriages.
but
Rev. Mr. Ferris is improving in health,
voted

was

unable to

was

Lowell* convicted

at

Androscoggin County

Court of murder in the first degree, will probably bo determined at the next session of
Council, the ‘20th inst. The opponents of capital punishmeEt claim that the law passed last
winter for tlie purpose of making the death
penalty more certain, taking from the Governor and Council
the right to review such
cases and fix the day of execution, and making it the duty of the Judge who passes the
sentence to fix the time, will prevent the execution of Lowell, as the time cannot legally be
fixed by the Executive until in April, oue year
from date of trial, and the repeal of the law
allowing the Governor to fix the time of execution took effect March 27. It is said that the
opponents of capital punishment knew at the
time of this loop-hole in the act, but the advocates of the death penalty, in their eagerness
It
to make it more certain, failed to notice it.
is, therefeie, qu 8 ionable whether the Execubut
case
the
tive Council can do auythiug in
review aud commute the sentence to imprisonment tor life.

STATE

NEWS.

COUNTY.
Herald says that

KNOX

The Camden
pair of
horses belonging to Henry Knight ran away
oue day last
week, demolishing a sleigh on the
way and so cutting oue of the horses that his
intestines came out. These were put back and
it is thought the animal will recover.
Canker rash is raging in Camden.
Henry Clay and Daniel Webster are working
at one forge in the state prison. Irou not ideas
is what they forge.
a

COUNTY.
The store of Mr. Murray of South Monty Ule,
Loss $(>500;
was destroyed
by fire Saturday.
insurance $5200. Part of the goods were saved
in a damaged condition.
WALDO

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

A correspondent of the Machias Republican
living in Pembroke, complains that the third

selectman of that town is

a

rumseller.

de
The Waterville Mail S'^3 the following
town:
in
that
match
a
of
spelling
scriptiou
at the
The second “sociable” spelling school

Congregational vestry, Wednesday evening,
gathered a crowded and apparently very hap*
Mrs.

Prof.

Hanson acted

Turner Bros, are receiving a seasonable
stock of elegant goods at their well known
place of business. The firm is so well known
to our readers that it is only necessary to call
attention to the fact that they are keeping up
with the times. See advertisement.
ffl|g€ELLANK»IItl NOTICES.

the

“scboolmarm” with great precision of articulathe promtion; commencing with “baker” and
ise ol easy words, sbe got the two long columns
the r
—ladies against gents—very much at
which
“beef-steak,
word
the
she
till
put
ease,
too tough, and
a plcasaut young miss found
by the story
gave instead" the stake suggested

“Read yc Olde Folkes Advertisement from
Co.“
ye shoppe of Oliver Ditson &

of Jolm Rogers.

atGOc, aud still better 25 dozen, in all spring
shades, at 75c a pair. Yak laces aud gimps at
fabulous prices, at Latoer’s, 535 Congress St.

The pastor and his wife
well eveu
headed the two columns, and stood
seated.
after several ot their seniors were
down
“Eminent” got an m too much, and
which
went one on the masculine column
could spare half a dozen mere and yet equal
the number opposite. Then one of the uppertbougn
teus in silver beard failed in “gesture,
knew
the small boys and girls whispered that be
tbe
but
pawas
called,
better. “Physician”
tient was too weak aDd sat down with a quickcould
if lie
ening pulse that promised success
bad an
have tried again. “Responsible
bis ^aso
took
tbe
and
culprit
i knocked out,
for tbe rest of the lesson. “Separate got
a
more
e’s than was healthy—balanced^ by
“valise witn
young miss who sat dowo on
to
aciu it. Then a young man too healthy
have learned how to|spell “bilious retired,
about
stood
aud by this time tbe two columus
to
in the pioportion of two to four or four
in tue
eight—but with very choice material
tbe
“weaker vessel.” “Innuendo,” as is often
another of tbe
case, degraded from tbe ranks
“lords” Another, attempting to swallow
the name or
“groats” took tbe same diet in tbe
mistake,
“grits,” aud “gin out” under
Hood styles
what
though be managed to show
tbe
he
before
yielded
“an elegant eructation”
floor. “Raillery” broke down a strong mao,
be
as
as usual, but be yielded under protest,

ought.

..

Now counting noses, the weaker side grew
weaker still on “homoeopathy,” but got help
from “porpoise” on the other column. ‘Siege
bis
was too hard for the ‘captain' because
batwas not quick enough, and be gave up the
tle. Au attempt to “resuscitate” was a failure
the
of
and the sole representative ortbographist
late long and strong column stood vis-a-vis
with just two ladies in opposition. This was
in tbe beginjust about the relative proportionheld
both
on
ning, but tbe ground was now
not
and
by accident.
sides by inaiu strength
“Sarsaparilla” proved fatal to one of the latter,
and “unparalleled” bad one less l than tbe pupil
of Colby guessed, and Mrs. J. F. Elden bad tbe
floor alone, aDd was awarded the fine bouquet
assigned to tbe victor.

Fairfield News.

The Universal Favorite for hand or machine
sewing is without a doubt the Corticelii Sewing
Silk. Its superiority has long since been indorsed by the trade and consumers.
The Best Yet.—Ten dozen two-button kids

F. O. Bailey & Co. will commence at 2J
o’clock to day, at rooms over A. B. Butler’s
store, Middle street, the sale of a large aud line
stock of ladies furnishing goods, fancy goods,
hosiery, trimmings, &c., &c. See auction column.

Flashing in their pearly sheen,
From the glorious coralline,
Seo those teeth untarnished!
White alike the back and front,
Yes, by the fragrant SOZODONT,
May beauty’s mouth be garnished!

____

The Garrick Club.—The first entertainment of the above named Dramatic Club took
place at Grand Army Hall last evening. They
presented “My Uncle’s Will” and “Lend me
Five Shillings.” All the parts in both plays
In the former Miss
were well sustained.
Diinkwater acted her part with much ease and
Mr. Gograce, and in the latter Mr. Banks as
liglitly, was very funny and created a great
deal of merriment. Miss Tarbox also acted
her part finely aud displayed considerable
dramatic talent. The young man who sang the
Dutch song was also very amusing. This evening they givo another entertainmout at the
and we advise all to attend. The
same

proceeds
Church.

go for the benefit of the St. Paul’s
__

Sustained.—Yesterday several parties who
with the police at
got “worsted” in a collision
Gorham’s Corner, a few days since, asked
Judge Knight for a warrant lor tho arrest of
officers Hauson, Hicks and Stevens, which was
refused. The Mayor,as chairman of the Police
Committee, gave the parties another hearing,
aud after a full
to sustain the

investigation of

tho case, voted

officers._

Temperance.—The reform temperance meeting at the Allen Mission last evening was fulattended. The speeches by several reformed
ly

and others, ladies aud gentlemen, were of
the very best. At the close several signed the
pledge. Rev. O. M. Oousens and Rev. Mr.
Woodbury will be among the speakers on Fast
men,

Day.

rain has continued steadily and strong hopes are
will open withnow entertained that the river
The ice is very
out any damage being done.
thick and it will be some time before the channel will be clear.
Business is dull aDd has been so all winter.
Everything and everybody seems to bo waiting
tor spring to come in earnest.
Our lumbermen have been very successful
in eheir operations the past winter, and a larger
amount of timber has been cut than for some
of water
years. With a good drive and plenty
we hope for busy times soon.
The new M. C. It K. Depot at this p.ace is
in a few days.
completed and will be occupied the
old buildIt is a fiue structure and, when
ings are removed and the grounds fixed up,will
he an ornament to our village.
The religious interest seems to continue unabated and new subjects are continually coming forward. This interest was created by the
labors of Itev. Mr. Kelley, a chaplain from the
last fall during his
army, who labored here
furlough. Through his efforts, aided by the
friends here, a lot was purchased on which to
build a Baptist Church the coming season.
Since his departure Itev. Mr. Bates has been
laboring here and great interest lias beeuawak
ened. This does not seem to be confined to ono
society, but all are feeling the influence. The
Universalist Society has secured the services of
Itev. C Purington of Presque Isle, who commenced his labors yesterday, April 4th. Mr. P.
is an earnest devoted Christian man, bringing
into his new denomination considerable of the
zeal of the Free Baptists, to which he formerly
belonged. Itev. H. B. Abbott, who has labored
for the Methodist Society for the past three
from the conferyears, is obliged to withdraw
The interest in
ence on account of his health.
the Reform Club seems to bo increasing. The
and
attended
very interestmeetings are well

inpr.

Even at this early day there is considerable
talk about the probabilities and possibilities of
the coming political campaign,and considerable
interest is manifested in the candidates; especially is this so in regard to the nomination for
Governor.
We learn that the Grange at Ihe Centre is in
a very flourishing condition, and that there is
talk ot their opening a store this spring.

MARRIED._
W. Howe,
In West Buxton. April 3, by Rev. G.
oi BuxWilliam Lord and Miss Evelino Sawyer, botb

aud
ln West Buxton, April 4, Frank H. Palmer
Miss Rosa B. Hayues, both of Hollis.
Miss
and
R.
Glover
William
March
In Sumner.
23,
Mary K. Tuttle.
Wiuslow
in China, March 10, Dean Richardson of
and Miss Lydia T. Heald of Benton.
Miss
and
II.
Cobb
Herbert
March
Ill Brighton,
27,
Ella L. Nickerson.
and
Miss
Kalloch
S.
Frank
March
In Rockland,
23,
Almeda A. Thomas.
..

_

of^useful-

ness.

All parties interested and especially promidairymen, as well as all who desire to see
this important branch of our farm economy
thriviug and prosperous, are desired to take
hold, aud not ouly become members themselves
but aid in procuring others as members from
their society. One dollar makes one au annual
member, and five dollars a life member. It is
important that as many life members bo obtained as possible to add to the solidity and
Send the
permanency of the association.
names and money to tho treasurer, Dr. J. W.
North, jr., Augusta, aud the secretary will issue certificates of membership and also send a
copy of the constitution. Every member is also eutitled to a copy of tho transactions for
1874, now in press. We hope ali who take
pride in the improvement of our dairy matters
will attend to tins matter at once,and enable
us to extend the benefits of our organization by
increased membership and revenue.
The Maine Dairymens’ Association will hold
their annual show and fair in connection with
the.Maine State Agricultural Society in September next; when it is proposed to make one of
the grandest aud rao-t instructive displays of
our dairy products, utensils aud supplies, ever
held in New England.
The Secretary will furnish blanks to any who
desire to aid iu procuring members, aud be glad
to correspond with an., oue in regard lo any
poiut iu the dairy business, or ou any subject
connected with its weS2 are.
nent

__

Ellsworth Packet Line.—The Schooner
“Senator.” of this line, now lying at Long
Wharf, will receive freight for Ellsworth in a
few days. The new seboonernow on the stocks
in Ellsworth will be launched iu about two
weeks. She will be commanded by Captain
F. M. Grant of this city, and go immediately
the line.

_

Ward’s OrERA House —The present proThe
gramme at Ward’s is a grand success.
audience last evening was delighted, and they
showed their pleasure very often. The present
compauy are sure to win lots of friends during
their stay. A grand matinee will he given

Thursday afternoon.
Cary Concert. —Seats for the Cary concert,
are selling rapidly, and
those who desire to obtain them should not
fail to purchase tickets to day, which can be

Thursday evening,

done at Stockbridges’.
remain unsold.

About 350

seats

now

Up Among the Mountains.—The snow has
been settling rapidly along the line of the
Portland & Ogdensburg B. B., iu Conway,
Bartlett, Hart’s Location, elc., as it has rained
most of the time from Friday night to Monday
morning. Sunday the town bridge across Sawyer’s river, which empties into the Saco about
two miles this side of Bemis’ station, Hart’s
and about
Location, was swept away,
thirty feet of the bridge across Ellis river has
gone with the ice. The ice is out of the Saco
down to Conway. The tailroad has sustained
no

damage

as

yet.

Two young men, named Frank Parker and
John Witham, broke into the store of Meservo
& Gillis at Upper Bartlett, Friday night, and
stole $31. The store door was unbolted during
the day by Parker. They subsequently returned
to the store aud spent part ot the money.
These parties have committed several thefts,
aud Witham is accused of brutally beating his

mother.

through Gibraltar Straits 4tli ult. brig Llje
Houghton, Rose, from Messina tor New YorK.
Ar at Mollendo prev to Mch 13, ship Sontag, McGilvery, San Francisco.
Sid fm Cardiff 3d inst, barque John Zittlosen, Merriman, Montevideo.
Ar at Queenstown 4th inst, ship Enos Soule, Drinkwater, Emlerberv Island.
Ar at Wexford 3d inst, sch Grace Bradley, Turner,
Darien.
At Humacoa Mch 8tb, sch Margie, McFadden, for
s

New York, Idg.
Sid fm Cientuegos

31st, sch Jos Oakes, Parker, for

At Baracoa Mch 24, sebs Annie Freeman, Harris,
tor New York; Caleb Eaton, S ivage, for do.
Ar at Havana 1st, sebs M C Moseley, Sargent, New
York; 2d, brig Hattie S Bishop. Bishop, do.
Sid 2il, sch Eastern Queeu, Rod rick, Charleston.
Ar at Matanzas 31st ult, banjue Frank. Wallace,
Newport. E; brig It B Gove. Hodgdon, New fork;
sch B F Lowell, Rice, Portland.
SI<1 31st, brig B F Nash, Spaulding, tor Sagua; Luoy W Snow. Stone, Baltimore.
Ar at Cardenas 2d, barque L T Stocker, Tyler, fm

Ye Olde FolJees Note Hookes are printed at our
whence we send them, Poste-Payde, on
love
ye receipt of ye retail price. Olde and Yunge
ye Ancient tunes.

Shoppe, from

popular" cantatas.
And

popular

more

every season,

Esther, the

are

Queen, [oO cts] Daniel, [50 cts], Belshazzar’s Feast, [50 c.s]. Flower Queen, 175
cts]. Picnic, [$1 00|, Haymakers, [$1 o 1, Culprit
Fay, LSI 00], Musical Enthusiast, |»o cts]. Winter evening Entertainment, [$ 1 00].
May be
given with or without costumes.
Beautiful

$1.00.
Winter'* Bind of Four.
.vg unit-ill Gnrlnml.Violin.Pinuo nre’t.Sa 30
••
Flute,
$2.30
:V1 unit’ll I F lower*.
$l..10.
Violin Amunemeutn.
81.50.
Flute Bouquet.

by all the principal music dealors. Sent, postfree, for retail price,
OLIVIER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CIIAS. H. DITSON <Se CO., 711 Broadway, N. T.

New York.

ap6__d&w2w

A Valuable Farm in Gorham for

Sale Cheap.
than J of a mile from depot, churches,
schools, 2 story house, barn, &c.. in good condition, eighty-five acres of land, soil both clay and
sandy loan,40 acres under cultivotion on valuable
cranberry bed, an orchard of about 300 trees choice
15i>
grafted frnit includes some pears and plums, and
busbelsof apples last year. A valuable timber
wood lot of some 40 acres, that will pay a high rate ot
Interest if properly cared for. Price $35D0, a liberal
discount for cash. Apply to F. G. PATERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block second building
east of City Hall, or H. R MILLETT, Gorhain
d2w
ap6

LESS

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and takeu upon himself
is

NOTICE

the trust of Administrator of tbo estate of
RUFUS E. WOOD, late of Portland,
in tho County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
as
the law directs. All persons having demands
bonds
upon the estate of said deceased,are required to exhibit
the same, and all persons indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
WILLIAM WOOD, Adra’r.

Portland, March 16,1875.
T

Mir*

U

apr6dlaw3wT*

A

TIL'

at°Kangoon Feb

17, Alice Reed, Kelleran,

from

Akyab Feb 10, Mallcville, Thompson, from

Bombay.

Sid tin Leghorn 18th ult, Poheno, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Cadiz 14th ult, Levi Hart. Giles. Gloucester.
Ar at Antwerp 20lh ult, Proteus, Chipman, trom

Charleston.
SPOKEN.
Eeb2Llatl2 S, Ion 32 10, barque Wm Cobb, from
Rio
for
Janeiro, 42 days out.
Richmond. Va,
March 14, lat 22 27, Ion 61, sch Sunbeam, from Baltimore lor Port. Spain.
March 17, off Gibraltar, barque American Eagle,
from Messina tor New York.

Receivers.

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY, April 7th
and 8th,at 10 o’clock A. M., and3 P.M.,each day.
Salesroom foot of Exchange St., we shall sell the
largest and most beautiful collection of Albaster and
Marble Goods, ever ottered in this State. The collection comprises, many new and beautiful designs
recently selected bySiegG. B. Pondolfinia, expressly
for this market, this stock being the last importation. The room will be open to the public Tuesday
Tbi« will be one of tho largest and finest
noon.
Exhibition of Marble Goods ever seen in this country.

ON

F. O. Bailey A Co.*

Auctioneers.
did

apr3___

auction sale
To The Ladies of Portland.
Stock of Ladies Furnishing Goods.
Cloaks. Fancy Goods,
Wares, Hosiery. Gloves, Corsets, -Trimmings,
and many other useful articles usually found in such
a
stock, w ill be sold at auction, commenceing
TUESDAY, April Ctb, at two o’clock in the alter
noon, and contmueing at 10 A. M., and 2 P. M-.
untillthe whole is sold, in the Chamber over tho
B. Butler, corner Middle and
Dry Goods Store of
Cross streets. A grand opportunity por Bargains.
Infant’s Robes, Caps,
ABANKRUPT
Small

Come and
F.

secure

them.

BAILEY Ac Co.,, Auctioneer*.

O.

d3t

npr3
Farm at Auction.

to a license from the Judge of Probate, I shall sell at auction, on Saturday, the
10th day of April. 1875, at 10 o’clock A. M at the
office of George P. Emery, Esq., in Gorham, the farm
recently owned by Elisha St rout, late of Buxton deceased. Said farm is situated at East Buxton, about
130
two miles from Gorham Village, consist* of about
a vounjz
acres of land, ha* on it comfortable buildings,
wood and
thrifty orchard and a large amountof of
hay and can
crowing timber; cuts about 25 tons
Terms can be made euy
be made to cut 50 tons.
or GEORGE
OSBORNE
H.
of
CHARLES
Inquire
WHITNEY, near tue premises, or of the subscriber
DANIEL G. EMERY, Admr.
marl7d£w3wll
Gorham,March 6, 1875.

PURSUANT

PLUMBER,
Stairs,

Union Street, Up
PORTLAND, ME.

Ho. 21

Water Closets, Wash Bowls, Brass and Silver PlatCocks, &c. Jobbing in town and country proraptapCdlm*
ly attended to.

ed

___

Notice of Petition for Pardon.
that

petition for

Something New.

the

hereby given
NOTICE
pardon of (ioergo H. Littlefield, ot Windham,
confined In the Maine State Prison, nnder
Is

a

con-

OIL PAINTED

viction of the crimo adultery, will lie presented to
the Gorverner and Conucil at their next session at
Augusta, on the 20th, inst.

ap6d2t6&13

April 6,1875.

Four Kooins Warned.
GENTLEMAN andWifo.no children, desire
to secure three or four rooms suitable for house

A

keeping

Two of the

purposes.

must be

rooms

oi

good size, and have considerable of sun light. Refethan $2 50
rences exchanged. Must be worth not less
ma26natf
Address F, BOX 1557.
per year.

Wanted.

A

SITUATION

as

housekeeper

Is not Affected

_

“HOSIERY!

in Oil.

Painting

Nurse. Apply
25 MAYO ST.

or

at

apr6*lw

perfect Substitute for Fresco

A

I’orers

It

which

by Dampness.

Defects in the Plastering
Oil Painting will do.

no

_

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds lOO.OOO.

oTe

Card

A UPU

now

[Latest by Europe UBSteamere.l

Figures, Vases, Tazzas,

Sold

Philadelphia.

Arat Mayaguez IPth ult, brig Tally Ho. Sprague,
Pascagoula; 20th, sch John C Libby, Wilcox, Brunswick, Ga; Bowdoin, Randall. New York.
Sid 10th, schs Allegro, Kellar. Portland; 15th, A P
Emerson. Emetson, Ponce; 16th, Ernest T Lee, Uidoout, Newburyport ; 18th. brig Clara Louise, Heurahen, Boston via Aguadilla; 20th, sebs Nellie Starr,
Poland, Ponce; Eva Adell, Ellis. Aguadilln.
Jn port 24th ult, brigs James Davis. Partridge, tor
Newburyport, Idg; Mary E Dana, O’Neil, disg; Castillian, Owen, do; schs Cygnus. Steele, tor Boston;
Aldine. Dennison, tor New York; Anna W Barker,
Snowman, tor North of Hatteras; Bowdoin, Randall,
and John N Colby, Wilcox, waiting.
Ar at St Jago 24th,sch Mabel F Staples, Colo, Lom

Statuary Groups,

$1.50.

CONTINENTAL HARMONY.

Portland.
Sid 1st inst, barque Idoliquo, Nickerson, lor North
of Hatteras; brigs Jeremiah, Ford, and Cnarlotte,
Whittemore, do; sch Ruth Darling, Gray, do.
Ar at Sagua 31st, brig Sarah Gilmore, Staples, from

IS PEREECTLY WASHABLE.

Ladies’ Brown Cotton Hose

—OF—

Loog

Ex. Ex*

BROWN AND DRAB GROUNDS.
Thexe Goode

bought before

were

price, and
Bargains.
in

ni ucc

....

Spring and Summer

finished Seomeil.

Full

Cotton Hose,

n i n g

the mi-

considered great

are

Grease or *oil of any kind can be removed from it by the u«e of wonp nml water
without affecting the color* which arc warranted permaueot.

Can be placed upon the wall for one fourth
the cost of Fresco Palming in Oil.
Having been appointe 1 agents in Portland for the
side of the above, we respectfully invite the attention
of the public to its extraordinary merits.

Marrett,Bailey & Co.
dis2m

ai,r2

...

DRESS GOODS

JLJ.X.H*
_

In this city. April 5, Mrs.
P. Austin, aged 43 years.

Marble and Albaster
FATIIFR KETIP’H 01.0 FOLK'S CON(40 cl. )
CKKT TIINKS.

Straits 6th.)

Arat

ap3eod&wlw

CATALOGUE SALE OF

Fine Collections of Easy Music,

Parsed

SALKS_

A UCT10JS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

FOREIGN FORTS.
Sid tm Newcastle NSW Feb 11, ship Camilla, Humphrey, San Francisco.
In port Feb 13th. barques Montana, Mudgett, and
Sierra Nevada, Dow, lor San Francisco. Idg; Ellsworth. from Melbourne, ar Jan 27. tor Hong Kong;
brig Levi Stevens, Glover, tor San Francisco.
At Iloilo Feb 1, barque Envoy, Berry, from Manila,
to load for London.
At Calcutta Feb 26. ships Winged Hunter, Panno,
and Agenor, Gould, tor-.
Ar at Sierra Leone 12th ult, sch Daniel Webster,
Haskell, Boston.
At Ma aga 15th ult, brig A J Pettengill, Hall, lor
New York, Idg.
Ar at Gibraltar 4th Inst, barque Abble Bacon, Merrill. Malaga tor New York, (and towed through the

Ar

_

Charlotte L., wife ot M.

[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at o clock,
at her late residence, 154 Pearl street.
In Kennebunkport. April 3d, Mr. Daniel Murphy,
lor
the only man in town who received a pension
services in the war ot 1812, agod 83 jears.
Mr.
Joel
Gardiner,
aged
March
28,
In Vassalboro,
06 vears 6 months.
In Harps well. Myra F. Snow, aged 31 years 6 mos.
March 21, Charlie, son of Jas. H.
At Bristol
Mills,

Varney, aged 13 years.
27 yrs.
In Bath, March 23. Miss Minnie Estes, aged
of
In Vassall>oro, March 28, Mrs. Elizabeth, wife
Isaac Robbins, aged 66 years.
Weeks,
Mrs.
aged
March
Emily
18,
In Jefferson,
47 vears 7 months.
wife
In East Boston, April 2, Henrietta Snowman,
of William Snowman, aged 41 years 10 months.
o
at
clock,
afternoon
this
1*
[Funeral services
at No. 44 Atlautic street.

DOZEN

33

FIBNT iJUAUTT

MORE OF THOSE

BURWHAM’S

WINDSOR TIES,
SHADES,

ELEGANT

SILKS,

AT

—

Cashmere, Imitation,
India and Ottoman

SQUARE.

MARKET

$1.00,
LONG.

YARD

ONE

WARRANTED

IN

—

or 3 for

Cents,

35

Rooms,

Photograph

—

Life,

from Card to

Sizes,

All

iiuisbed in the very best manner, plain

or

In

colors,

..

.April 6.

miniature Aliauuac.

—

AT

etc.,

—

ISHEwg; TURNER BROS.,

MARINE

POUT OF PORTLAND,
Monday, April 5.
arrived.
NS.
Steamship Acadian, (Br) Cabel, Halifax,
Boston lor EastSteamer New Brunswick, Hall,

Ernest? (of* Portland) Sinnett, St Pierre, with
^Hrig1
Anhluls 47 bbls sugar to Phinney & Jackson.

482

night and
chored inside Portlaud Light on Sunday
drifted in so
during the gale Monday morning she
Showw
rocks.
the
to
on
close
that her stern lay
the tug \Y H
towed out ot her dangerous position by
in tow by th- tug
taken
afterwards
was
Scott, ami
into port. Credit is duo
0 A Warren ami brought
in getting the brig
Capt Bogan for the skill displayed

0lScb Winged*

Laycuder and Pearl Tints

SHAWLS,

1 Moon Tete!.":::.1^ pm

Wednesday, April

7.

lib Inst, the largest stock, and the most complete lines of
that we
goods, in all of oor departments
have ever displayed, comprising all the
We shall open

on

Ihe

novelties of the season. Onr prices will
be found lower than ever. We propose to
sell onr goods this season ’as reasonably
market.
ns they arc to be found in any

“ONE PRICE ONLY.”

Racer, Hawes, Baltimore—oysters for

3

SchDanl Webster, Trask, Newburyport.
Wiscassot for
Sell Isabella, Thurrell, of aud from
Island on SunBostoD, was crowded ashore at House
hauled off
as
Y\
day by floating ice from the Bay.
without damage by steamer Express. Boston. Was
for
Sch Siak, Sherman, Machias
forced into a dangerous position near House Islaud
out by tug W H Scott.
by floating ice. Towed
for New York, with
Sch Mott-Haven, from Calais
lnss of foretopinast.
for Gloucester.
Hancock
Kelley,
Sch Tameilane.
tor Boston.
Scb Kate Clark, Thurston, Tremont
CLEARED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—Henry

F°Barquo Daring, Branseoml), Matanzas—Phinney &
Jaqf<Alzena, Plummer. Matanzas-Isaac Emery.

Sch Helen M Condon, McCarty, Philadelphia—
Westcott, St John, NB-D B Ricker

BaSu8#wS*P,
Co.

SAILED—Barques Daring,

Daibymen’s Association.—J. W.
Lang, Esq., of Brooks, sends us the following
respecting the Maine Dairymen’s Association,
which was incorporated in 1874:
This association recently held its first meeting for discussion with tho Maine Board of
Agriculture at Waterville, and enjoyed a very
useful and important session.
During this
session it also held its second annual meeting
and
the
transaction
of
officers
for the election
of business. Being now thoroughly organized
and ready to work, it needs a more extended
membership to enlarge its sphere

Mayaguez.

Liverpool.

Be Wise in Time —Consumption is a distoo
ease that the victims seldom believe iu until
late. It is one of the surest symptoms of the
malady, for the patieut to iosist that tbecongh
“amounts lo nothing”—that there is no danger.
Beware of this fatal incredulity. Stop the cough
before it reaches a fatal point, with that most
wonderful of all pulmonics. Balk s Honey oi>
the
Hobehound and Tar. Even when half
half and
lungs is gone it may save the other
prolong life.
Pike’s Tooth-Ache Drops—Cure in one min-

&

Maine

for Portland.
Old 5th, sch Australia. Wheeler. Portland.
Sid 4tb, barque Jennie Cushman.
NEWBUUYPORT-Ar 3d, sch Ernest T I.ee, Rideout, Mayaguez.
Ar 5th, brig C C Colson. Conary, Boston, to oad for

^

Now is the time to take those knives, forks
and have them respoous, &c. into the platers
plated as good as uew at half the cost.
Ihe Place
A. H. Atwood, 27 Market Square.
TTh &S-tf.

The

Foiifield, April 5,1875.

In the telegraphic columns will he found des
patches from various points in Maine aud else,
where.

Frcshct-Bnsiucss- Religious Interests, etc-, etc.
The talk on the street to day is the storm and
Satthe prospect of the ice leaving the river.
urday, after the heavy rain of Friday night,
Our
there were long faces seen on the street.
millmen feared a general breaking up; but the

tuegos; Canton, Henley, Caibarien; Laura Brigman,
Claik. Matanzas; Wni G It Mowrey, Eaton, Calais;
Gen Howard, Erskins, Providence.
Sid 3d, barques S W Holbrook, for Matanzas; Escort, for Augier; brig Hermon, lor Matanzas; sch
F VV Emery, tor Cardenas.
PROVI DENCESid ad, sch J C Rogers, Fletcher,
New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 3d, schs Mary Susan,
Snow, Pbilade'nhia tor Kennebunk; Vineyard. Rich,
Hoboken for Salem ; J S Bragdon, Lavender, Rockport for Alexandria; Eliza Sawyer. Cook, Calais tor
Providence; Com Kearney,Mason, from Hoboken for
Boston; Nathan Cleaves, Virginia for Portiaud.
BOSTON—Ar 4th, schs Gertie E Merrow, Dunning,
Barbadoes; M M Knowles, Dow, Havana.
Cld 3d, brigs Eugenia, Veazie. St Thomas; Matr C
Haskell, Hall, Baltimore; sell Iona, Coombs, Fernandlna.
Below, sch Nathau Cleaves, Atwood, from Virginia

Havre—In the Roads 20th, Emma, Oliver, from
New Orleans; Addie E Sleeper, Sleeper. Tuspan.
Sid 18th, Northampton, Trask, New Orleans.
Cld 20th, Shatmue. Williams. Cardiff.
Ar at Samarang Feb l, Idella Berry, Turner, from

_

ute

Ar 5th, schs Stephen Harding, Harding, Matanzas;
E C Gates, Freeman, Cedar Keys.
Old 3d, brigs Josefa. True. Matanzas; Josie, Pettigrew, Cardeu as; schs .Jos W. Wilson, Weeks, Cien-

Pnrr laml

preach Sunday.

Spelling at Waterville.

py audience.

The Death ’.Penalty.— A Loop-hole in the
Present Law.—An Augusta special says that
the question of commutation to imprisonment
for life of the death sentence of James M.

extended to the retiring attend-

was

ing pbyei ians.

the

day.

on

Portland Di.pensary.
The annual meeting of the Portland DispenBui
sary was held at their room, in the City

no

plaoe,

_

__

representative

CONVENTION.

The following officers were elected in a convention of both branches:
Surveyors of Lumber—Thos. F. Cummings,
J. A. Leavitt, F. H. VVidber, H. E. Bacon,
John Crowly, E. C. Merrill, N. T. Hazeltine,
W. H. Broughton. Robinson Williams.
Surveyors of Ship-timber—W. H. Simontou.
Surveyors of Masts, etc.—W. H. Simontou.
Weighers of Iron and Coal—Charles Trott,
L. H. Tobie.
Constable—W. L. Fifch.
Culler of Hoops and Staves—Chas. D. Thom-

Chemistry in the Portland Medical School.
George H. Cushman, Esq., has returned from

terests.

branch were

IN COMMON COUNCIL.

pipe

low Middle street, burst yesterday.
Deputy Marshal Williams arrested two
women last night for beating another woman

at

was

and referred—Petition of
Cumberland Bar for ventilation of the Superior
Court room (with order); of Bosworth Post G.
A. R.. for $400 for Memorial Day, (presented
by Alderman Fox with order appropriating the
amount, which was passed); (by Aid. Littlefield) petition of James S. Mitchell for remuneration for damage received while a fireman;
of Charles Mullen for sidewalk ou Hancock
street; of D. Al. C. Dunn et als., for sewer on
West street; of John Trefethen for authority
to erect a two story woodeu budding on Franklin street; of E. B. Bruce for license to keep a
hotel on corner of India and Fore streets; of
Patrick Morgan to move a bouse all over town
J. L. Farmer to pay tor
or thereabouts; of
house blown up iu 1SGG; of W. C. Barrows et.
als., for continuance of sewer on Brackett
street; of F. J. Rollins for abatement of sewer
assessment on Congress street.
Orders passed—Authorizing, the Mayor to
draw warrants upou the treasury until regular
appropriations; authorizing the City Treasurer
to procure a temporary loau to meet current
expenses, if necessary, not exceeding $30,000
per mouth; directing the Auditor to lay before
the City Council estimates of the receipts and
expenditures of the city government for the
current municipal year; appropriating $800 to
ventilate the Superior Courtroom; appropriating $400 for Memorial Day observauces to be
paid to Bosworth Post, G. A. R.
The Mayor appointed and the Aldermen confirmed the following special policemen without
pay: James C. Woodell, A 11. Puringtou, J.

Fogg.

called to order

In

City Clerk, 51200 and 5200 for making re
ports, and fees; Treasurer, 53000; Clerks, 51300,

Joseph

was

Hon. W. L. Putnam.
A.

Brown street wus announced.
Mrs. Crocker, through a representative, represented that the assessment upon her property
than others having the same real
was greater
estate. Mr. Gage observed that the city ordinance provides that the assessment shall be
made upon the value rather than the area of
and moved that the order fixing the

Pierce.

leged

ALDERMEN.

of the Portlaud Institute
were chosen Directors
and Public Library.
The hearing on assessments for sewers in

FOX.

meeting

The following reports

Mayor

U. S. District Court.

Monday.—Joseph Williamson assignee

hath

Ail the members of tho Board were present.
Storer
Albert N. Watson, Lorenzo F. Dyer,
were drawn for traBacon
E.
and
Henry
Dyer
Court.
verse jurors for the Supreme
leave to
The Committee on Licenses reported
Jesse A. Jones to
withdraw on tho petition of
be appointed Inspector of Flour. Accepted.
Richardson and ex-Mayor Wescott

Viity Hall-Drummer NOTICES
SPECIAL
Notice-Port land Homoeopathies Dispensary.
M. L. A.—Annual meeting.

BEFOKE JUDGE

the C’ily Council.

Last night tho tegular
branches of the City Council occurred.

T*-Oay.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

MISCELLANEOUS

of

meeting of

of ’70,
Portland Hi.h S< bool-Class

S' p‘ °'

egtilnr inciting

In»‘itu<c nntl Public I.ibrary
Tbe auuual meeting of the Portland Institute and Public Library was held at the
The
Library rooms yesterday afternoon.
E*oriln»il

HTV AFFAIRS.

and

TURNER BROS.,
BLOCK,

13 CLAPP’S

and Elm Sts.

Congress

Cor.

<lls2w

ap6

TNTHJ'W

The only place In tho city which you

Rachel.

of 1500 tons, which
foraVessel
into
barque.
be

a
and will
tigged
is all out anil
The frame for Capt Humphrey’s ship
Elizabeth. She
partly set up, in Randall’s yard. Cape
summer.
in
the
will be fl early
1500
(ioss & Sawyer oi Bath are building a ship of
and Bath, to be commils for parlies iu Philadelphia
Capt J Call, recently of the ship James__

can

reach by

ONE FLIGHT OF STAIRS.

got out the framo
neM«Bsers Briggs & Cushing have
will bo afloat next tall
I

am

pleased

to inform my
some

room*

iu tbe old

and

'°At

Millbrblge. Master J W Sawyer is building a
and will soon
three-masted so.hr lor Capt P I, Sawyer,
tons tor Capt h H
commence on a barqnentlne ot 500
on
a barque ot
has
commenced
R
W
Sawyer
Tr irev
Master Dyer is building
700 tons tor Capt J C Gay.
J bendas
tor
tons
Capt
Leighton.
00U
oi
lei roue
tons for Capt. Simeon
wick is building a sebr of 200
is getting out the frame for
Master
Hinckley
Strout.
<i bariiuc of 700 tons.
J C Nael) & Co are building a barque of 800
tons at Addison Point, to bo commanded by Capt
Machias.
of
Nichols

am now

Photography,

of

Sld fm Sagua 2d inst, barque Henry L Gregg, for
North ot Hatteras.
MEMORANDA.
Sch Convoy, Gerrisb, irom Eastport for Boston,
with smoked herring, went ashore at Mooso-a-Pec
29th ult« where she remained until the 2d inst, when
slio camo oft and was towed back to Eastport by the
cutter Woodbury. The cargo is a total loss. Insured
for 32000.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 3d, ship YoSemlto, Mack.

MGALVESTON—Sid

ing, Boston.

2d, brig

Minnie

Abbie, Hard-

__

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 30th, sebs S E Fabens, Lyand Fred Dunbar, Connors, Kuatan.
2d, barque Eva H FiBk, Nichols, Genoa.
PENSACOLA—Ar 29tb,scli Irvine, MeLarcn, from

man,
Cld

^ST
K

MARYS, GA—Ar 25th, sch C H Eaton, Young,

BRUNSWICK. GA—Ar 28lb, sch Mark Pendleton,
Pendleton. Hilton Head.
Ar 30tb. soli Maggie Todd, Richardson. Savannah.
Old 30th, sch E & G W Hinds. Hill, Boothbay.
SAVANNAH—Ar4tb, sch S P Hall. Boothbay.
CHARLESTON—Ar30th ult, sch Maggie A bisk,
Baker. Boston via Weymouth
Brunswick.
Cld 31st, cb Carrie Walker, Chadwick,
WILMINGTON NC—Ar 31st ult, roll Aildie buller,
Henderson, Providence.
Ar 1st. seb L A Edwards, Miller, New York.
NORFOLK—Sid 1st, sch Alice Bell, Hathaway,
Mosquito Inlet, Fla, to load for Norfolk.
CarBALTIMORE—Ar 2d, sebs Adeliza. Huntley,
denas: Addie M Bird. Fales. Huinaeoa.
Ar 4th. seb Nellio Bowers, Stackpole,Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d. sobs Carrie Nelson, AlRich, Rockport.
len Wilmington; MarvStandisb,
Bclmv 3d, seb L A Orr, from Matanzas.
sch Ada J
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Passed down 3d,
Simonton, for CardeuaB.
,,__
r
LawNEW YOBK-Ai 3d, barques Lizzie Merry,
11 D Stover, Fierce
leuce, Campeachy, Mex. todays;
sebs b P
Matanzas; brig Pedro, Bahrs, Cienfuegos;
Hall, Keen, Matanzas 9 days; Auuio R Lewis, Gilley,
Hi days;
Baracoa
pmkharn.
G
S
Pinkham,
Mobile;
Martha H King, trom Providence; Aunie M Allen,
for
Baltimore.
Haven
Allen, New

You can get

Just above the Preble House*

at

iu tho

rooms arc

evory one that bas
the best in the State of Maine, and

examined them,
equal to anv in the United States.
The best

light, and, in fact,

rooms

that cannot bo

febfli__dtf

Real Estate Securities, paving 8 to to pei
Investments in Real
rent, interest free of Tares.
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing
Incapital. First class securities always on hand.
terest and principal collected without charge. Gcarns
antees iierfect title and ample security in all
Real Estate InvestBeal Estate Loans.
ments and Improvements made on commission
and on shares. Bankabio paper bought and sold.

BROWN’S BLOCK-

St-,

276 Middle

480 1-2 Congress Street.
P

day!

shall open my
April 5ili, when all

S -I

opp. U, S. Hotel.

happy

to

sco

all in want of

PHOTOGRAPHS AND FERREOTYPES,

amine thorn.

Monday, April

NO.

and

to sell

one

of tho best
ev-

cau

or
ery family,
Would like a general
money selling tlmse goods.
This is a good chance for the right
Maine
tor
aoent
kind of men. Call, or send 35 cents for sample and
NY. H. MANN & CO.,
circular.

34 Centre St„ Portland.

P. 0. Box 1411.

a

apr6d&wtf

22
35

earnings. §156,379

43

Net

569,138 47
86,881 50

for Bonds may be made to the underaud
signed, to any Bankers and Brokers in the state,
to Messis. KICHAKDSON, HILL & GO., Boston.

J. B. BROWN & SONS,
BANKEKS, POBTLAJtp.
dlwttawU

apr3

ICE.
PURE

CARGOES OF

I C E
N. d CRAM,

lst>___
WLllDlAli L inr,.
are prepared to furnish the very heat qHality
of Wedding Cake in small or large quantities
at the shortest possible notice.
Al*o plain and fancy cakes that can’t be beat.
Candy of our own and Boston manufacture, warranted pure.
._
day and evening.
Oysters served at all hours of
Hot Biscuit furnished at two hours notice.
Chocolate Drops of our manufacture at

WE

S. A. IILNEB Ac SON.
66'i Congre** Street.

a143m

GRASS

WHARF,

UNION

1

Wholesale and Retail.

store at

Herds

where

they will

pleased

bo

to

sec

their fhends

ant

apr51Iw

customers.

si .50
100

& CO.

toiuu.orcinl

S«.

*

Hack-

Prfticd by workJExper wucc

end

ap3eodlwis

Bonds and moitgagps.
selected Western Municipal Bondi
Real Estate Mortgages and Trust Deeds
and
J
Inquiries. Collections and Remittances promptly atCHARLES M. HAWKES,
tended to.

C"1AREFULLY

augUTuTh&Sir-^P

EXCHANGE STREET.
dlw

prepared

to salt

all

customer* with the easiel lit-

able boots

most service*
made.
M. G. PALnCR.

ever

deodtt

UNION HIKKET.
Coats, Pants and Vests Cleansed and Dyed ever}

day.

BBL.

JR..

ting.hesi looking and

LADD,

H»lyoUe>« Wharf.

__

or Dyed
men of

It

Are we now
our

Have those Soiled or Faded Garments
ricHDftcd

PER

MOKE THAN EVER.

OF

Knees, by

SIMONTON
jal2

NO.

apr2

SALE.

matac

peiTbbl.

WM. ALLEN

ai>r5__i'"w

Spruce Piling, Spurs and

Top,

—

BBLS. BALDWIN! APPLES,
in good order and very cheap at

$1.50

QUANTITY

aud Red
BY

113 Commercial Street.
Portland, March 17,

For sale by

FOR

SALE

HARRIS & LITTLEFIELD,

choice selection of

NEW HAfiV A MOLAHNEH.
N«W «’IENFUOOM
NEW POB1W KlfU HOLA8NEN.

ANY

FOR

1875._nial8ig.nl

molasses7

SMITH, GAGE

SEEUT

Grass, Clover
—

21

female,
AGENTS,
selling articles in the market. Something
make
house will buy. Billies
store
male

established

FOSTER’S DYE HOUSE,

Wanted.

§1,937.701
earnings. 2,094,080

Gross

PORTLAND,

}

Capo Elizabeth, April 3, 1875.aprSd7t

25

Interest account.
Leases, rents, etc*.

5th.

Flour, Grain & Feed,

Town .1 Cape
To the Inhabitant* of lb©
Ktlizn belli, mid all Pcr.ou. liable lo be
n.MeMM'd therein.

NOTICE

Operating expenses.§1,281,681

Druggists’

A

be in pension at the town house in said town on
the 9lh, 10th, Bill and 13th days of April inst., from
1 I ill 5 o’clock in tho afternoon, for the pnrpose of receiving true mid perfect lists of the Polls, and all the
estates, real and iwrsnnal, not by law exempted from
taxation, which such persons wore possessed of in
said town of Capo Elizabeth on the 1st day of April
inst.; which lists they are required to make and
bring in, and be prepared to make oath to the truth
of the same.
Anil any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed iu a tax accornirig to the laws
of the Slate, and be barred of the right to make application t. the County Commissioners for any abato
xnent of his taxes unless he shows that he was unalilo
to Oder such lists withiu the time hereby apiHiiutcd.
Assessors
TXtOS. B. HASKELL, )
of
KRED’K HATCH,
NATHAN B. BY tSR, ) Cape Elizabeth.

Year

Enrui.hed Md Hhlpprd by

Flouring Co.,

_

is hereby given that the subscribers will

Pfalement of the Treanarcr for the
£ titling Dec. 31, 1S74.

HIS

01.1 Pictures copied and finished in Ink,
Oil or Water Colors iu Ibe best milliner.
dim
arn-3

to the public on Moninvited to call and ex-

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

TRICE 95 ASD ACCRUED I5T.

ROOMS,

NEW

rooms
are

Maine Central 7 per cent. Consols.

eTbROWIST

Have

McKENNEY,

FORMERLY CARTER, WHITE & CO.

Applications

oc.27__2peodly
New Photograph Rooms,

as

M.

188 FORE STREET.

To Loan on First Class mortgages
in Portland and Vicinity
in Sums to Suit.

will suit tho times.
will be such
btMyDprices
Great inducements ottered to clubs.

A.

salesroom,

oar

Henry T. Carter & Co.,

Paris

pronounced by

—

$20,000

dealers in
Mv

Brushes

and

BARGAINS

GOOD

dlw

ap5

On and after

mako

Best Manner.

Messrs

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Passed Wood Holo 5tb, brig Lizzie M Merrill, Minott. trom Cieoluegos for Boston.
Below Boston 5th, sch Nollio Cashing, Simpson,
flora Cuba for Portland.
Ar at Havana 3d inst, brig Iza, Walls, Pori land.
A r at Cardenas 3d inst, barque Endeavor, Mountfort. Boston: sch H E Riley, Philadelphia.
Sid 2d, sch Gertrudo E Smith, ior North of Hat-

to

of Pictures in tbe Art

All Styles

I.

prepared

Painters and Housewives!

Street,

495 Congress

AT

BEETHOVEN

declS

—

HALL.

manded by

BURNHAM,
eod'y

J. U. P.

NELSON & €0., Superior

GEO.

friends and tho public

elegant

CEBITS.

75

MADE.

Extraordinary Hates offered to Clubs.

—

Real Kid Gloves

will be

that 1 have fitted up

IN

G. R. OAVIS,
Real Estate and loan Agency,

Photograph Gallery.

Shipbuilding—Skol field Brss oi Brunswick nave
to be oil
stretched tlio keel for a ship ot 1500 tons,

—

COPIES

WMiddleSt.

aprl

_Ueodtw

WILL NAVE A YEAR’S WEAK
NOT TO BEAT THAT CARPET.

IT

Carpets Cleansed every Bay
—

FOSTER’S

AT

—

DYE

514 UNION
No charge for truckiug.

HOUSE,

NIKEKT.

_ap3cod 1 wis

Cat pet Beating,
CLEANING and Jobbing done bv M.
C. MARS. Order Slate at tne Daily lvrcs*
Office. All orders promptly attended to. Residence
ul No. 15 Washington St.
aprltf

WINDOW

ins

Tito la»t Banquet of Antony and Cleopatra.

G. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

F.

UNITED STATES CORSET CO.
(Post Office Address, Box 4928,)
NEW YORK,

BY MABY STACY WITHINGTON.

that* went

was

The eminently superior quality
of these corsets is being more and more
appreciated. They have already taken
their place as the most popular
made. They have received the highest awards over and in competition
with the heretofore best-known makes.
All the best dealers keep them,

peal-

to the k?ystone of the midnight sky?
What dim and Ivied shapes go reeling
On through the gate where Caesar cam pet h nigh?
Antonius! thy
gods forsake thee!
Not even tlie God of Mirth will longer dwell
Where strength and virtue are not. Sleep, nor wake

CORSETS
Each pair has clasps with 4 hooks,
Each corset Is woven in one piece,
trimmed and finished In a uniform manner, corresponding to Its quality, and will
prove in use comfortable, stylish
and durable.
When next requiring corsets, fail not
to try them.
Be sure the corset you
buy has one of the labels here printed.
Should your storekeeper not have
them, send measure of waist In inches,
enclosing price, and we will send ipostpaid, In a neat box, a Comfort for
w»c., Beauty for 75c., A. A. for $1,
Fifth Avenue for $1.50.
The Comfort is a plain, firm corset;
16 bones, hemmed selvage. BeautyExtra fine, ribbed breast. 16 bones,thoroughly bound. A.A.—Pull ribbed, extra
weight, 22 bones, thoroughly bound aud
lace edge. Fifth Avenue—Very fine;
50 bones; a superb corset; thoroughly
hound with heavy, extra

•“At the dead of night.on a sudden was heard
the sound of musical mstminents and a noise which
resembled the exclamations of bacchanals. This tumultuous procession seemed to pass through the
whole city and to go out through the gate leading to
the enemy’s camp. Those who reflected on this prodigy concluded that Bacchus, * lie god whom Anthony
affected to imitate, had forsaken him.”—Plutarch,

Gossip and Gleanings.
How artless! When the crowded omnibus
drives up to a fine three-story mansion, one
of tbe young women getting out invariably

remarks, “Home at.last!”
found dead in the cellar of the
Indianapolis Herald, the other day. They
found a poem in his inside coat pocket beginning, “Spring, beautiful spring,” and a
verdict of justifiable homicide was rendered.
A

man was

Pereire got a little tired of returning tbe
bows of an uncomfortably polite man in his
establishment, and finally gave tbe polite
man this conundrum at point blank range:
“Sir, what would become of the hours if the
minute hand stopped to how to the second
hand every time they met.”
Journalistic—Scene: A sub-editor’s room.
Small
Sub-editor has evidently been dining.
boy (from irate proprietor;—"Mr. Macfinigan wants to see you immediately, sir.”
"Ted him I’m out.” Small boy—“I told him
that, sir, and be said I was to go and find
you.” Sub—after a deliberation) “Well, go
and find me."—Punch.

meteorological man exhausted by his
unavailing efforts to make something out of
the weather, gives it up in the fellowing wail:
Our

»Tis the back-bone of winter,
SU11 stiff as a stake;
Backed up by cold snow-storms,
Of course it won’t break.
On March and on Aprii
We’ve ceased to rely,
But

we

is

Wliat

Yegetine

EVIDENCE.

RELIABLE

The following unsolicited testimonial from Rev. O.
T. Walker, formerly pastor of Bowdoiu Square
Church, Boston, and at present settled in Providence,
It. I., must be deemed as reliable evidence. No one
should fail to observe tha: this testimonial is the result of two years* experience with the use of VEGETINE in the Rev. Mr. Walker’s family, who now pronounce it invaluable:

Providence, R. I., 164 Transit Street.
H. R. STEVENS, Esq:
I feel bound to express with my signature the high
value \ place upon your VEGETINE. My family
have used it for the last two years. In nervous debility it is invaluable, and I recommend it to all who
may need an invigorating, renovating tonic.
O. T. WALKER,

The Best Evidence.

INSURANCE.

Marine Insurance!

The following letter from Rev. E. S. Best, Pastor of
the M. E. Church, Natick, Mass., will be read with
interest by many physicians; also those suffering
from the same disease as alflkted the son of the Rev.
E. S. Best. No nerson can doubt this testimony, as
there is no doubt about the curative power of VF.G-

ETINK.

ATLANTIC

111 Insurance Company
OF NEW YORK,

INSURE AGAINST

Marine Risks
—

ON

Only

—

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
by the year

or

He has taken about three dozen bottles of VEGEbut lately uses but little, as he declares he is
too well to be taking medicine.

TINE,

Respectfully yours,
E. S.

passage.

ACCCTC

.

Prepared by

Holders

Policy

BEST,

Mbs, L.C.F. BEST,

$16,003,584.74
Dividend to

Natick, Mass., Jan. 1st, 1873.
MR. H.R. STEVENS:
Dear Sir—We have good reason for regarding your
We
VEGETINE a medicine of the greatest value.
feel assured that it has been ti.e means of saving our
son’s life. He is now seventeen years of age; for the
last two years he has suffered from necrosis of his
leg, caused by scrofulous affection, and was so far reduced that nearly all who saw him thought his reA council of able physicians
covery impossible.
could give 11s hut the faintest hope of his ever rallying; two of ihe number declaring that he was beyond
the reach of human remedies, that even amputation
could not save him, as I e had not vigor enough to endure the operation. Just then we commenced giving
him VEGETINE and from that time to the present
he has been continually improving. He has lately
resumed studies, throw n away his crutches and cane,
and walks about cheerfully and strong.
Though there is still some discharge from the opening where hi6 limb was lauced, we have the fullest
confidence that in a little time he will be perfectly

Premiums terminating in

H. R.

Boston. Mass.

STEVENS,

1874,

40 per cent
All Druggists and Dealers
Policy holders in this Company obtain perfect
se-

curity, costing less than to insure in any other Company.

EVERYWHERE.
IN THIRTY
PAID
AFTER PROOF.

LOSSES

HAYS

apr2

dim

HORSES

.T. D.

JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

JOHN

wTmunger,

CORRESPONDENT,!

Office 166 Fore Street,

FOR

SAFE

Wholesale and Retail,
OR EXCHANGE
Stables 28 Franklin St,

PORTLAND.
feM

Opposite Lincoln Park, Portland, Me.
dlmeodllm&wfiw
of the
formed
association with
best buyers of horses in the country, whereby J.
HAVING
1875. shall
fresh supply weekly throughout the
receive
some

an

1835.
_

OF

—

THE

—

NEW ENGLAND

OF BOSTON.

marl3-dtf

offered
THE
teed

1874,

for the

1874,

year

$3,267,536.61.

Look for

$575,000.00.
Do+! A Af CvAAMAAO
— ■■ ~

—-

——r

+A

--

DAAAintn
■

The above figures show

a

healthy

state of

E®=Tlic Income Irom

This is the only medicine known that will, without
local treatment, effect a cure in all cases of UlceraInflammation and Weakness. It has
saved thousands to whom life was almost a burden.
Many who have been suffering for years, with no
prospects of relief, have been cured by this wondertul medicine. Also Cancer, Humor and Piles cured.

Congestion,

business.

Interest

Exceeds tlic amount paid
for Losses—and the Ratio of ExReceipts shows the
pcnses to
strictest economy ot management.
Policies in the New England are
not lorfeitcd or made void, as so
frequently occurs, if death over*
takes one whilst his Premium is
“A Policy of Life Insurance is the cheapest and
safest mode of making a certain provision for one’s
lamily.”—Ben.t. Franklin.
There is nothing in the commercial world which
approaches, even remotely, to the security of a well
established and prudently managed Life Insurance

Company.”—Prof.

JAMES

I>eM organ.

J. W.

Agent.

Hunger, Agent,

PORTLAND.

Consultation free.

Hours 10 A. M. to 5 P. M.

jafid3m_lm*
NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT,
is to give notice that on the sixteenth day
of March. A. D. 1875, William T. Morris, of
Portland, assigned to Eleazer C. Shaw, and Cyrus
Greene, of said Portland, all his property, consisting
of a Wooden Store on leased land on York street.

THIS

•til

UJU BIWft

UWRB, CIV.,

*11

OU1U

CIVIW

All persons indebted to the said William T. Morm,
are requested to call and settle immediately, o.- their
accounts will be left for collection.

CYEu|EGREES^W’ | Assignees.

appointed establishment of
the late Chapin Humphry of Bangor, Maine,
is offered for sale, consisting <.f a large lot op land,
with an ample supply of water, buildings admirably
adapted lor the business of Wool pulling and tanning,
heated with steam. Also buildings for the workAll of North Eastern
men adjacent to the factory.
Maine here finds its Market, and it is considered in
all respects the best point in Maine lor tlio Wool

THE

large and

business.
eod3w

For

new

particulars apply
MOSES

mal8d&wtf

!¥• Keiii moii

PROPOSALS FOB FHEHHBEEF.

CHIROPODIST,

Preble, Maine, March 20, 1875,
PROPOSALS. IN DUPLICATE, WILL
A. M.,
Ikj received at this office until 11 o clock
June 1, 1875. for furnishing the Fresh Beef required
at this
U.
S.
Army,
the
Subsistance
Department,
by
l.
post, during t welve months, commencing July lbio,
and ending June 30, 1876.
Information as to conditions, quality or Beer, payments. &c., can be obtained by application to
inar.dldGt
BUl.LIX A. IVES, Lieut, and A. O. b.

>rom Dr. N. Kenison &
Hill pic PI., 37 Tremont
2tf Winter St., Boston,

LOCATED

Sons, 57

St.,

and

VISITS PORTLAND
—At THE

__

Chiropodists

U

S*

“ ° T C

the second Tuewlay, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday Saturday

on
IS“

BOSTON
Since
1840.

to

GiDDINGS, Executor.

Office

I

<13 w

ma25_

UK. KENIMOIt,

A Mods,

lt,tath"K,n,h-

'out pain.
j Or*Examination

ot the feet
delOeodtf

To K.iildcrs,
CONTRACT is desired to build a block of two
houses on Chest nut St.
Plans, etc., can be
Been at 478J Congress St., on Tuesday, March 30tb.
12
M.
until
solicited
April
Ctb,
Bids
mur31.il w
D. G. ROBINSON,

of the

A. C. S.

Fort

Suffering.

A Message to the

For Sale.

j. jun a miTJiur* ■ im.

For

THOMAS BAKER, Wallaces Theatre.
headache, neuralgia, sore throat, inflamed

joints of the feet, Giles’ Liniment, Iodide of
Ammonia gave immediate relief.
1. HENRY MAGONIGLE. Booth's Theatre.

Mr. Wm.M. Giles, Chemist, 451 Sixth Avenue:
I suffered with rheumatic pains in ray limbs and
joints, and found uo relief until I tried your Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, with immediate relief.
Am now cured.
ROBERT H. SMITH,
Head Pantryman on board Steamer Jesse Hoyt.

A NURSING MOTHER.
New Haven, Aug. 7, 1874.
Dr. Giles:—While on duty as fireman on engine
47, about ten miles from this city, on Shore Line
Road, was accidentally thrown off against a rock,
train under full head, about thiity-five miles an
hour. Was very badly bruised. Your agent was on
board. He furnished me with two bottles of Liniment Todide of Ammonia, from which I received
the greatest possible benefit. In four days I was able
to sit up, ana am now readv to commence work. My
aged mother also used the Liniment for rheumatism
JOHN GAFFNEY.
which it cured.
Barnttm’s Hippodrome.—We have never found

Church offer for
on tbier
on or before the first, day
May,
Also organ, carpets, settees, chairs, furnace,

never

met

anything like it.

L. B. WOODS,
Veterinary Surgeon, Bamum's Hippodrome.
New York, June 1st.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist: Sir—Your new discovery, Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, surpasses
anything for splints, strains, lameness in the limbs or
shoulders, &c., wind galls and hard bony swellings on
the joints. It is truly marvelous.
RALPH OGLE,
Yours very truly,
Veterinary Surgeon, 330 West 25th St.

Boston, July 13, 1874.
Mr. Wm.M. Giles:—In the match between the
Athletics of Philadelphia and the Boston club,
played July i3th, 1874, at Boston, I fell and displaced
my left kneecap. Your agent fortunately happened
to be present. He instantly applied your Liniment,
and with instant relief.
HARRY C. SHAFER, Boston Base Ball Club.
Boston, Sept. 14,1874.
Mr. Willtam M. Giles, Chemist: Dear Sir—
Your Agent. Mr, Guy S. Frazey, called on me early
in July last to introduce your Liniment Iodide of
Ammonia. Being a skeptic in legard to the great
variety of articles patent for the cure of all sorts of
diseases, I had no faith in your Iodide, but, after a
long discussion with your agent, it occurred to me
that I had a horse I was using for private that had a
1 told him if he
shoe bile on his near forward leg.
thought it would remove that bunch, I would try it.

HUNDREDS
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raar29

of feed for Cattle and

at Casco Brew-

Hogs
LOTS
ery, opposite Portland Co.’s Works,
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Nervous

smal

THE

SNABDON, SCAfflMAK & CO.,
mar23dtf

premises._

the

FOR SALE.
A Valuable Hotel Stand.
property of the late Col. Berry, near Buxtor
Lower Comer, known and improved as a pub
lie house, situated ti ree quarters of a mile Irom I'
& Rochester Railroad Station, together with 26 acre!
of excellent land, aud suitable buildings to aecommo
date public travel. Connected with this commodiou:
house are stables, bnwliug alleys, well aud cisterns o
water, and large orchard. This farm cuts about 21
Fo
tons hay. has 50 loads of manure ready lor use.
particulars ot price and terms apply to UPHAM A
GARDINER, Real Estate Agents, at No. 7 Exchangi
St„ Portland. The property can he seen and exam

THE

ined

on

inquiring at

the

■

reasonable terms

House in Knight
A cosy homi
J. G. BATES,
Portland Dry Dock.

a

TIIE

rooms.

family.

a

marlO'lwtf

Apply

FOR

Portland,

MoGLLNCllY, Prop.

Catarrh killed them.
And if you donbf the fact, look
hack aud call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh, aud last

Consumption.
suffer when

Iron Works known as the Portland Machint
This property ocWorks are ottered for sale.
cupies about an acre of land on tide water on Coma largi
mercial St., in Poitland, aud
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern S'^op. Boilei
a
full
There
Is
compleaud
Blacksmith
Shop.
Shop
ment of Towls for heavy work aud general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established has a
ir
large and constantly increasing list of customers or
New England, and Canada, and is now running
full time on orders. A more favorable
for investment is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

GERMAN

sale.

The house

can

be

seen

every

Thursday

auc

CITY of

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby
liable to taxation in

notice to all persons
THEgive that
RHEUMATIC CURE. said
city,
they will be in

This statement is substantially a Fact, based upevidence in the possession of the Agenls in the
shape of numerous testimonials from past sufferers
in all the walks or life, and particularly from some of
our most respectable and trustworthy families.

Diamond Rheumatic Cure.
In its history, this invaluable Medicine occupies
the most honorable position possible for any remedy
to attain. A lew years since it was known only to
the friends and neighbors and patients of the proprietor, and always sought for by them whenever
troubled with Rheumatism, and in this way came to
the notice oi physicians generally, ami through their
favorable expression, and its acknowledged value as
Rheumatic Remedy, the demand for it became so
to infrequent and urgent as to oblige its proprietor
Jts reputacrease bis facilities for its manufacture.
tiou

rapnny

exieiiueu,

aim

sue,,

''iici,

rgimo

in-

session every seculai
day from the first to '.ho fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from ten to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving
lists of the polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors true and perfect lists ol
all their polls and estates, real and personal, or held
by them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, on the first day of April. 1875, and be
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed hands
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice oi
such change; and in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed, although
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid

over.

And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed to a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners tor any abatement of his taxes, unless he shows that he was unable to offer such lists within the time hereby ap-

quiry, le.ters of thanks, and certificates of praise were
States
daily received from all sections of the United
and Canada, and in this way. on a basis of its merit
or
efforts
ot
trade”
special
pointed.
alone—unaided by “tricks
Hgg^In no case where the assessors have been put
—it lias risen to its present enviable position. Wher- j
to the disagreeable necessity of making a doom will
ever introduced it lias received tbo most flattering
comthe possession of Government bonds or deposits in
all
of
the
treatment
in
rheumatic,
preference
the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea in mitigation
plaints. In this we are really grateful and happy:
of such doom.
not alone because our medicine finds ready sale, and
but
S. B. BECKETT,)
we
to
us
do
say this,
is consequently p-cfitahle
S. B. HASKELL, S Assessors.
because we open anew field in medical science, and
have
WM. O. FOX,
medical
best
j
practitioners
cure at once what the
We fill a
U^**Blank schedules will bo furnished at tlio room
for ages found so difficult even to relieve.
the
sufferthe
Assessors.
relieve
of
We
place heretofore unoccupied.
Portland, March 27, 1875.
ma27d3W
ing and minister to Gou’s poor; wo restore the laboring man to the use of his injured limbs, and save
him scores of times its cost in doctor’s bills; we carry
Public
Notice,
contentment and gladness into the home ot the afis hereby given to owners of lots in the
flicted. and consequently are remembered by millions
in
Western
the City of Portland that
Cemetery
of grateful souls.
unless said owners repair their fences that arc now
This medicine is for sale at all Druggists throughbeen
down
lor years past, and
have
and
dropping
If
it
and
Canada.
out the United States
happens
unless they have the necessary repairs commenced
that your Druggist has not got it instock, ask him
of May, 1875, the Superintendent
the
15th
day
by
to send for it to ihe Wholesale Agents
will order all these old fences and rubbish removed
after that time.
&
WHIPPLE
W.
W.
This order will be strictly carried out.
JAMES S. GOULD.
Superintendent of Burials for the City of Portland,

NOTICE

CO.,

Market

21

C.

Square,

Portland.

ma30

II. MARTIN & CO.,

___d3w
City Marshal's Ofllcr,
Portland,

103 Main (Street, Concord.

George

C. Goodwin &

Co.,

NO. 38 HANOVER STREET, BOSTON.
deodCm&wlyll

mari3

Medical.
G. a. CT.ARK would respectfully inform li

and patrons that he hasretunmd home
DR.Iriends
Ids omix, Cor.
be consulted professionally at
and
may

front 3 to 4 p.m.
park and Congress Streets.Ofliee hours
Portland, Jan.

15,1815.__Jalbtf

TSnuhood Restored.
premavictim of vontbfnl imprudenco, causing
having fried in
ture decay, nervous debility, etc.,
has ound a simple seltvain every itn >wn remedy,
sufferers
which he will send free to his fellow New YorkAddress J. H.REEVES,78 Nassau street
febSd&wCm
P.O.Box 5153.

l r"

April

supply

of

GERMAN SNUFF.
for in a practice ©I near twenty
years 1 have daily been pleased
with its results.” A Doctor whose
word is authority on all inedica!
questions, says: “I call the compound known to the world as

GERMAN

Syri-

Lothrop’s

people

ot

PERSOX, except by the permission cf the
Mayor and Alderman, shall climb, break, pull,
cut, deface, either by posting bills of any description!
or otherwise, remove injure, or destroy any of the

trees growing, or which shall hereafter be planted,
on the walks or promenades, or in the streets oi
public places of the City; and no person shall in any
way fasten any horse or other animal to any of sai l
trees, or allow any animal owned by him or under
his control, to stand so near the same that they may
be gnawed or otherwise injured bv any horse or othei
annual so fastened or permitted to stand.
Any persons violating any of the provisions of tills
section shall be liable to a penalty of not less than
live nor more than fifty dollars for each off nse.
The above ordinance will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W, PARKER,
Marshal.
<i3w
apr3

PRINTING of every descrfptl>n neatlj
at tbi* office.

by

the

ot

RIDER’S

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Their efficacy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm, Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers’ itch, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
black Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the
very best

GERMAN

SNUFF

saved as it were from the grave,
arc living witnesses ot its great virtue. At this season of the year,
when people, by undue exposure
and the sudden changes in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
we advise them to carry in the
pocket a box of

Medicine

Express

a. m.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. ra.
Mail ftom Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5,45 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

man.

GERMAN

They impart.

74 EXCHANGE ST.
—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I
To Conada, Urirelf, Chicago, Milwau
kee. Cincinnati, Ml, Louis, Omaha,
Haginnw, Ml. JPnui, Malt Lake City,
Denver. Mao Francisco.

—

to the

SNUFF

when they suddenly take cold
and leel all the organs ol the no«e
and head stopped up. they can
promptly take a remedy to at oucc
loosen the mucous, which it allowed to stay becomes

AND

Body

Removing Morbid Sensibility,
Dementia and Melancholia.

Depression

of

Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
Tbe Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding S50 In value (and that personal) unless notice Is given, and paid tor at the rate oi
ono passenger tor cverv ¥500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
se21dtf
Portland, September 19,1874.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBUEG R.R
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

SgpgsSSjgSifand
:

as’follows

Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and

RECENT

land.

J. HAMILTON, Supt.

nolldtf

Maiug Central Railroad.
CHANGE

OF TIME,

Ll

N E,

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

QUEENSTOWN

FOB

AND LIVERPOOL,

frrnu New York on SATURDAY of each
week, from Pier 45, North River.
CITY OF LONDON
UITY OF ANTWERP
CITY OF HMERICS.
CITY OF BERLIN
CITY OF MONTREAL
CITY OF BRISTOL
CITY OF NEW YORK
CITY OF BROOKLYN
OF PARIS
CITY
c TV OF BRUSSELS
CITY OF RICHMOND
CITY OF CHESTER
fitted
Passengers will find these steamers tastefully
are light, airy and roomy.
up, while the State-rooms
h
bread
The saloons are large and well ventilated,the
ta leas.t bo.se
of the vessel, and situated where there
PiBt'o'hiirs.
and motion. Smoking rooms, Ladies Barber
s Shop,
anofortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms,

^Instant communication with the stewards by eloe
Company adopt the Sontherly
^The steamers of thisthe
from ice and
danger
■?(!*• to
Route, thus lessening
Rates of Passage— $80 ami $1U0, gold, according
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—$14 > and $175, gold.
and from all points at reduced rates.

Steerage—To

JOHN G. DALE) Agrut,
15

apr5d3m

Broadway, New York.

MT. DESERT MACHIAS.

Trip for the Season.

First

ARKANOEMENT.

SPKIitlG

WEEK.

PER

TRIP

ONE

Steamer

—The

tEWM-

fp—T TON, Cap*. Charles
Kallerll 1-■SI'B Oeerlag. will ofleave
State

fe»

I

read Wharf, foot
St;.
T ,1 l It S l» A V
ioptwich,
Camlug TI.ur.dnT. March 13. For ltickhind,So. W.
den, Belfast, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,and MaHarbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport
chiaspo/t, (or as ice will permit.)
Iteturning will leave Machiasport every v!onday
arrivIMorning a* 5 o’clock, touching vs above, with
ing in Portland same night, usually connecting
Pullman Train, and early morning Trains lor Bos.< every

evkhunoTat

ton ami the West.

For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wliarr,
Portland.
£YRUS STURDIVANT, Gen'l Ag’t.
maVMtt
Portland, March 5,1875,_

HATE YOU TRIED

JURUBEBA

.

ARE YOU

or Debilitated?
l.nnguiri that anv exertion reof an effort than you feel capable ol

Weak, Nervous,
Are

yon

quires more

«©

the wonderful tonic
mThru try JURUBEBA,
the
acts
beneficially
on

so
invigorntor, which
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital

and

It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for
short lime, on.y to let the bpfl'erer fall to a lowir
didepth of misery, but it .s a vegetable tome acting
rectly on the liver and spleen.
It regulate* the Mowrl*, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
a new person.
to sov*n make the invalid feel
It* ©aeration in not violent but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experieucw
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually

his troubles
“Fold their tentc, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
i*
no new and untried discovery, but has
This
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”.
Ask yoar druggist tor it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN Ar CO.,Boston, Mass.
mar!3t4w

I offer free to every man and woman in New England who cultivates a farm, till* a vegetable garden,
or plants a dower garden, my large. Illustrated Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seed tor 1875. ime
hundred and titty of the varieties of vegetable seed
were grown on my four seed farms, on JSew England
soil. 1 have made new varieties of vegetables a specialty for many years. As the original introducer ox
Hubbard. Marblehead aud Butman Squashes, Phinnev’s Melon, the Marblehead Cabbages and a score of
All
other new vega tables, 1 solicit your patronage.
seed sold under three warrants.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
Marblehead. Mass.
marl6t4w

AGBNTI Everywhere, to sell our
of Dr. Livinestone,” from his childPull, Complete, Aunood to his “Last Journal.**
thent c, Attractive, People'8 Edition. B. B. Russell,
ruarl6t4w
publisher, Boston, Mass.

popular “Lite

AGENTS WANTED
published.
Agents.

ever

terms to

Philadelphia Pa._
Tlli

ITTT SAMPLE lo Agents. I ndie,
biuntion Needle Book, with CluoSend stamp. F P. Gluck, New Bedford,

riV Iili

motw
Mass.

marl*! I4w

Chr.ng Chang sells at sight. Necessary as soap. Goods free. Chang Chang Mrg
mar!714w
Co., Boston.
SHOT-GUNS. HIFLES. PISTOLS^, HETOLYEBS,

AGENTS*.

1

Of any and every kind. Send stamp
for Catalogue. Address Great Western Gan
J
Mid Pistol WorlM, PXTTSBL'HOII, PA.
4wt
marl 9

FOR

AX’D ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Night Pullman Train from

?????!????l”"!Boston

leaves Portland 12.30

a.

tor

—

Lisbon. Bath and Rockland, and via mixed train
from Brunswick to Augusta, Waterville tmd Skow-

hegan.

uangor, <xc.
1 etve Portland 1 10 p.

Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath, Rockland, Augusta. Watcrville, Skowhegan. Belfast, Dexter anil Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.25 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
Leave Portland 5.30 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath and Augusta.
Pn»*euiser Train* will arrive from Lewiston, Bath and Augusta, at 8.55 a. m.
From Bangor. Dexter, Belfast, Skowhegan,
Farmington, Lewiston, Rockland, &c., at 2.55 p. m.
From Augusta, Rockland, Bath and Lewiston
a.

m.

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
A

PUT UP ONLY IN BEES BOXES.
TRIED AND MERE RETIEDV.

Sold by Druggists generall r, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
ma3t

for

m.

Train

USE

m.

Bangor, Calais, St. John, HoulM-»tcn, St. Stephens and Halifax.
Passenger Train leaves Portland 6.15 a.
m. lor Lewiston (via Danville Junction), Brunswick,
~~

gg
1rrriy

book
celling
Send for circular and our extra
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
mal7t4w

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

Commencing March 1st, 1875.

from St. John, Bangor, &c., at

m.

Through *’rei«htTrniua Daily to all points
Maine Central, Knox & Lincoln, and E. & N. A.
Railroads.
Freight Delivered at or before 4.00 p. m. arrives Lewiston 6.05 a. in.. Bath 10.00 a. m Rockland
4.15 p. m., Augusta 10.00 a. m., Watcrville 10.30 a.
ni., Dexter 1.45 p. m., and Bangor 2.20 p. m.
feb26tfL. L. LINCOLN, Gen’l Supt.

IN THE

EASTERN RAILROAD.
IIFA1),

Agents

Wanted

to

8ell

THE POLITICAL, PERSONAL AND

PROPERTY

RIGHTS

a Citizen of the United Mates.
How to exercise and how to preserve them. A new
book, by TheophPus Parsons, LL. D. Has no equal
For particulars adfor p polarity ami real value.
dress, 8. 8. SCRANTON A CO., Hartford,
Conn.

Of

_mar31t4w

Airnits! Sent! for Circular and TVrms-

VIMi^TONE’S
Popular Edition.
V.A«T JOCKNtliC!
Price $2 50.
The story of the last seven eventful years of the
Great Traveler’s life as told by himself, and of his
suflerings and death, as fcobl by his men. The book
they want. U. W. BLISS & CO., Publishers, Hartmar31t4w
ford, Conn.
dfsrwTk Unity to Ageott. 85 new articles and
the best Family Paper in America, with
AM. M’FG CO.. IIOO
two 85.00 Cbromos, free.
Broaiiway, N. Y.mar31f4w
FORTUNE IN IT. Every family buys It"
Sold by Agents.
Address, O. S. WALKER,
Erie, Pan>ar3It4w
IjI

TESTIMONIALS.

and passing to the lungs and stomach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, for the system

Frewsburgh, Nov. 12, 1874.
I have used the Cordial Balm and Syricuui and Lotbrop’s Tonic Pills as a preventive and cure for the
use of ardent spirits and habitual intoxication, and
iiud them actually specific iu such cases. I regard
them as most invaluable medicines, and nothing
could induce me to be without them.

lias become poisoned, and all because the individual did not take
proper care at Hie commencement.
How' often do we bear pceple say,
“tty head is thick and I cannot
think.’* Don * you know what is
the trouble ? You have Catarrh ;
it has just commenced to take possession of your body. Sow, it yon
lake a few
are wise, you will

JACOB MESERVE.

Tipton. Dec. 3,1874.
We take great pleasure in informing you of the
surprisingly beneficial results from the use ot your
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lothrop’s Tonic Pills in a ease of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our family
who nad been under treatment by different doctors
for nearly three > ^ars past without any apparent benefit therefrom ; but your medicines have produced a
most wonderlul change for tlie better, and tlie patient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURG1SS.
P. S.— We tell ail with whom we are acquainted
who are similarly afflicted to try your medicines.

WHOLESALE

pinches of the

n.i:s»Ki:\s

GERMAN

AGENTS:

SNUFF

and rid yournosc acd head of that
Do
which in linn; will kill you.
yon doubt it? Well, siitfer away.
Use up three 03 tour handkerchiefs
a day ; go round a walking mass
of rottcnucss, with HEAVY HEAD,
DUEL EYES, BAD BREATH, and
OE
SPIRITS, a
DEPRESSION!
curse to yourself and si nuisance to
sill who come in contact with yon,
if you must be so obstinate as to
not purchase one bos ot

GEORGE C. GOODWIN & CO.. RUST BROTHERS
& BIRD. SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH, GILMAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAWLEY, WEEKS & l'OTTER, Boston, Mass.
GEORGE L. CLAFL1N & CO., Providence, R. I.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.
TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn.

GERMAN SNUFF.

For Sale by Druggists generally

Everywhere.

Price 35 Cents.

Lotlirop may be consulted professionally
mail free of charge, Address
Dr.

For sale
Is

you

are

Agents and
113 Court Street,

BOSTON,

by all Druggists.

remote from
receive

a

box

the city send 50 cents to the
by return mail. General

Agent* for the United States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE
& SMITH,'Wholesale Druggists 26 Tremont street,

MASS.

dlT

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE
On and after Monday, March 1st, 1875.
Passenger Trains will leave Station, Commercial,foot
of

State Street,

j

Boston.
w c--*

6mla

Dry Air Refrigerators
Styles, Gradies and Si*«s.
Largest anil Best Assortment in the Stnte,
combining all the latest Improvements, called
In nil

The

Portland for Port*moulh nnd Bovton at
Re*1.45 A. M., 19.10 A. M., and $3.15 P. M,
turning leave
BomIoii for Portsmouth nnd Portland at
18.00 A. M., 112.30 P. M., and *8.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Cape Elizabeth, Ncarborongh, Weal Ncnrborougli,»nc®, Hiddeford, Kenuebunb, Well* North Berwick. •oulli Berwick Junction, f«»Fliot and Hiticry at
wny Junction,
19.10 A. M.
For Mat o. Biddeford, JKennebnnk, Well*,
Not th Berwick, Noiilb Berwick Junction, Conway Junction, iliol and Blitery at 19.10 A. M. ami $3.15 P. M.
For Nnco. Biddeford, Kenuebnuk* Conway Jnnctiou, Kittery nnd Portwmonth
at *1.25 A. M., 19.10 A. M., ami $3.15 p. M.
For C'npe Elizabeth. Wcnrburongh, West
Scarborough, Snco, nnd Biddeford at
5.20 P. M
Returning at 8 00 A. M.
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Ho«ion. and the 9.10 A.
M. Train from Portland connect at Conway
Junction for North Con way.
Train* leave Portsmouth for Mover at 7.10,
10.24 A. M., 3.06, 7.05 P. M. Returning at 6.45,
7.50, 10.50 A. M., 5.00 P. M.
The 1.45 A. M., 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. Trains from
Portland make clove connections to New York
by one or other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through.
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of
This
the Portland and Ogdensbuig Railroad.
train arrives in Portland in sea>on to connect
with the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal,
<|u«bec, and all parts of Faundn Ea*(;
and the Maine Central and Knox & Lincoln Railroads for Angit*!*, Buugor, Mocklnud,
Bclfa*t and other points on these roads.
The 8.U0 P. .vl. Train from Boston connects with the
Maine Central and European & North American
and Intercolonial Railways for Bangor, Nt.

THE PEERLESS.
It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Eaw of VInn.
a.Hemeut, Durability, DryafM and Purity
of lir nnd EFONOVIY of It'®.
Wholesale anti Retail at Manufacturers* Prices,

Cheaper

than any other.

CAN SAVE THE AD-

VANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buying.
Salesroom 35*1 Fore Nt., J. F. VI Eli RIEL,
Manufactory, Rear of No. IO Fro** Sit.
PORTLAND, 1RAINK.

may26dtf

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
To nrrdiimts and

fcliipinasfers.

YTOU are hereby notified that on and after the first
a.
day of September, 1874. ttie new regulation
presi ribvd by the Government of the Kccublic of
Spain in regard toCovMilai l]*es will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:
For

VeMMcIn with Forgo'

Celt Hying Manifest.
$15.00
Bill of Health.„. 4.00—510.0
For VciwtlN

without Fargo:

Certifying Manifest.$7.00

Bill of Health... 4.U0—$11.0
THOMAS LOZ\NO,
Spanish Consul
se2dtf_

fi.aikvoyanff. mbs.
M. J. FOLSOM, from Dr. H. B Stor.r’soffice,
Medical
will

Boston,
examine patients in Portland at 377
Cumberland St., Finlay ami Saturday, A pill 9th and
7tl» ami 8th. and the second Fiidav ami
10th,
May
roads.
Saturday of each month thereafter. Also hr II. B.
The 12.30 P. M. Train from Boston connects at Port- j Storer’s
new organic remedies for sale at the same
land with the Maine Central Railroad for Anplace.
mfr3Mw
and
on
Lewiston
MONand
Bath
;
gii*ln,
DAYS and THURSDAYS with the steamer for
New,
John.
Nt.
and
Soinctliiir;
Fs««tpcrf
•Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train. AT. /?.—
A DIES send your address to 87 Spring St., and
This train runs Sunday but not on Monday.
J have the agent of the Ladies* Easy Cutting and
tAecommodntion Tram.
Work Table call and show this gem of the work
tuarlStf
$East Express.
room.
CHARLES F. HATCH. Gen’l Man.
PKINTfJtf* of every description nealiy
GEORGE BACUELDER, Gen’l Ag’t.
mal
executed at this Office.

John, Halifax and other points

G. EDGAR LOTHROP, M. D.,

ruarlS

m.

interme-

m.

Beta ruing.
Leave Bemis for Portland and in ermediate stations
at 6.50 a. m.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and interme
diate stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. m. from Portland and 6.50 a. m. from Bemis
will be mixed trains.
Stage connections with 2 00 p. m. from Portland for
No. Gorham, No. Windham, Cornish, Porter, Kezar
Falls, Freedom Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell, Stowe
and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station in Port-

1.45

Price $2.50. Large size, $5.00. Each package of
the Cordial Balm contains one box of the Tonic rills,
woicli may also be bad separately at 50 cents per box.

STEAMERS.

WANTED

and alter MONDAY, NOY. 16^ 1874,
until further notice trains will run

On

Night

roisoaf

Spirits,

July

RAILROAD.
F. HATCH, Gen. Manager.
y‘J2tf

Southwest

on

to the Mind

CHARLES
21. 1874.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, Is well equipped with iirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland k.tke West.
ST’PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached tolhe trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.

at 6.45 p.

—

LIRIJIR

Vigor

EASTERN

all points In the

Portland 1.05 p. m. for Danville June
tion, Auburn, Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville,

so

Strength

THE—

jike

rr»

vymuus

Leave

RIDER'S
Every placed before the i>eople, and are warranted
o be the most Powerful Alterative ever originated by

City

executed
JUI*

SNUFF

have been

who

—OF

_

Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.45 p m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

diate stations at 2 p.

blessing to mankind, tor its low
price ot 3-5 cents places it within
We might bring
the reach ot all.”
forward hundreds ot testimonials,
but of what avail i Its proud record is enough, and the thousands

2d, 1875.

T^TO
iy

On and after Monday, September 21st.
will run as follows:
Ex press train 7.00 a m. for Me ntreal and Quebec,
Lewiston.
and
Auburn,
Passenger train for Auburn and Lewiston at 9.3C

and

all

THROUGH TRAINS

£^§^-^^.*1871, trains

A>D

RAILROAD.

on

J C. FURNIYAL Agt.

perfect cure, and I know o!
nothing better for Catarrh.” Anothe" well-known M. D. writes as
follows; “When one complains to
me ol a bad Cold or a Heavy Head,
1 at once advise them to procure a

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
DIAMOND

ARRAN GEMENT.

■WINTER

Portland, Nov. 13,1874.

Blood

PORTLAND'

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

Northwest, West and

Is a

Tonic Pills,

BY THE

on

use

“GERMAN SNUFF

ADVERTISEMENTS

apr3dlw

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

SNUFF,

k.i:b»i:k'k

use

Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON. Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. M ORSK.
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.
jalSdtx

WM. H. TURNER, Supt.

no23

jr'assen^ei-

a

and

FROM PORTLAND ;

_—

the person will b«
brought hack to perfect health
An old Doctor says:

by its

dtf

THE

the

ot

that Us results are so certain lhai

opportunity

well-known Deane property or State strcel
containing about 12000 feet of land, with commodious dwelling house in good repair, is ottered foi

use

people

this horrid complaint can he
It may not be generally
cured.
known, hut most ot our leading
Fhtsicinns are prescribing this
wonder!ul remedy, well knowing

comprises

Valuable Beal Estate for Sale.

will

RIDER’S

cum

Depot

—

GREAT

The Cordial Balm of

WORCESTER.

Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester, Concord.
Ix well, Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
Springfield Route, and to all important points South
and West.
Tickets to all the above points for sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at tha

RIDER'S

THE

ja!2

Why
by the

remedy,

ENGLISH REMEDY

SALE-

—

a. m.

Valuable Iron Works

SEALED

Rheumatism

FALSE.

BORDER’S

Cottage
ONsmall
ville, Cape Elizabeth, 6
to

for

records show

that in nine eases out ot

ten the disease known as Catarrh
was the forerunner ol Consumption. which, when fastened on a
the grasp ol llie
person, is like
hideous anaconda. There is no
escape until death relieves them
fiom its torture and they are laid
Friends may say
iu ti»e grave.
they died ot Consumption. ’TiS

For Sale.

City Clerk’s Office, 1
f
April 1, 1675.
PROPOSALS will be received at this
office till SATURDAY, the tenth day of April,
inst., at 12 o’clock noon, for supplying the different
departments of the city with such Blank Books ami
the present
Stationary as may be required during
Municipal year. Samples may be seen at the City
Clerk’s Office. The right to reject any or all bids is
reserved by the city.
II. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

OF

Yes, tlic medical

plainly

house.aprihilm

City of Portland.

MAINE

YOUR

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered state of the secretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
urine, with an excess of earthly or limey sedimeut,
indicative of waste of brain and nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix the mind upon any one thing any length of
time. There is treat sensitiveness to impressions,
though retained but a short time, with a flickering
condition of the mental faculties, renand
dering an individual what is commonly called a whifThere must of
fle-minder, or fickle-minded man.
necessity be in each individual different symptoms,
according to his peculiar organization, habits, pursuits and temperament, which all seive to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous disturbances, constituting a difference as marked as are
their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These differences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only iu degree of quantity and duration in the use of them iu order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or wliat is generally
regarded as such, is as protean typed iu its peculiarities as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
wbo, in his struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
for a moment’s sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
his nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease there are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditions of hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local mani'estation of it more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be in any other part
ot the body, such as the thorax, abdomen or limbs,
with pains of a sbootiug, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found intbefact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
times, its nervous sensibility increases; and if the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those already mentioned, Iu causation, however, there are a great
many others on ihe list, such as scrofula, malaria,
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
excesses and tbe many forms of pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of the system; a weakened condition follows, impeding, obstructing and paralyzing the
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition ot the individual, distressing as it is,
may, with certainty, be cured by

fluttering

J. MANN,
No. 45 Preble St.,
Portland, Maine.

DOOM !

—

BOSTON & MAINE
Will be taken

Tickets

Sailing

7.50 A. Iff. For Rochester,Nashua ami Worcester, connecting at Rochester with Eastern, and
Boston & Maine Tra ns tor Boston, also with trains
for Alton Bay and Wollboro, connecting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connecting a-; Aver Junction with tiains tor Mason Village
ami Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p, m..
connecting with trains f r Providence, Norwich, and
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and with
Boston & Albany trains for Albany and New York.
1,45 P. Ifl. For Rochester and way Stations.
3. 15 P. ill. Express tor Rochester. Nashua and
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester at
9.15 p. in., connecting with Night Train for New
fork.
Leave Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. m.
at 8.00 a. m.
Express Train leaving Worcester
connecting with N »rwich Steamboat train from New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.at 4.40
p.m..
Express Train leaves Worcester
connecting witti Express trains leaving Albany at
10 a. m and New York at 10.00 a. in. arriving in

Debility

CF Title

INMAN

of Train* commencing Bee.
ill, 1574.

PASSENGER TRAINS

BE

WILL

BETWEEN

PORTLAND AND

DEATH

dies.

subscribers wishing to relinquish the Bakini
business, otter for sale their entire business con
sisting of their two story Brick Building on Unioi
Street, with all the Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually loum
in afirst class bakery. The above property is locatei
in the business part of the city,and is a very desirabl. 1
location tor business on account of its easy access ti 1
all the Railroads and Boats from all dire -lions. An;
will fim
person wishing to engage in the business
this a rare opportunity, as the business is well estab
or
Address
to,
liehed.
apply

CITY

IN

A

F«*e«l for Cattle.

—

SNUFF!

It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should be able to judge for themselves by their
own feelings, if and to what extent they are attacked
by this inddious enemy to ill-health, comfort, and
oven life itselt if left to run its course unchecked, by
the oarly and prompt application of curative reme-

For Sale l

DAILY

now

stove, clocks, etc. Parties desiring any of the above
named prop* rty can get particulars by enquiring of
CHAUNCKY BARRETT.) Committee
N. S.FEKNALD,
tor
J
A. J PEITENGiLL,
) Trustees.

GERMAN

OR

THE

on

Superintendent.

No Transfer! No Change of Cars

Nervous Prostration.

well-known Homestead Farm *>f the late
Gershom Mann in Cape Elizabeth, three milei
from Portland, containing about 80 acres, about. 3i
under cultivation, with good 1£ story bouse, woex
and carriage house new, good barn 40 x 50 with cel
lar.
Buildings all connected, water plenty ant
handy. The variety of soil ana close proximity tt
the city, make this one of the most desirable farms ii
the vicinity, both for early market gardening and foj
hay. Persons intending to buy would do well to examine this farm before purchasing elsewhere. Prici
$4500. For particulars call on or address

and hard lumps.

Gen.

—FBOM—

ArranKfinrul

Farm for Sale.

Giles Liniment Iodide of Ammonia is a sure
cure lor ague in the breast, and removes all swellings

FURBER,

Portland to the South and West

However obscure the causes may be which contribrender nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
affecting, as it does, nearly one half of our adult population, it is a melancholy tact that day by day, and
year by year, wo witness a most frightful increase of
nervous affections from the slightest neuralgia to the
more grave and extreme forms of

IN

mar23ec(l&wtf

T.

—

uu

BOSTON,

TO AND FROM

...

Shortest and Most Direct Route

ute to

foot,

one

Mnncbe.«er (via New
Lawin., 3.15 p, m.. (via

y

A Farm for .Sale.
Cape Elizabeth, three miles from the city o:
Portland, formerly known as the Dyer farm. In
quire of MRS. LOUISA A. BEN NET, on the prem
ises.
aprld&wlw*

i>n>

In stiffness and soreness of the muscles and joints,
rheumatic pains, I have experienced immediate relief
from Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.

Trustees of Pine Street M. E.
1II1E
sale the church building
standing
to be removed
of
1*75.

per

a.

Red and tlie Yellow

1rt
6.15,0.10

at

no21

RAEDER’S

Lyceum Hall Block, Lewiston.

mat27eodlm

When a remedy is productive of such relief as to
excel all other remedies in its curative results, it is
a duty to make it known as general as possible. This
consideration has actuated the proprietor WM. M.
Gi LES, to bring before the public his LINIMENT
IODIDE AMMONIA.
The remarkable cures it has effected classes It as
one of the most important and valuable remedies
ever discovered for the cure and relief of pain in any
form. It cures Neuralgia, Face Ache. Rheumatism. Gout, Fronted Feet* Chilblains,
Wore 'V'liront*
Erympelas, Bruises and
Wound* of eveiy nature, in which the effects of
extenal applications are almost magical, and in
which its internal administration is found to be most
efficacious. Physicians prescribe it for tlieir patients
and accord it their unhesitating approval as an invaluable discovery.
The LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA is an
essential appointment in all well-regulated stables,
and where large numbers of horses are provided for,
and where there is a liability to the visitations of a
class of epidemic diseases for which this preparation
No stable should be withis a rt cognized remedy
out it, for no stable can really be deemed safe that is
not supplied with it.
We append a few of the many testimonals bearing
testimony to the universal lavor with which this
medicine has been received by the public.

SEALED

lot,

All diseases of the feet treated
I in the most skilful manner with*
I free

A

STREET.

TO WOOL DEALERS & PULLERS.

MTAIMER,

General

Dr.

TEMPLE

of his creditors.

unpaid.

1

lii

OFFICE

alone

ma27

weak-

tion, Iicucorrlioea, Dropsy, Enlargment, Prolapsis,

Only 10 Per Cent.

Nervous Debility.

and well selected. The store is fitted in modern style
and is very desirable. For particulars apply to
J. T. SMALL, Real Estate Agt.,

monia.

without change.

World Renowned Remedy for ail
ness! n incident to Females.

cents

nu.l

Junction)

Portland & Rochester R. R.

now

MRS. DR. PALFREY’S

1875,

and Tonic Pills.

cum

SALE,

a

Something New and Important to ladies

Surplus for

FOR

m.

S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

WITH

'ma2i)eo[12w

f or kale :
GILES’
Lewiston, Me., stock of Dry Goods in
Liniment Iodide of Am- INthe
best locations in the city. The stock is

No peddlers Employed.
dlawT&wly

u»y5

$729,257.85.

■

Trade Mark.

JAS

also water lots accessible by rail to all railroads entering the city. Apply to
MOSES GOULD. 55 North Street,
orj. 0. PROCTER,93 Exchange St.
eb!8eo<12m

HSir'None genuine without the tiade-mark stamped
every pair. Manufactured by
Fellows, MolmeH & Clapp, New York

1874,

LOTS

HOUSE

from 19 1-9 to IS

in

$870,089.40,

Distribution of

Being ground with
free from all imperfections
mounted in Gold, Silver,

ton 8.00,

of Portland,

tbeCity

Returning, leave
3.15, p. m. arrivm
»»•

m.
For Orem Full, at 6.15, 9.10 a. in,, 3.15, p.
For S'ori.iuoutli (via Dover) at 6.15 a, m.
Via
Foruiinaton,
For Rochester, null
Dover) at 6.15, 9.10, a. m., 3.15 p. m.
Alton Buy. (via Dover) at 9.10 a. m-, 3.15 p. m.
A train will also leave Portland for Ikcnuebunk nu.l Wiiy Stations at 5.15 p.m. Returnat
ing, leave Kcnurbunk at 7.30 a. m., arriving
Portland at 8.35 a.m.
Passengers from nny point on the Its nine
Central Knilroad will change cars at, and have
ITIame
their baggage checked via tiontou
Transfer Nintion.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Bos-

CATARRH

The Cordial Balm of Syri-

ANEW

In

_Jf

frames and will last many years
For sale only by our Agents.

Income from Interest for 1874,

Death Claims Paid in

(

Stable 33x33. Good water. 17
Price 83,200. Apply to F. G.

«?onc"or.l

For

Market Junction) 6.15
rence at) 9.10 a. ni.

English Remedy!

House for Sale.
two story French Rorf House, containing
16 rooms, with all modern improvements, situated on Cumberland St., between Green and Higt
Terms easv.
St. Portland.
Apply to JORDAN
BROTHERS, No. 11 Danfort It St.aprl»1m

50

Public are guaranothers in the mar
and distinctness of
rivaled, the total abcolors and refractoo u n d in Pebbles
Mark] i a 11 y desirable.
great care, they are
and impurities. They are
Shell, Rubber and Steel

to the
superior to all
ket. For clearness
vision they are unsence
ot prismatic
ry rays always
renders them espec- [ Trade

a

THE GREAT

Small Houses lor Sale.
an Munjoy Hill in a good neighborhood, just completed, 1J story house, 7 rooms,
lot 36x100 for $2,000. Terms $000 cash, balance ou
mortgage at G tier cent. 1J story house, 7 rooms,
lot 41x80, price $1,800. Terms $800 cash, balance at
6 per cent.
1J story house, 0 rooms, lot 37x105 for
$2,000. Apply to F. G. PATIEKSuN,dealer in Real
Williams
Block, second building east City
Estate,
Hall.
apr3dtt

MEDICAL

On and atier July 22,1874, and
further Notice, the

Boston at 10.50

arriving at

n, m.,

m.f 2.00, 8.00, p.

7.4p, p. ra-

LAND FOR LRE LANDLESS.

Cured

Crescent-.Spectacles

$13,114,416.98.
Income

iSJtu,

WING, Proprietor.

Improve Your Sight.

December 31,

JBtFJ' U

public.

CRESCENT SPECTACLES

Net Assets

_

A first-class Hotel In every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
fof the commercial and pleasure seeking

RUFUS RAND, Agent.
_eod3m

febll

land.

Atm 15

ISoNton at 8.00, a. in., 12,
at Portland at >2.45. 4.45‘
For I.owell (via Lowell

SITUATED

Suffice it to gay that I have used it very persistently
a
till the nresent time, and 1 now find it nearly
season, I feel confident in assuring my former patrons I
removed, and ihink it will shortly disappear entirely.
and the public that I can and will sell them horses
From this trial of your remedy I cheerfully recomI
at
other
thun
be
obtained
stable
can
any
cheaper
they
in Ww h’nn’lflnil hnvintr rnnatnnflv on hand hoavv. I mend it8 use to any one who has a horse or horses
afflicted in this way. I would further say that, while
matched
coach
and
coupe
horses,
draft, cart, dray,
pairs and gentlemen’s driving horses. My horses
other bunch on the off lfg; the Liniment was apare selected by ihe best judges with special care as
plied immediately, and the bunch bis disappeared.
to temperament, deposition, soundness, with good
J. H. HATHORNK,
bones and muscle, and adaptation to the wants of
Proprietor of Citizens* Line toaches.
this market. Please give me a call before purchasing.
&
GEO. C. GOODWIN
CO, Agents, Boston, Mass
I hope to make t an object for dealers to buy ol me.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents, Portland, Me
eod&w6m
del2

REPORT

ANNUAL

7

=-«=-®a-a.

to Kent.

Block, second block east of City Hall.

Anftrica I have

IS SOLD BY

1wwmiiw*«w|inn,I

Business Stand for Sale.
ADIES Furnishiug Goods, well established busiRent low. .Small stock mostly new. A
ness.

anytbingjequal to Giles’Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
Bruises, wouuds stiffness, lameuess, pains in
the muscles, swellings immediately disappear. It is
just what we long wanted, and we now use nothing
else. In thirty years’ experience in Europe and

VEGETINE

on

or

SPECIAE_NOTICE.

ARRANGEMENT.

Passenger trains will leave Portfor Hosiou, at 6.15, 9.10 a. m.

__

Block,

B.

Eastern Railroad.

RAILROAD.
On and after December 30, 1874,

PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate, Williams
second building east City Hall.
apr3d2w

triend, neighbor and acquaintance, “Try it; it has
cured me.

still must be

Of the Fourth

H.

perfectly

Formerly Pastor of Bowdoin Square Church,Boston

hopeful.
of July!

SITUATEDlong

LEWISTON, ME,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,

It is a compound extracted from barks, roots and
harmlierbs. It is Nature’s Remedy. It is
less from any bad effect upon tbe system. It is nourthe
It
acts
upon
directly
ishing and strengthening.
It gives you
blood. It quiets the nervous system
for
our
It
is
a
at
sweet
panacea
night.
sleep
good
aged fathers and mothers, lor it gives them strength,
quiets their nerves, and gives them Nature’s sweet
sleep—as has been proved by many an aged person.
It Is tbe great Blood Purifier. It is a soothing remedy for our children. It has relieved and cured thousands. It is very pleasant 10 take; every child likes
it. It relieves ana cures all diseases originating from
impure blood. Try the VEGETINE. Give it a fair
trial tor your comp'aiuts; then you will say to your

BOSTON & MAINE
WINTER

Small Farm lor Sale.
in Cape Elizabeth, near the Reform
School, lj story house, 10 rooms,good condition.

Cellar 60 feet
acres of choice

lace._
M9MU FT Hitt

?

For Sale
COUNTRY Hotel

A

Up

thee
From Cleopatra’s arms—dishonor’s hell!

THAT

to Loan.

In a flourishing vllliage In
Maine. 10 miles from the Portland and ©gfrom depot. Good livery
daily
R.
R., stage
densburg
stable on the premises with business well established.
Terms easy.
Will sell
Price
$1,800.
Icehouse.
with or without furniture. Will rent lor $200 per
Taxes
debt.
and
from
Insurance
free
year. Town
low. Airily in person or by letter to F. u. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block,
a. r3d2w
second building east of City Hall.

Echo?

country’s

RAILROADS.

ON

1,000,000.

•bcg more, oh lady! let oar mirth’s wild clangor
Ring to tde keyhfcone of tlie midnight sky!
Then, sinking, rouse a thrill of jealous anger
In dusty hearts that deep in old tombs lie.
To-morrow, sweet, may lay us down beside them;
To-night is ours—crown it with wine and song!
Teach its dark moments in thy locks to hide them;
Bind, witch! these hours to linger with us long!
What wild and wondrous note
ing
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first class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought auil sola. Apply to F.
in Real Estate. Office 3781
G PATTERSON. Dealer
Congress St., Williams' Block, between Myrtle and
Pearl Sts._oc5dtf

Produce 3000 Corsets dally, their sales
for 1874 exceeding
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